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FROM THE EDITOR:
Thank you for purchasing this copy of Parnassus 19981 We hope that you enjoy
its contents—creative works by some of Taylor's most talented writers and
artists.
This year, we received a record number of writing entries and a cornucopia of art
entries. Consequently, we aimed to expand the art section of the book by
including two color inserts so that Parnassus could more fully express artists'
creativity. With regard to writing, we've included a diverse sampling of styles,
genres, and themes, so chances are, there will be something to fit your mood.
Besides incorporating more art into Parnassus, we added a special C. S. Lewis
section to celebrate Taylor's attainment of the Edwin E. Brown collection as well
as to honor those who participated in the C. S. Lewis Colloquium held in
November 1998. This section contains two essays on Lewis that were presented
at the colloquium. Another new feature this year is a special biographical section
about the writers and artists who have contributed to this issue of Parnassus. We
asked the contributors to write their own short biography, and we received a wide
variety of responses.
A special thanks is given to the Office of Academic Affairs and the English
Department for continuing to support Taylor's literary tradition through the
funding of Parnassus.
The Parnassus staff and I invite you to curl up in your favorite armchair with a
mocha latte and enjoy the book!

Sincerely,

Holly A. Raatikka
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PARNASSUS MISSION STATEMENT

J^elieving that all
truth has its
JLJ source in God,
the mission of Parnassus is
to present the talents and
aspirations of the Taylor
Community.
T T7 TTe seek to
\Y/ publish
V V works of
excellence which will
edify our readers and
magnify our Creator.
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WHAT IS "PARNASSUS"?
"Par-what?" is a response often received by those who tell friends and
family that their writing is published in Parnassus. Why do we call the Taylor literary
magazine Parnassus? What's in a name?
Mt. Parnassus, located about 65 miles north of Athens, was sacred to the
ancient Greeks as the haven of Apollo and the home of the Muses. William Phyfe,
in his book Five Thousand Facts and Fancies, informs that the phrase "to climb
Parnassus" means to write poetry. Located on Mt. Parnassus was a Castilian
Spring, and "its waters were said to give poetic inspiration to those that drank
from them."
So why all this pagan Greek mythology? Does this belong at a Christian
school?
C. S. Lewis viewed pagan mythology as a shadow of the coming revelation
from God. Myth surely opened up the hearts of the Greeks to receive the Gospel,
as Paul's sermon on Mars Hill exemplifies. In the book The Christian World ofC.S.
Lewis, Clyde S. Kilby writes,
The resemblance between such myths and Christian truth has thesame relation as
the sun and its reflection in a pond. It is not the same thing but neither is it a
wholly different thing. The kernel of wheat is indeed, as Christ said, "reborn" after
"death." Because God made the wheat thus, it should occasion no total surprise
if a Pagan sees there a symbol and puts it into the form of a myth (150-1).

As Christian writers and artists, we testify to the fact that much of our
inspiration comes through the living water given to us by our Lord Jesus Christ.
Whether our writing or art contains explicit Christian messages or not, we hope
that it will edify and ultimately point back to the Source of living water. Mt.
Parnassus and its spring seem to be fitting symbols of this hope, and that is why
our literary magazine is entitled Parnassus.
Those who drink of living water find much more than mere inspiration,
however. Whoever drinksofthe water that I shall give him shall never thirst; hut the water
that I shall give him shall become in him a well ofwater springing up to eternal life. (John
4:14). Legend has it that an earthquake in 1870 caused a rock from Mt. Parnassus
to fall on the Castilian spring and bury it, forever making it inaccessible. But we
know One who will never fail, and who will eternally be our Source of inspiration.

**> SOLI DEO GLORIA **
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JUDGES
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POETRY
Annette L. Grunseth lives in Green Bay, Wisconsin with her husband and two
sons. She has been writing poetry for the past twelve years and is a member of the
Wisconsin Fellowship of Poets. Her poetry has been published in the last nine
editions of the University of Wisconsin's Fox Cry as well as in the books ThePoetry
of Cold (Amherst Press 1997) and Words Good Enough to Eat (edited by Ellen Kort
(1997)).

FICTION
Peter Rock lives in Pittsburgh. He attended Deep Springs College and Yale
University, where he received a B.A. in English in 1991. He held a Wallace
Stegner fellowship in fiction at Stanford University and was the recipient of a 1996
Henfield Award. His first novel, This is the Place, was published in 1997, and he
has a new novel forthcoming.

NON-FICTION
Dee Brestin lives in Kearney, Nebraska. She is the author of the best-selling
book The Friendships of Women and numerous other books and Bible study guides.
She is a nationally-known speaker and has been featured twice on "Focus on the
Family" with Dr. James Dobson. She and her husband Steve have five children
and three grandchildren.

ART
John Paul Gee is an Associate Professor of Art at Ball State University where he
currently teaches classes in beginning through advanced drawing. He has a B.F.A.
from the Herron School of Art and an M.F.A. from Southern Illinois University,
Carbondale. His primary studio productivity is in the area of drawing.
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DAVID B. ALLISON

Beginnings

Breath of love and sight of hate
beckons through the din
Before the fateful throne begat
our grave ancestral sin
Know my face and shun my fault
ever will I stand
Alone with beating tongue of fire
hot pursuit within
After chaos to my heart
cleanse, strength my weakening thought
Hand of weight, lift up and flame
free into this hard place
Now will my life begin

17

MARK BANE

Dipped
Because the night
Belongs to bright-eyed mutants,
I dip my toe into
A whirlpool reflection—
The strident, virtual anthropologies
Of Ichabod
(this house for sale)
The gleaming, ultraviolet bodies
(made of space-age polymer)
Offered up as the illusion of choice—
They crowd the dial,
A plaintive colony of hucksters
Who feed off my free-floating
Boredom
And convert it into
Stretching compound for
The insulated soul.

A Sort of Getaway
This play is going down
To the last act—
And when the final curtain calls,
I'll shade the footlights from my eyes,
And I will know who stayed to watch,
And who stepped out for cigarettes.
If I played my part with skill,
Then maybe they will forget
How many times my star has set
Only to be hoisted up again

18
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By the deus ex machina.
And choirs of angels
Might sing me to my speeding car—
A getaway of sorts.

Walking Alone by Karen Boltz
19

- ALISHA BENSON

ALISHA BENSON

Beggars
lines composed in London

She is hunger.
Her child is sorrow.
Sitting on the subway stoop
They clutch each other
Waiting
Watching for a train that will take them to
Never-never-land—
She is hunger.
Her child is sorrow.
Arms clothed in once white cloth
Hands that used to smell of honey soap
Reach
Searching for help in the mass of
Grown-ups—
We are hunger.
Our children are sorrow.
We look for someone to hold
And sit in the under underground
Waiting
Watching for the fairy-tale tracks that lead to
Anywhere but here—
We are hunger.
Our children are sorrow.
Once bright souls now stained
Hearts that used to be velvet and rose blossoms
Reach
Yearning for a glance, a smile from
Anyone—
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She is one of us.
We are one of her.
Together we dig through rubbish
And clutching one dry crust of bread
We weep
We beg in our sackcloth and ashes for
Tomorrow-hope.

ensconced

angel images dance
on lavender lace and rippling ruffles,
and i bury my face
in this haven-canopy of my window curtain,
wind waves blow breezes to brush my skin
like wings of cherubim.
i taste the sunlight spills that pervade my room,
and let their warm, sweet broth cling to my belly and soul.
i am ensconced in my shaded shelter
as i peer outout into the land of Beaten Down Dreams.
from my perch of protection
i can hear the invisible people.
they run from Tangled Tree to Twisted Tree
on a Writhing Road
whispering their tales
of the putrid troubles they have eaten and still taste,
my eyes turn from their formless forms.
enshrouded by the veil of my lacy fortress,
i will remain here.
here i savor the fruit of safety.

21
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Doublespeak in the Modern English Language
** FIRST PLACE NON-FICTION**

The phenomenon of doublespeak is a fairly common one in our society, for
we are a people who communicate. Unfortunately, much of our communication
is something less than clear, and at times is even intentionally deceptive.
Although doublespeak has probably been practiced since the earliest usage of
language, it was only close to fifty years ago that the term itself was coined.
George Orwell, the British author and linguist, described the misleading language
which he observed as "doublespeak." In his book, 1984, Orwell developed an
intricate theory of the purposes and uses of this deceptive language. During
subsequent years, readers and linguists have become increasingly alert to the
presence of doublespeak in public discourse. The most skilled and well-known
doublespeak "watchdog" today is William Lutz, the chair of the English
Department at Rutgers University and the head of the National Council of
Teachers of English Committee on Public Doublespeak. In addition, Lutz is the
editor of the Quarterly Review ofDoublespeak, a publication which chronicles specific
examples of gross doublespeak in the public arena. According to the QRD,
doublespeak is language which is "designed to mislead, deceive, distort reality, and
corrupt thought... through the devices of euphemism, jargon, bureaucratese, and
inflated language." Many times doublespeak is language which appears to be in
earnest and meaningful but is in fact a deliberately ambiguous mixture of sense
and nonsense.

"Low-Level" Doublespeak
According to Lutz, there are four variations of doublespeak, ranging from
mild and harmless to deceptive and dangerous. For the purposes of this paper, I
will divide doublespeak into two main categories which I term "low-level" and
"high-level" doublespeak.
Low-level doublespeak is primarily the usage of euphemism in harmless,
sometimes even beneficial ways. Euphemistic language substitutes benign or
more agreeable words or phrases for those which have the potential to offend or
cause discomfort. No one would dispute the fact that it is normally helpful to
employ euphemisms in cases where the listener would be sincerely offended
without due cause. An excellent example of this is the common usage of passed
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away or:passed on as a substitute for the harsher sounding died or dead. This use of
euphemism is justified in such cases where real pain can be spared the hearer.
Other mild euphemisms which are commonly used are those involved in technical
jargon. Each profession has its own specialized vocabulary which those who
practice it use to communicate with one another. Those involved in computer
science casually discuss RAM and gigabytes and speak of 8x-speed CD ROM drives
and 200 megahertz processors without a second thought. Linguists toss around terms
like langue and parole and debate histoire and discours when examining poetry. These
technical terms are understood by members of each respective group, and
therefore pose no real threat to clear communication. Jargon can become
doublespeak, however, when these same terms are used in a context where there
are those who are not within a certain profession, and who are not capable and
should not be expected to understand.
In everyday communication, the average listener will encounter many
instances of euphemistic, low-level, doublespeak. Positively speaking,
euphemisms greatly enrich our speech with added connotative meaning and
various shades of nuance. But these euphemistic occurrences truly become
doublespeak when they attempt to cover up or conceal meaning that ought to
remain explicit. Perhaps the best way for me to illustrate this masking, and
sometimes ridiculous, use of euphemism is to cite the following example (and
translation) which I constructed from specific uses which I collected:
After suffering severe cardio-muscular breakdown, the chronologically gifted
preterminal health care consumer was taken to the local wellness restoration center.
Upon arrival, theassistant health therapist escorted him by vertical transportation
system to the proximate crisis alcove where he was attended to by the primary care
diagnostician.
After suffering a severe heart-attack, the elderly patient was taken to the local
hospital. Upon arrival,the nurse escorted him by elevator to the emergency room
where he was attended to by the doctor.

It is evident that not only does the improper use of language in the
euphemistic doublespeak example above make it harder to ascertain the true
meaning, it also adds unnecessary length to a simple statement. Here are a few
further examples of this type of masking doublespeak: collateral damage (civilian
deaths in a war zone), negative gross product (fiscal loss), nontraditional shopper
(looter), negative gains (decline in test scores), thermal soil remediation units
(incinerators), experienced vinyl (used records!). These and many more such
euphemisms are working hand in hand with those at the helm of the PC
movement. In seeking to strip language of any obvious or definitive and
connotative meaning, perpetrators of euphemistic doublespeak are realizing great
success.
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"High-Level" Doublespeak
Doublespeak which is considered to be "high-level" is that which is more
dangerous in its deceptive use of the language. Most often, this high-level
doublespeak is manifested in the form of bureaucratese or inflated language. In
order to grasp the full implications of the deception of this type of doublespeak,
it is necessary for us to examine closely Orwell's treatment of the phenomenon as
well as the related concept of doublethink in his novel 1984.
1984 was written by Orwell in 1948 as a somewhat satirical, somewhat
realistic projection of what society could become if language, and thus thought,
were skillfully manipulated to the purposes of an oppressive government. Orwell
introduces a language called Newspeak which was intended to "provide a medium
of expression for the world-view and mental habits proper to the devotees [of the
Party]" and "to make all other modes of thought impossible." The vocabulary of
Newspeak was such that each word had an "exact and often very subtle expression
... that a Party member could properly wish to express, while excluding all other
meanings and also the possibility of arriving at them by indirect methods." The
way in which the constructors of Newspeak accomplished these goals was by
creating a syntax in which there was "an almost complete interchangeability
between different parts of speech." Thus, the word goodthink was able to be used
validly as either a verb (meaning to think in an orthodox manner) or a noun
(orthodoxy).
Ultimately, Newspeak served the cunning purpose of diminishing the range
of thought by indirectly "cutting the choice of words down to a minimum." By
using doublespeak as a means to institute Newspeak, the Party officials were able
to engage in the most dangerous threat to free expression: doublethink. By
exercising doublethink, a Party member was able to believe at the same time two
concepts which were contradictory. Orwell describes doublethink in the following
way "[the Party intellectual] therefore knows that he is playingtricks with reality;
but by the use of doublethink he also satisfies himself that reality is not violated."
This accomplishes the Party member's ultimate goal of "conscious deception
while retaining the firmness of purpose that goes with complete honesty... Even
in using the word doublethink it is necessary to exercise doublethink. For by using
the word one admits that one is tampering with reality; by a fresh act of
doublethink one erases this knowledge; and so on indefinitely, with the lie always
one leap ahead of the truth."
If that sounds like a rather fitting indictment of much of our public
dialogue today, particularly in the political and military realms, one begins to see
the danger inherent in high-level doublespeak. Indeed, it seems as if there is
hardly a day that passes without an abundance of such political mumbo-jumbo
which often says nothing or else hides everything.
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Again, the clearest explanation of this political doublespeak comes from
examples. The QRD manages to detect and record some excellent examples of
such high-level doublespeak.
"Today's majority... decides that the forced repatriation of the Haitian refugees is
perfectly legal, because the word 'return' does not mean return, because the
opposite of 'within the United States' is not 'outside the United States,' and
because the official charged with controlling immigration has no role in enforcing
an order to control immigration."
—Supreme Court Justice Harry Blackmun
"Our objective is the employment of tactical weapons in all theatres of combat,
backed by maximum effort supplemented by the impact of divine assistance, in
order to achieve a successful outcome in suppressing completely the condign
opposition."
—suggested govt, war statement
"I'd like to suggest to you that some of the investigations would lead one to
believe that perhaps the vehicle the nuns were riding in may have tried to run a
roadblock, or may accidentally have been perceived to have been doing so, and
there'd been an exchange of fire and then perhaps those who inflicted thecasualties
sought to cover it up. And this could have been at a very low level of both
competence and motivation in the context of the issue itself. But the facts on this
are not clear enough for anyone to draw a definitive conclusion."
—former Secretary of State Alexander Haig,
testifying before the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee

It is evident that these speakers have clearly thought out what they want
to say and have manipulated their language to make it appear to communicate
what it does not or to conceal the underlying intent. William Lutz makes an
insightful point when he notes, "The consistent use of doublespeak can have
serious and far-reaching consequences beyond the obvious ones. The pervasive
use of doublespeak can spread so that doublespeak becomes the coin of the
political realm with speakers and listeners convinced that they really understand
such language."
One discouraging and unexpected result of my research was the fact that
the most deceptive use of high-level doublespeak is not limited to the political
realm, but has indeed spread to the realm of academia. D. G. Kehl, an English
professor at Arizona State University and a member of the NCTE Committee on
Public Doublespeak, writes, "Lucid writing in the academy is not an amenity but
a responsibility. The irresponsible use of language is both symptom and cause of
deeper problems in American higher education." In Kehl's article, he cites an
example of academic doublespeak which elevates high-level doublespeak to an
infamous new plane:
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The filling and refilling of external subdisciplinary niches makes it difficult for the
university to accommodate changing patterns of forefront research and the
emergence of new disciplines out of evolving specializations and syntheses from
inter- and multi-disciplinary scholarship. Another problem with the standard
hiring mode is that it is dysfunctional in an ecology of under-population. The
standard mode is implicitly based on an abundantly populated ecology, in which
there are many highly qualified applicants for an advertised niche.

Huh?! This academic administrator's mangling of the language puts even
some of our most notorious politicians to shame. Unfortunately, this is not an
isolated incident restricted to some particularly obtuse academician. Rather, this
is an all too common phenomenon in academic journals throughout the country.
While academic matters are bound to be expressed in an intellectually stimulating
manner, some writers have assumed the task of creating an illusion of immense
knowledge and wisdom through their empty language. Kehl writes, "All too often,
academic talk, striving less to express than to impress, consists of words looking
for thoughts to cloak and people to con."

Detecting Doublespeak
How should we then read and listen? According to Kehl, "The
doublespeaker commits psychological violence against the reader/listener because
deceptive language violates the fundamental human right to an equitable pursuit
of truth ..." We must, therefore, learn to be vigilant preservers of pure, precise
language if we are to avoid continuing down the road of deception marked out by
doublespeak.
According to QRD, we must beware of invisible, suspected, and visible
doublespeak. Deception will be the most effective if the reader or listener is not
even aware of the fact that he or she is being doublespoken to. This invisible
doublespeak can be deadly and difficult to detect because on the surface there will
be few, in any, manifest contradictions. The only real way to detect invisible
doublespeak is to become aware of refutation from an outside source. Obviously,
then, we must become readers who actively seek out the truth from several
different, reliable sources. In this way we will be able to validate information and
be assured of its accuracy.
Suspected and visible doublespeak are more evident initially, but can easily
become just as deceptive. Whenever a contradiction or slick euphemism jumps
out at the reader, it is most definitely doublespeak. The problem arises when the
reader either skips over the instance, leaving it unexamined and the truth
undiscovered, or pretends to know what it means and does not search out the true
meaning. In these instances, the reader plays right into the hands of the
doublespeak perpetrator by submitting to deception and robbing himself of
knowledge of the truth. Our best defense against this is to honestly admit when
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we don't understand the full meaning of an ambiguous or contradictory statement,
and to search out the true meaning.
Defying Doublespeak
The dangers inherent in the use of doublespeak of all kinds should be
apparent. Skillful and willful deception can catch the novice linguist unawares
and can even prove difficult to detect for one experienced in analyzing language.
While euphemistic, low-level, doublespeak may sometimes be harmless, it is wise
to be able to at least identify and be aware of its presence. High-level
doublespeak can be extremely dangerous and deceptive, especially when
manipulated by those skilled in language usage.
One of Orwell's most famous statements is this: "If thought corrupts
language, language can also corrupt thought." Therein lies the real danger of
doublespeak. If those skillful at twisting meaning and polluting clear
communication are allowed to speak and write their cryptic messages, then not
only our public discourse, but also our freedom to ascertain truth and think clearly
are threatened. It is this threat which necessitates our vigilance for the cause of
precise and lucid communication. Perhaps Wendell Berry has put it best, "The
only defense against the worst is a knowledge of the best
We must speak, and
teach our children to speak, a language precise and articulate and lively enough to
tell the truth about the world as we know it. . ."
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La Bella Mujer Sin Compasion

Latin spirits mambo
swirling in my head
conjured by this samba
I rise from my bed
A voice sings 'remember'
memories rush in
crushing me beneath
the devilish beat
'tus besos, tu calor
mi isla de dolor'
In the Caribbean heat
swaying on my feet
this enchanting Latin groove
invites my heart to move
towards the one I want, but don't
'debajo del cielo
bailas como un sueno'
The waves upon the sea
moving rhythmically
catch my crying eyes
while pulsing love tries
but I only see her dancing

Stones Cry Out
I. Oxford
Your stones are in a stuporHear their garbled speech:
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oida
oida
(I know I know)
Their voices echo off the many walls.
Flagstones, keystones, cobblestones, spires;
Better some bread with joy than a banquet with none.
Why do you die my good young friend?
But stay, follow not the dark-robed lady,
For her breath is foul and her teeth are gone.
The sages and the seers cry in vain
If I do not bare my face to pouring rain.
I shall return, O stones, return shall I,
Borne by the limpid current of the Thames.
oida, oida, mumble towers.
The arches, too, the greens, all oida.
I saw him in St. Mary's but I
Lost him in the woodwork.
Bells are banging, still I sleep.
Stones are waking, still I. . .
Eyes straight, head down, hurry on.
Do they know?
Slippery coins heavy in my pocket,
Fading awe gives way to stony feet.
Feet are moving, still I sleep.
He is calling, still he's calling . . .
The lantern light grows dim,
I cannot see the stars.
Can they know without him?
And buses, always buses.
No one on them knows,
Or if they do they're not talking
oida
I have the map but I don't need to look.
I know my way by habit
Through these stony streets.
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Who can know his mind?
His ways, his paths.
Are they down on High Streetf
Don't go by way of Broad Street
Shout the fully wakened stones.
Thelo Blepo Sodzo
(I will I see I save)
I answer to the stones.
Can sun melt stone?
There he stands upon the coronation stone.
A roaring in my ears
OIDA
Listen to the stones.
II. Jerusalem
Listen, now, as the bells of morning ring
Echoing off stony streets and ancient valley walls,
Bringing light over raised crosses and
Jutting crescent moons.
shama'ti shama'ti
(I hear I hear)
The streets are quiet still, and empty
Except for legions of prowling cats
And a lone, long-robed man.
He pauses at the bells,
Tilting his head,
But he cannot hear him.
shama'ti
Twisting narrow streets
Empty now of the many feet
Which have trod these stones
On their way to sacrificeHoly fire and burning bones
Incense rising to paradise.
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I've walked these streets
And seen the bearded men
So intent upon their tradition,
But see, they do not listen
The surface grime partly washed away,
Money changers' filth of yesterday,
Washed by the night's few tears
But compounded over all the years.
shama'ti
I wander down King David St.,
Vendors opening their shops.
I rarely stop to look.
Instead I strain to open my ears
That I might hear him speak.
shama'ti
Hear the muezzein's call to prayer.
Lay your head down anywhere
Here on this stirring rock
Here on this bustling street.
These streets have been washed in blood
Of animals and men.
I make my way ever eastward
Around each sharp bend,
Towards the great temple of stoneOn the altar he stands alone
Among teeth and bones
Burned and blackened.
The great curtain is torn asunder,
Whispers wind their way
Through and under.
shama'ti shama'ti
The sound of his voice is sharp and thrilling,
Holding and filling me to my feet.
Listen to the man upon the stone.
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Good Morning, Poet
I wake to find
full-bodied vowels evaporating
weak and thin in porcelain saucers
I open my mouth and breath stale air
I move my hand and leave trails of dust

Messages For You
goodbye
leaving, you did not stop to say.
you did not stop to collect the ends of words
i have been trying to give you since we met.
mvmnt
i have been dropping my vowels,
i have found a few under the rug, and
managed to finagle two more from the neighbor.
company
colonies of ladybugs have come and gone.

.1

1 1 R.

.
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,

clean-up
the daily wearing through and washing thin
has gone interactive, has syncopated with the burning out
i have gone to bed with my freshly washed hair.
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Einstein by Noel Powell
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A Lesson in Perseverance
A bright red leaf
in a crowd of soggy browns
triumphantly has its last say.

A Thought for the High and Mighty
Do
you suppose
that the
leaf
at the top
of the tree
glories in its
height
above the
rest—
or wishes for the security of the multitude
beneath
it
when
the
winds
begin
to
blow?
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The Quiet Place
The second hand pounding relentlessly, tauntingly
voices pouring out words
books screaming for attention
flies buzzing to annoy.
All demanding time
pushing in crowding up crawling through
my ears into my mind
grabbing my thoughts for a wild dance heartlessly
stomping my focus to fragments in a mad enticing rhythm.
From somewhere above the pulsating everything,
a voice whispers
run
I tear away from the strong and handsome arms
of Life, who rejected,
becomes angry and grabs for my hands.
Just out of reach, I run
and run and run
to my secret place,
my hiding place, my quiet place.
Here I fall and lie still—
until my breathing slows,
and the quiet of my quiet place
immerses the mad rhythm of my mind
in the calm pool
of the Lord's presence.
I am soothed
loved
strengthened
loved
forgiven
loved
loved.
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givemeaVOICE

HEY YOU!!!
Yeah you readin' me!
Man I'm glad ya came along,
it gets musty in here; I was suffocatin'
breathe that fresh air—whoo that's nice.
Read me out loud would ya—
I'm not kidding—OUT LOUD.
I NEED TO BE HEARD!
one two three testing one two
LAAAA—la la lalalaaaaa
ME memememeeee
many mumbling mice
doobie doobie doo
aah oooh
A A AAA AH!!
OOOOOH!
ArrrrrrRRRG!
HOOOOOOWEEEEE!
vroomm vroomm
VRROOOMMMM!
ie luv yu
yellow blue bus
ya-lu-blu-vas
tut cut sputter mut
pucker up buttercup
jack sprat's fat cat
lean green string bean
fuzzy wuzzy was a—
Ya know, you sound alright!
What a voice, I could listen forever.
But— look around you.
NO, stop readin' me for a sec and look around.
World's full of color isn't it.
I'm black and white—crisp and short
GIVE ME SOME COLOR!!!!
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Like Yellow.
Ahhh. Now that's a color, soft and deep.
Go ahead let me hear it—
Yeeehhlloooow . . .
That sound'll go on 'til you
run outa breath.
It's kinda calming.
Now Orange.
TRY it!
Orrrannnge.
Hold on a sec.
East coast right? I gotcha pegged don't I
'cause you said
Ah-renge.
Now Red is a . . .
WHAT WAS THAT!?!
Shhhhh listen
Can you hear 'em?
kids laughing
choirs singing
bridgeplayers gossiping
ministers preaching
parents arguing
professors lecturing
babies gurgling
monks reciting
fans cheering
umpires shouting
PLAY BALL!!!
Amazing aren't you, all together you would fill the universe.
Without you
there would be . . .

Lonely isn't it. No voices.
Now ya can't go and leave me feeling down like this.
Well, ok.
Hey, before you go—
could'ya say your name for me?
Thanks.
See ya.
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Joshua by Lindsay Keyes
HONORABLE MENTION
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Sun

The night calls me,
And I answer.
With warm,
Sweet words,
I cater to his wish.
Slowly I rise.
Gently I carry my light across the moor,
Across the field,
Across the sea.
The night calls me,
And I come.
Floating,
Gliding,
Dancing—I follow his moonlit path.
Quickly I warm.
I am the distant stranger, who gives light to the eyes of men,
Of beast,
Of thee.
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October 12, 2046, 20:12

"Thepast is the only dead thing that smells sweet."

—Cyril Connolly
"We do NOTknow thepastin chronological sequence. It may be convenient to lay it out
anesthetized on thetable with dates pasted onhere and there, but what we know we know by
ripples and spirals eddying out from us and from our time."

—Ezra Pound

telecomputer journal entry: October 12, 2046, 20:12. Jerusalem, Israel.
The kids at the Arab school filled my day with light. It isn't that there
wasn't any light here before. (It is always light here. Oh, to remember the rain
and dark and clouds and snow of Ohio! That was a beautiful darkness. Here it
is a beautiful light.) But their faces as they played football, how they gave life!
It was as if one hundred tiny suns shone independent of each other, flashing here,
flashing there. There was a continuity to it. It was energy. Their energy both
reflected and ignored the conflict around them. IT was energy which had moved
this Palestinian people, which had brought them to where they are today.
But I get ahead of myself. With the youthful play of the school boys came
a memory of Concord Street back in Ohio. Childhood in Ohio had been full of
energy and life and play and TV. I could still hear that old TV ad echo through
my reminiscent brain: "Ohio, the heart of it all!" I have a feeling the advertising
executives who came up with that one snickered a bit when the first commercial
appeared, knowingthe absurdity of such a statement. Ohio, a rather non-descript
state in a fading nation. We didn't really know it at the time, that is, we didn't
realize it. The days of the independent powerful nations were on their way out in
that last quarter of the twentieth century.
My nostalgia confuses things though. I want to start at the beginning.
Today's walk by the school brought things back to me that aren't always in front.
This is an entry for my sons and my daughters, and for my grandsons and
granddaughters, so that they may further experience that principle which I have
sought to impart to them: no man can understand himself or his present without
an understanding of his past. It may simply seem to them the ravings of an
historian. I hope not. This is a land filled with history, and its people are filled
with a keen sense of history as well. It was fifty years ago that I recognized this
fact, in this very city.
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Disclaimer: Tonight's entry isn't meant to be a complete account. I am but
reminiscing tonight. I want to simply sketch and remember.
Mybeginnings: In 19961entered my junior year at Taylor. Butlwouldn't
be spending the semester in Upland, Indiana, with the silent corn and broad open
sky. Jerusalem was my destination. My twenty years had not included much
international experience. So Israel opened a wonderfully new and frightening and
exciting world to me. My native Midwest would become smaller as I saw a larger
world. It was that fall semester my junior year that would have effects on me I
could not have predicted. In the Tomb Room at Jerusalem University College I
discovered much: a sense of current history, a glimpse of the world, a nonWestern Christianity, a clash of cultures (tourism versus the Middle East), the
ugliness of reality, the beauty of reality—these are just the things I can put my
finger on that seemed to have begun there.
After only two more semesters at Taylor, graduation. January, 1998. Off
to the world. Direction was not so clear. Instead of immediately going to grad
school, I decided to buy some time with two years in the Peace Corps. I
welcomed the second millennium CE in Tunis. From Tunis I had watched the
European Union consolidate. A stubborn Britain had reluctantly entered into
nearly full cooperation by the new millennium, and 1January 2000 was an exciting
time throughout Europe. In North Africa, the people watched, half-interested and
half-worried. Theirs was no position to consolidate. Religion and economic
underdevelopment would not allow for this. It seems closer now. Give them
another fifty years from now, though, and we may find a similar cooperative in
North Africa. The world perked up with these millennial celebrations in the
European capitals. I still hold that these celebrations were a primary motivating
factor in the development of NAFTA's offspring: theNAC (North American
Cooperative). The success of the EU seemed inevitable even then, and worth the
political headaches in North America. It would be another 17 years before they
would get it together, but the NAC emerged to challenge and cooperate with the
EU. The Asian Community for Economic Cooperation (ACEC) was quickly
organized for similar purposes. The world is still adjusting to living with these
trading blocks as entities with diversity.
It was inevitable that these cooperatives would consider policies other
than economic concerns, and the new world order of the twenty-first century
included efforts to discourage despotism in Africa and encourage economic
development there. As the great underdevelopment continent of the time, it was
the target of international pressure for reform. The North Africans had
premonitions of this, and sought EU money and advising. My two years in Tunisia
had given me experience (though limited) with the staff of the EU North African
Development Commission on special projects to Tunisia. My friend Patrik
Mathews was in Berlin as well. I hadn't seen him since my last January atTaylor,
but we were exuberant to see each other. Patrik himself was living and working
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in Berlin as a philosopher cabby. The next three years in Berlin were a blessing
from God. It was in Berlin that I learned German, discovered thick German beer,
met and married Katrina, introduced Patrik to my sister-in-law, Katrina's younger
sister, Chiara (whom he married four years later), and got a glimpse of God's call
on my life of ministry to Muslims.
Katrina was a Ukrainian who had come to Berlin tofind life and love, but
first she found God (quite by accident). We had met at a Berlin pub, and over the
course of the next ten months we courted and were married. We were married, of
all places, in Coleraine, and both of our families were able to fly in for the
wedding. But it was back to Berlin. During my term with the North African
Development Commission (I hadn't played much of a role in policy decisions, but
I worked rather as a logistics coordinator), I visited Tunis quite a few times. I had
convinced a reluctant Patrik Matthews to accompany me on several of my visits,
and we established significant contacts with national Christians there.
After my stint with the EU, I decided to return to Tunis to attend the
University of Tunis there in a graduate program for Islamic Studies. Living,
working (I worked as an English translator and Katrina as a French tutor), and
learning with the nationals there, I gained an understanding of Islamicculture that
I couldn't have learned in the States. It was from the national Christians there that
I learned the most. Or maybe it was from my new wife Katrina. I learned. We
learned together. Those were good years.
From there we returned to the States. I had been offered a good position
at the University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee to teach Islamic Studies in the Religion
Department, and I heartily accepted. Being back in the States with the intent on
staying for a considerable time was an adjustment very discomforting. The United
States was, in 2007, certainly a unique place for Katrina. Her native Ukraine was
scarcely like America, and she found the adjustment difficult. My professorship
allowed for her to remain out of the work force, though those years were a lean
time for us. Katrina, though, became involved in outreaches to foreign immigrants
who had recently arrived in Milwaukee. We had three children over the next
seven years: Peter, Mathias, and Tatyana. My interest in Islamic-Christian
relations and missions to Muslims kept my summers full with speaking
engagements. My contacts in these areas as well as Katrina's work with
immigrants encouraged our interests in international Christianity. But our work
there would be as empty nesters. We chose to wait for our youngest, Tatyana, to
graduate from high school. I had maintained my teaching job at the university.
In 2033, Tatyana entered Stanford, and Katrina and I explored possibilities in
overseas missions. We had both been itching to leave North America and find
new territory as well.
But the Middle East called our name. We had spent a summer in Israel as
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a family in 2024. I had wanted to share myJerusalem with Katrina ever since we
met in Berlin. After that summer, it was ours. But things had changed in the
Middle East since my semester there. An independent Palestine had come into
existence in 2021, and was still in its infancy in 2033 when Katrina and I decided
to settle in Palestine. The Middle East was still a boiling pot, a volatile cauldron.
Israel had remained. The Arabs had accepted that, but that did not mean they
received reality with joy.
I was approaching my sixties and Katrina her fifties, but we wanted to
pursue our interest in missions to Muslims as tentmakers in Palestine. I inquired
into a teaching position at my Jerusalem University College, still an American
Christian college program school, and was offered a position teaching Islamic
history. My good friend Patrik and his wife Chiara were now heading the
university. They welcomed us into their company as they had throughout our
twenty-six years in America when we would often travel to Northern Ireland for
a holiday. I enjoyed my teaching at the university, but I more enjoyed working
with Katrina in conjunction with World Vision Palestine. There was still a
considerable housing problem in Palestine, a remnant of the refugee camp
situation of the 1970s and 80s. Katrina and I worked to facilitate the construction
of low-cost housing. My meager salary at the university was plenty for simple
living, and we were content. God continued to bless us in ways we couldn't have
imagined.
In 2037,1 was offered a professorship at Bethlehem College. Teaching
Arab-Islamic politics was challenging and enriching. But we weren't getting any
younger. Two years later, Katrina and I sought, with the help of some of our
friends in Bethlehem, to establish a Christian youth hostel. It would be a wise
enough business venture, though it was not my business sense that won the day.
Katrina had developed a keen sense of enterprise, and she handled all the things
I didn't really understand (and still don't—I certainly didn't get that from my
father). We have been serving as houseparents since that time. It has been an
invaluable experience. Internationals have always been at the center of our lives,
and we have much enjoyed the richness of interaction that our guests here at the
hostel have provided us with.
I have had the chance to live in a land of history, and to teach a little of
that history to its inhabitants. And I have had the chance to grow old with my
Katrina. And she with me. We have held each other as our parents passed. We
have celebrated the college graduations and marriages of all three of our children.
We have loved each other. We have served God together.
The children at the Arab school today filled my day with light. They
celebrated twenty-five years of independence today. The children were not here
twenty-five years ago. Yet they know, but with a childlike knowledge. One filled
with wonder, and little malice. Hope is now a solid word. The whole city rejoices
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tonight. How nice to hear and see fireworks instead of firebombs. And I sit, with
misted eyes, remembering when I was here last. And I sit, with misted eyes,
remembering where else I have been, what else I have seen. I am full with
memory. Pleasantly so.
The moon has now taken its government over the open sky. This same
sky that I watched from the bank of Grand Lake St. Marys. This is the same sky
that tutored me in love in rural Indiana. This is the same sky that Gazi and I
discussed Islamic theology under in Tunis. The same sky over the Irish
countryside reception after our wedding. The same sky that covered my children
in Milwaukee. The same sky . . .
But my reminiscing is sentimental, so I resist further words. But you have
read it, and you may know me and my times more clearly as well. In the words of
G. K. Chesterton: "The disadvantage of men not knowing the past is that they do
not know the present. History is a hill or high point of vantage, from which alone
men see the town in which they live or the age in which they are living."

No Vacancy by Melinda Horsey
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The Enemy

My enemy faces me today
I am easily out-matched in terms of strength and skill
he devises plans and implements solutions of a kind I can only dream
He flinches not at the storm's roar
His smirk bleeds confidence
He feels no malice toward me,
simply pity
as if he were tossing me spare change,
And yet the primary reason I cannot defeat him
is my inability to reach him
For he resides in a sanctuary from my wrath
He lives in her eyes
He hides in her dreams
and worse of all
He's supposed to be
me.
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Autumn
Water falls from a mossy wall,
Tall oaken arms drop scarlet leaves, softly.
I wander, lost in thoughts
Of warmth, now gone,
As autumn falls like dusk upon me.
I cross the cobbled stream on a fallen log
With a hollow core,
And walk along the far bank, alone.
Long shadows fall, the air is cool.
Far from these woods my thoughts are drawn,
Far from falling water and dropping leaves,
To a yard where Autumn lies
Beneath a solemn stone.

Beggar-child in Mexico City
I saw her standing unevenly by the curb,
Dirty black hair falling down about
Pier brown-skinned face,
Torn hem hanging from her skirt,
One big button holding together her sweater
Pale blue and worn thin,
Clear plastic sandals over feet otherwise
Bare, and muddy and brown.
I pretended to be busy and looked away
From dirty tracks of dried tears
Down soft, stained cheeks from dark eyes,
Round eyes full of sorrow and innocent pain that
Poured from her soul to mine and made me
flinch.
In all my comfort I felt as cheap as the paltry coins
I fingered in my pocket.
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Eli by Robyn Hannaman
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Prometheus' Gift

i know of a forest
it is a beautiful forest
with age-old trees
which
in their old age
have acquired a charm
of their own
the floor is covered
with dried leaves
that crunch
wonderfully
as you walk
i go deep in this forest
and dance and frolic
like a nymph
uninhibited and free
and the trees watch
and the leaves giggle
this forest has a beauty
which is beyond compare
deep in the heart of this forest
burns a blaze
bright and beautiful
warms the soul
for the moment
> contained <
yet it crackles
and it pops
and it burns with fury
throwing sparks:
a stray spark
ignites
dead leaves
on the floor of the forest
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and sends the blaze
tearing through the glade
consuming
ancient trees that
until now
have stood the test of time
wreaking havoc
on the beauty
that was once the forest's
desolation
and destruction
now reign.

Nowhere by Sara Fisher
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dinner conversation
we speak in circles, dancing
using language as the music that
guides partners, bringing us closer
and pulling us apart
we stop only long enough to catch our
breath, to learn new steps but
there is never enough quiet to feel
each other's scars; the music begins
again and i want to hold your hand
for a moment my heart beats differently
than yours but it still beats if you
would hold my hand you'd know that,
i want to say, but instead we
dance and i am spinning
and you are laughing so how
could i possibly want more?

untitled

wrapped in the cold air
playing with toying with language
vacuous sounds in night's nothingness
this is a game you play
well according to your own rules
i speak right through you
melancholy poet
kiss me with your words
strangle me
you see me here there now
disappear
i don't see you at all
what do you want me to be
eclipsed i fall
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career plans

i will make my millions
someday
from book sales my own best seller
i will dedicate it to my mistakes
to you and you and you
ad infinitum
to you for letting me fall in love with you
to you for leaving me over and over again
to you for helping me live my days and my nights
to you for teaching me how to feel
i will title it my mistakes and how i made them
living loving feeling caring giving
sharing getting telling
and there will be a section on
how to avoid making similar mistakes
i will surprise the reader
those last pages will be
blank
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Empty Vases
The first year they were married, Harold never knew what to buy. Dora
would beam at him, of course, saying that she couldn't believe he'd spent so much
and what would their friends say. But, admittedly, the blender and tool kit lacked
the romantic appeal she was certain to want. When Harold grew up, Pop just
picked some flowers from the neighbor's farm and swatted Mama's behind. He
would usually ask what supper was and sit himself down with a beer until it was
finished. Nowadays, the men were slapping on aprons and swatting each other's
behind. Progress. Pop might be a bit uncomfortable with that.
From one of the several cobalt vases lining the wall of the shop, Harold
slid his palm across the damp velvet of a single rose petal. Peach fuzz. Dora used
to trace her fingers down his jaw and wrap the other arm around his waist when
he shaved. It had been two years since she'd called him that. Two long years.
"Miss?" Harold stared at the counter top and fished in his pocket for some
change. "Two dozen, please." The faceless clerk appeared, clicked buttons on
the register, and held her hand out into his line of vision.
"Sixty-two oh five, sir." The clerk lowered herself below the rim of his
fedora. "Sir?" She tapped the shoulder of his camel suit coat.

"Fight, Dora—Look at me. Fight it." Harold had her hand in a vise grip.
"Tell mea story ...For God's sake, tell me something... this... isn't a boxing
match, HaroldJames... You want tofight?... Strap your naked tush to one ofthese...
beds and spreadyou legs—wide... Have somebody drivea locomotive through your stomach
. . -. When that's over. . . scream at me about fighting!"
"You're almost there Mrs. Winters. I can see the head. PUSH!"
"I'M PUSHING, DARN IT!"
"Dora!" Harold tried to apologize forhis wife but was interrupted by a throaty
shriek. Vivian Marie had arrived. Afierthey rousedhimfrom the floor, he held his first
little girl in the crook of his arm, unsureabout how to go about it, but mesmerized by her
miniature fingers and toes. He stroked a patch ofchestnut hair matted to herforehead, soft
and balmy. She smelled like roses.

"Sir?"
Harold blinked and let the rocking arms fall to his side.
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"Your flowers?"
He saw the face this time. It was pale and cheeky, a bit too much rouge,
but aqua eyes like his Dora. "I'm sorry. Of course." He outstretched his arms,
and she spread the lengthy gold box across them. He turned to leave and she
stopped him.
"Uh, it's sixty-two oh five for the flowers, sir." She advanced the receipt
in the register for emphasis.
Harold blushed. "I'm sorry. Of course. You must be thinking what an old
fuddy-duddy I am. And you'd be right, too. Eighty-four years next August. I just
wish I could remember them all. Or at least, remember what I'm doing right now.
I'm sure glad my wife isn't with me. She'd be pink to her toes." He offered her
a wad of bills. "You'd better check to make sure I've got it right. Can't be too
careful."
Cheeks unfolded the dollars and smoothed them out. She shuffled through
them quickly. Harold wondered if she could really count that fast or if she was
just ready to be rid of him. She glanced up from the lopsided greenish stack.
"Perfect. Thank you, sir." She seemed to be dismissing him. "Who's
next? May I help you?" Harold watched for a few more minutes as a young man
debated between four lilac gladiolas and a handful of peach-laced carnations.
The man was nervously gesturing to the sales clerk. He couldn't be a day
older than twenty-one. Still wet behind the ears. Harold leaned toward him.
"Roses, son. Always roses." He tapped the gold box. "Doesn't matter if it's the
first date or the fortieth. They'll be putty in your hands. I promise." Harold
winked and tried to balance his load on his way out the heavy double doors. It was
getting late, and he didn't want to upset his wife by being late for dinner.
"I'm not lettingyou go, Harold. The Army will have to win withoutyou." Dora
stopped walking and burrowed one toe in the sand.
Harold rubbed his forehead harder and shook his head. "Darling, I'm sorry, but
you're not going to change my mind on this one." He shuddered when she hugged her arms to
herself and the silent tears made tracks down the corner of her lips, now minglingwith the salt
that had dried on her cheeks in the sun. Liquidfoam slappedat their ankles, a dull roar in
the distance.
"I'm not askingyou to agree. I'maskingyou to understand." He made small arm
motions with his hands. He couldn't hold her. Not yet.
"I've waited my whole life to be married to you. Don't do this." Her voice came out
in gaspmgfragments. She closed her eyes. "I'm too young to bury a husband." The sun
reflected off the golden highlights in her hair on its final decent into the ocean.
"It's my duty."
"No,Harold. It's your pride." She lef him sitting on the sand, only the glare of
fading headlights for company.
He tossed a pebble into the whitecaps.
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Tired from his walk down the block, Harold plunked down on a rod iron
bench facing the fountains to wait for Viv. She was their sluggish one, always late.
He watched as the water gushed in a powerful rhythm on the lawn, the sun making
glassy ribbons in the air. He was panting in short gasps, punctuated by a large
intake of breath. A young couple skated by him on those new roller skating
contraptions. His smile faded. He felt oddly out of place.
"Anybody sitting here, gramps?"
Harold looked at the gangly boy, all arms and legs, and patted the seat next
to him. "No, son. Sit down. What's your name?" He stared at the boy's ears, a
trail of silver earrings. Absentmindedly, he was thankful that he wasn't this kid's
grandpa.
"Dominique."
Harold watched him blow a mop of dirty black hair from his eyes. He
couldn't be more than thirteen, but he still pulled a pack of cigarettes from his
trousers (which were about to become socks if he didn't pull them back to his
waist where they belonged) and lit up. Harold looked on with interest.
"You gonna lecture me about nicotine, gramps? Well, save your breath."
Dominique tried to make smoke rings out of the bluish haze clouding his mouth.
He started hacking instead.
"Nah. You call that smoking?" Harold chuckled. "I smoked my lot.
Matter of fact, everybody did. War time came around, and we were all buying
them off the black market. Probably killed more of us than those German bullets
ever did."
Dominique wasn't paying any attention. He was calling across the park
to a group of hoodlums, all smoking. All younger than Harold's newest pair of
scuffed Rockports. Dominique flicked his ashes on the dirt and stood up, clicking
his lighter. Harold studied the weak burst of orange and yellow. It flickered then
vanished.
Viv clapped her hands, and the wholeroom eruptedinto a volley of cheers. "Happy
fiftieth Mom and Dad." She leaned over thecake and began plucking stubby candles from the
frosting. Dora wasa vision. Thefamilytookbetsonwhethershewouldcrythatnightornot
Harold spent his winnings on roses.
Vivian's husband, Ryan,circled thetable with a champagnebottle. Dora's brother,
Lawrence, playfullydimmed the lights,and thegrandkids rushedaround to cleara smallspace
on the carpet fordancing. They wereintent onembarrassing him. Harold chuckledandhanded
Doraahandkerchief.Just as Nat KingColestarted tocroon "Stardust"over the speakers—it
was the first song theyd danced to—agold band slipped from the linen onto thefloor. Dora
nearly missed it. Haroldknelt to pick up the ring(bed managed to keep ita surprise),and
offered hishand He was shaking not becausehe wasnervous, but because it occurredto him
that thiscould be the last anniversary he wouldspend withhis Dora,and the thought made
him weep. She knelt down next to him and swept a finger over his cheek.
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"We have right now,"she whispered in his ear. That was it. She knew, always.
"How about a dance, soldier?"
He touched his lips to the nape of her neck. "I love you, Dora Marie."

Dominique had gone, thank God. Harold was beginning to wonder if his
wallet was safe. He reached for the roses and felt the dull ache in his lower back.
It acted up every afternoon about this time. He couldn't remember if he had taken
his pills. Dora would chide him, of course, just like one of the children. Harold
put all of his weight on one leg and tried to lever himself up. The thunder of the
fountain water equaled the force it took him to rise. He teetered a bit and then
righted himself. So tired. He walked to the fence edge and dug through his pocket
for a penny.

"It'sfor good luck,"Dora held out onehand "Come on, Harold. I'll makea wish

for us. Close your eyes."

The small copper disc slipped into the fountain basin and glided below the
ripples to settle on a bed of corroded pennies and dimes. Harold held onto the
rail, while a few passers-by stopped to make offerings to the magic pool. Harold
couldn't seem to catch his breath. He slid to the ground to wait.
"Dad?" An attractive woman thanked a pedestrian who pointed toward
Harold. Viv awkwardly jogged to him in her heels. "Dad!" She knelt in the fresh
grass clippings. "Can you hear me? Are you okay?" Her hands roved over him,
checking his pulse, his forehead, rubbing his hands. "I thought we were going to
see Mom?"

"You're going to be alright, honey. We're gonna make it."

Harold felt a tremor course the length of his body. "I'm fine, sweetheart.
Yeah. Let's go." He winked and held out his hand. Viv giggled at the penny.
"Now don't tell me what you wish for, baby girl, or— "
"It won't come true." She helped him up.
"Right."
Viv mothered him—clicking his seat belt in place, tucking his suit coat
under the buckle.
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"You'11have totake careof her at home. That means cooking,cleaning monitoring
her pills, her IV intake. I don't recommend it, especially at your age, Mr. Winters."
"This is whatshe would want." He started bubbling inthe appropriate forms. "She
hates hospitals."
The drive seemed longer this time, endless shadows cutting gray swatches
out of the flat field to the left. Viv turned on her blinker.
"You okay, Dad? You sure you want to do this?" She was speaking
quietly.
"I'll behere whenyou wake up. I'mnotleavingyou. Dora. Listen to me I'll never
leave you."
Harold nodded, backhanding the stream of tears on his cheek. "She's
expecting us," he managed. "I don't want her to be alone."
He felt her hand go limp.
The cemetery was still. Headstones cloaked the valley, burst of flowers
dotting the gray marble, the fresh earth, his Dora. Harold's head fell into his
hands. He whimpered. His shoulders were shaking violently, as if in this place,
these graves, were fighting him. He traced the etched words of beloved wife,
touching her, coaxing the marble to come alive.
"I'm coming, Dora. I'm coming," he whispered.
I know, peach fuzz. I know.
Clumsily, he tugged on one end of the ribbon layering the gold flower box.
Shelling the ivory tissue to either side, he lifted the roses into the sun and fanned
them along the ground.
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Snapshots of a Tree House

It often started like this, I cautioned myself, twisting the top from an Oreo
and staring at the crumpled cellophane bag. Those double-stuff didn't stand a
chance. I felt my eyelids close of their own volition while I scraped the sweet
creamy center from the loaded half using only my two front teeth. Tony always
told me that I had the appetite of a horse—whatever that means. It began
innocently enough, I rationalized, trying to sweep the black crumbs from my lap
without looking at the accusing pink nutrition label. A shrill sound from the
phone saved me. By the second ring, I reminded myself to ask Tony how to turn
down the volume on Dad's new remote. Hey. No, this is Jess... yeah... sure,
I'll tell him . . .
I rummaged around the cluttered wooden desk for a pad of paper and
impatiently decided that I never made a habit of writing down messages anyway.
Resting the cordless on its cradle, I eased into the mismatched chair by the hutch
and waited for Tony to burst through the door with dinner. Friday. Chinese, I
think. I looked around Mom's old kitchen, the kitchen I grew up in, chuckling at
the light dust film settled on the new mixer and other undisturbed appliances. A
half-eaten tuna on rye lay near the box of Kraft macaroni with a note taped to the
top to remind Dad not to overcook the noodles. He does try though, and I'll give
him credit—he makes a mean cheese omelet.
I heard the quiet hum of the garage door and listened as Tony fumbled for
his keys and dropped something. Rolling my eyes, I hoped it was the keys and not
the egg rolls. I yelled out "hey" and attacked the brown paper bags looking for my
sweet and sour chicken, sauce on the side.
"Hey, starving lunatic, how about a hello for your big bro?" Tony griped
as I swatted him on the seat of his pants and grabbed a few napkins.
"After dinner, okay?" I retreated to the family room, wondering how many
times our little family had performed this weekend ritual over the last couple
years. Two whole years. Had it really been that long? Forgetting the white waves
of steam climbing out of my bowl toward the ceiling, I looked at Dad's black
leather recliner, where I used to sit, until that Thursday night.
Anyone watching would have probably shrugged their shoulders and
mumbled the typical nineties lingo—words like "dysfunctional." Mom and Dad
sit their children down. They tell their kids with artificial and strained voices that
home sweet home isn't so sweet anymore. Oh yeah, and they love you.
As much as I hate to admit it, Tony and I were both used to it now.
Shuffling back and forth between houses, Mom's during the week, Dad's on
weekends. I reached for my fork and waved the foggy wall of steam from my face;
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number eleven, extra sauce never smelled so good. Tony wandered in long enough
to flip the channels and browse through my leftovers, but decided as usual to plant
himself on the pint-sized, sticker-covered, kid's stool. Tradition. At least some
things never change.
Upstairs, the grandfather clock chimed a somber seven times and subsided,
a faint low tone echoing through the rooms. The front door slammed. The grating
velcro patches on Dad's windbreaker sounded, drowning the practiced inflection
of the news anchor on TV. One zip. Two. His brown leather briefcase thumped
on the tile. Another plop. Two? With a sideways glance at Tony, I craned my
neck to see who needed tutoring this time. Dad always had a habit of bring his
students home, even on weekends.
"Well, Jess, looks like you found the checkbook. Tell me you recorded
this one, huh, sweetheart" Dad mumbled, mouth full of food.
"Sure, no problem," I said. "Toss it to me." After a groan from Tony, I
uncrossed my legs and stretched. "C'mon, Kid, only two bounced. No big deal,"
I said.
"Yeah, George. Whatever." I smiled at our nicknames. GeorgeandKid.
It had been that way since Mom or anyone else could remember. Sometimesshe
called us her two boys. Tony said it was because he'd always wanted a brother.
I didn't care.
A couple of ravaged bowls in hand, I roamed into the kitchen to snag some
fortune cookies. From the doorway, Dad reached out a hand to help, but my eyes
fastened to grandma's creaking rocker, swaying back and forth in a hypnotizing
motion. Two feet pushing a lazy rhythm, two legs—slender, two chocolate brown,
heavily-lashed female eyes glanced back at me. One hand smoothed a lone
wrinkle from the soft lavender suitcoat, the other caught a stray auburn curl and
absentmindedly swept it upward. I wrinkled my nose at the predictable rosesmell
about her and checked her left hand, fourth finger. Bare. I cringed.
"Tony, buddy, come out here. I want you and Jess to meet somebody."
Hating the pleased tone in his voice, I stared at the floor, looking up only to see
Tony watching cautiously from the black recliner. I knew we should have sold
that chair. "You remember that new history teacher I was talking about
Wednesday at Rick's?" We both nodded, not remembering, but making an effort
to be polite. "This is her. Abby, these are my two kids, Jess and Tony."
Reluctantly, I pulled my hands from their safe hideaway in my jeans pocket, still
bothered by how nonchalant Dad stood off in the corner, loosening the paisley tie
I bought him for Christmas.
Offering a relaxed hand, she shook mine. "I've heard so much about you
both. Your Dad has pictures plastered everywhere at school of you guys. Jess
fishing, Tony in Utah, I think?" She'd done her research all right. "I was just
telling your Dad that my Mom and I like to fly out west in the summer, but I can't
say I'd be holding a three foot bass, smiling at the camera." I couldn't help
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it; I grinned when she let out a melodic laugh, just like Mom. Just like Mom. I
hated myself for liking her.
"Abby and I are heading up a curriculum committee, so she'll probably be
around some on weekends." Letting out an exhausting pent-up breath, I eased the
dishes into some soapy tepid water, watching them float awhile and then sink
under the weightless foam. Colleagues—that's more like it.
I spun around after a cracking noise and sting on my leg, squealing. Tony
wound the towel again, winking, ready to flick his wrist at a bigger target. "Kid,
you don't stand a chance," I threatened, cupping my hands in the dishwater and
flinging a light shower in his direction. A sopping wet battle began. Minutes later,
after Tony's clinging gray t-shirt became a sort of drenched second skin, and the
dust coating the appliances was replaced by a gloss of liquid, we sat in a tired heap
around the table.
Dad and Abby drifted in and out of our conversations, sifting through
textbooks and magazines, seeming intense and distant. Between the Friday night
movie and Leno I must have fallen asleep, listening to the creaking rocker and the
steady tap of Dad's laptop keys. The bright beam of our floodlights woke me
sometime later, casting a dark shadow across Tony, hunched over and snoring
gently on his stool, only a hum from the late night talk show still on TV.
Wrapping the quilt around my legs, I plodded out to the kitchen and reached to
flip the switch for the outside lights. There, under the tranquil night sky on our
lazy wooden porch swing, sat my Dad, staring intently at two chocolate brown
heavily-lashed female eyes. One arm draped possessively around the shoulder of
a now-wrinkled soft lavender suit coat, holding her closely as they swayed to the
hum of crickets in the grass. The blanket fell to my feet.
For three blissful seconds I thought I was dreaming, one of those goshawful nightmares when you wake in a cold sweat and pull the comforter to your
chin, protecting yourself. I reached for my blanket. Then I reached for Tony.
Mom used to say he could sleep through anything but his little sister. I smacked
him hard, right across the face, leaving a pink stain on his cheek.
"Jess, what are you doing?" he moaned, sitting upright and rubbing his
eyes.
"Look out the window."
"What-"
"I said, look out the window." To his credit he didn't question me, only
frowned and straightened his legs. He lifted the blind with a knowing look,
paused, and let the shade fall back into place. My eyes raged at him.
"You knew, didn't you?" I said, balling my fists and locking my gaze to his.
"George, you were asleep. Dad and I had a long talk—"
"And you didn't include me?"
"I knew you'd be upset. I promised Dad I'd talk to you tomorrow. This
is gonna be hard, but face it, there's nothing we can do." Goose bumps spread to
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my legs and I started shaking, pulling the blanket tighter for support, for the
familiar. I was beginning to understand. "He wants to be happy, Jess. He's a
lonely guy that needs some company. Don't steal that from him."
"Steal from him? What about us, huh? Mom and Dad changed our lives,
our family, forever. Our kids—they'll never see grandma and grandpa together.
They'll see Dad and Abby; is that the way you want it?" I couldn't help it, I was
sobbing now, low painful cries that racked through my body. "Somebody else
cooking in Mom's kitchen, sleeping in Mom's bed. Don't you understand?" I
crumpled to the floor next to the leather recliner, hugging the heavy patchwork to
my chest as if squeezing hard enough would make it go away.
"I understand,Jess. Better than anyone. Don't forget, this hurts me too—
he's my Dad too." He slid down on the carpet next to me and sniffed, pulling my
wet face to his shoulder. "He's not talking marriage, Jess."
"Not yet," I managed, choking on my words. Wiping an arm across my
nose, I recognized a familiar back, shoulders slumping in defeat, as Dad strayed
away from the doorframe. Neither of us had noticed the absence of floodlights.
I let him go.
My socks sank into our new beige carpet, making tiny tracks to my room
where I fingered the beveled edges of a silver frame, the only family picture left
in the house. I brushed the glass, gently tracing Mom's face with my thumb,
smoothing away the dust that threatened to erase her. She was lying next to Tony
on a patch of knee-high swaying grass, smiling into a warm sunny bath, while I
leaned against the crooked rungs of my tree house ladder. Little tree fairy. I could
almost hear Mom calling for me at the base of our old hickory, like clockwork. I
would crouch in the corner of my hideout until a telling wooden plank gave me
away. I hated coming down. It'd been almost two years since I'd climbed that
rotting ladder. Two long years.
I sank into the looming black recliner and resigned myself to making peace
with a yielding, inanimate piece of furniture. It felt softer than I remembered. I
cleared away the papers strewn with handwritten notes and arrows, and followed
a trail of black crumbs to one solitary Oreo, making a peppered mess of Abby's
letterhead. I held it in my hand a record five seconds, turning it on itsside and not
eating it right away. I wondered if it was time to try something new.
Never.
I twisted off the top with a jerk, knowing in the back of my mind that
some things never change. I risked a wobbly grin and lowered my eyes, missing
the pale light of the moon spilling shadows across the lawn, a rickety and timeless
fairyland in its path.
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Sports for Sale

"It's true. Athletes are better than ever. They're taller, faster, stronger,
smarter. Their performances are so much better, but so much of the joy is gone.
The cheers may be louder than ever, but they ring a little hollow" (Schaap 86).
Memories of the first ball game with Dad, trading baseball cards with the kid down
the street, Thanksgiving dinners in front of the television watchingfootball, they
all represent the meaningful tradition of athletic competition. Sports may provide
escape for some, they may be an obsession for others, and even a diversion, but
above all, sports is a business. No one understands this pastime anymore. No one
can relate to the salaries, not even the players themselves. They earn more than
they ever dreamed of (88). The exorbitant salaries among professional athletes is
a highly unethical practice which may be resolved through a salary cap or other
fixed regulations such as performance-based wages and elimination of free agency.
Annually, Forbes magazine records the forty highest paid athletes, including
calculations of direct salary, endorsements, and total salary. In 1994, the leading
salary, 4.8 million dollars, was down 20 percent from 1993 (Lane 154). Even
among the "Super 40," the total earnings dropped from 416 million dollars to 354
million (154). However, close to a half a billion dollars is nothing to sneeze at.
Even an average basketball player on a losing team could earn close to 1.2 million
dollars (Rosen 449). The owners call this kind of deal a partnership. Others call
it a contract. Even better when you consider that Cecil Fielder's 36 million dollar
salary breaks down to about 7 million dollars a season (at roughly 120 games per),
60,000 dollars a game, 30,000 dollars an hour, 1,500 dollars a minute, and 8.3
dollars each second. Fielder makes more in three games than President Clinton
does all year.
Of the top 20 highest paid athletes, all money grossed from endorsements
outweighs that of the direct salary. During his stay in the baseball minor leagues,
Michael Jordan grossed less than ten thousand dollars playing baseball and a
healthy 30 million dollars from endorsements of over twelve companies: Nike,
Wilson, McDonald's, Gatorade, Sara Lee, Wheaties, Upper Deck, Hanes, Coke,
Ballpark hot dogs, and Renewal batteries (Lane 154). Are the advertisers at fault
as well?
Baseball players earn up to seven million a season, so do basketball players.
Football players are embarrassed. Their ceiling is a few million dollars lower.
Golfers and tennis players only go up to a million or two a year in prize money, but
they can quadruple their income by wearing the right clothes, wielding the right
clubs (Schaap 88)
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Still the question remains, who is to blame for the obscene wages? Dick
Schaap, author of the article So Much of theJoy IsGone, maintains, "It's easy to fault
the players for earning so much money, but it isn't fair. They didn't invent greed
or ingratitude. They learned it from their mentors, the owners. The baseball
players of the fifties had little idea how underpaid they were" (86). In all fairness,
can the blame rest solely on the shoulders of the owners? It is the players who
demand the big bucks and refuse to play if their ultimatums are not met. It is the
players who put up the fight and sign scandalous contracts. Many contend that
the owners are only trying to keep their stars on the roster.
Nevertheless, when a championship appears inevitable, owners throw
conservative economics out the window and reach deeply into their pockets to
win (Greising 53). "They're asking the wrong people to pay the price of ego run
amok" (53).
Clearly, both sides are at fault, and because of technology and the demand,
money is there. NBA players chief Charles Grantham indicates that America is
on the verge of an immense expansion of sports, and now is the opportune time
to fix wages (Greising 52). Only one formidable obstacle lies in the way—greed.
William Beausay claims, "Society has changed over the last 30 years. We
went from a society where people had respect for one another to one where the
primary concern is for oneself. The athlete of today reflects that change"
(Newcomb71). Even in the NBA, where a salary cap was established in 1983 to
protect the league from financial disarray, the players now say they should be paid
what the market will bear (Tetzeli 14). Competitors such as Ken Singleton use the
excuse, "The owners screwed the players for one hundred years. We've been
screwing them for five. We've got ninety-five more years coming" (Schaap
90).
So are athletes playing exclusively for the money, or because it brings them
a sense of accomplishment and satisfaction? Ask any professional to play for a
season with a five digit salary. The answer would probably be a hardy chuckle.
Grandparents still recall the days of Babe Ruth and Mickey Mantle; those were the
guys who went out to compete because they loved the game and wanted to please
the fans, not for self-seeking motives. They would have played for peanuts. That
is what is lacking in sports today.
And what about camaraderie among athletes? In the old days, they
competed but were friends. They shared a common bond and friendship.
Nowadays, the rivalry for the greatest earnings has taken over any feelings of
companionship. Even in team sports, the spirit is rekindled only occasionally by
victory (Schaap 89).
Teams, owners, and players have disappointed their fans in so many ways.
The disappointment goes beyond the greed or selfishness. How can you put some
athletes up on a pedestal who flaunt fast cars, who succumb to the lure of drugs,
who lose through gambling fortunes that would change most people's lives? How
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can you pick a hero anymore and count on him? Sports has let its followers down.
Several ideas have been contemplated by the managements, but none more
controversial than the salary cap. Its purpose is to assure owners that a player's
earnings may not exceed a set amount. In the early eighties, the NBA put its cap
in place to solve the problem that arises when richer franchises dominate the game
(Brandon 39). "The aim is to stop cost escalation, create more consistent
competition, and ensure that teams win because they are better managed, not
richer" (38). Management has oversold the notion that teams with high payrolls
necessarily have a winning edge. The Houston Rockets won the NBA
championship a few seasons ago even though their payroll (16.8 million) was
much less than that of the runner-up Knicks (22.1 million) (McCallum 35).
Owners want to employ the cap for obvious reasons. By limiting costs,
they expect to gain some of the future revenue (Greising 52). The NFL salary cap
has proven effective; however, football teams have incentive to offer large signing
bonuses (Lane 154). Jack McCallum, author of Sports Illustrated, "Blame the
Bosses", thinks that something is missing from the owners' push for a cap. No
suggestion was made that the value of the franchises, like salaries, ought to be
capped too (35).
Some contend that if the revenue gained through tickets and other means
does not go to the players' salaries, then a cap is as useless as the money.
However, the profits saved could be used as a way to reduce ticket costs or could
even be donated to particular charities and fund raisers.
While the owners bargain for market intervention such as salary caps,
players campaign for free agency (Tetzeli 15). "Ever since players stopped being
'indentured servants' and won the right as free agents to sell their services to the
highest bidder, salaries of top athletes have soared (Brandon 34). A free agent can
be defined as an athlete who has fulfilled his original contract to his team and has
no obligation to remain with them. Their contracts become temporary, giving
them enormous independence as to who they play for. Free agency questions
where a player will be located in the future, never mind the unbelievable size of
contracts negotiated by free agent players. Players come and go whenever an
obscene dollar amount is flashed in front of their faces. How can fans relate and
embrace heroes who have so much money and so little loyalty? They change
teams as often as they change clothes. Contracts should be presented in such a
way as to lengthen the number of years an athlete remains on a team with a set
income.
One final solution can be found in the roots of individual sports. Tennis
player, golfers, boxers, and auto racers all receive their paycheck on the basis of
their performance in certain competitions and contests. The money they earn, still
sky-high, is at least obtained through winning on a consistent basis. Unlike team
sports, where an athlete can sign a contract and then fail to achieve their potential
without penalty, competitors would consciously put forth good effort. If
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they do not produce successful results, their income would consequentially suffer.
Today, players could sit on the bench for three years, try hard to impress the
agents during the final year of the contract, and still obtain a healthy salary for the
next few years. Granted, many players do not compete poorly if they can help it,
but there really is no extra incentive to work harder, to push themselves.
Clearly, crucial problems emerge with this idea. What if a player becomes
injured or perhaps is experiencing a slump, as even the best do? Stipulations such
as a type of "sick leave," with pay must be implemented, as well as a few weeks
with compensation for an "off" month. Otherwise, this notion possesses some
real possibilities.
George Newman maintains that higher earnings are based on transactions
between buyers and sellers. Outlawing this freedom would do more harm than
good (65). Does this mean that negotiations are ultimately a private deal between
the players and the owner? Who has the authority to criticize business exchanges
between two willing parties?
Men and women around the world attend school for years to become
highly intelligent, educated professionals, and yet their income is not even
comparable to that of athletes. Has society gone mad? "The spectacle of people
doing work that doesn't always seem overweighted with significance for annual
sums of money that figure to exceed what you and I may earn in our lifetimes.
This . . . does not give off good vibes" (Rosen 449). The public may be easily
enraged that the money is falling to ball players and not to "more deserving"
people such as philosophers and doctors. But you can catch these same people
running out to buy, not the books of philosophers, but tickets to a ball game.
Professor Michael Givant, professor of sociology, makes a valid point
when he states that people cannot just replace sports with something like going
to the movies. The purpose is not to rid the world of sports and its other positive
influences, but like everything else, there must be a balance between the absurd
and the accepted. Changing the rules is the easy part. Most importantly, players
and owners must allow themselves to overcome their obsession with money, but
this appears sadly improbable. Yes, sports can inspire greatness, but, all too often
these days, it inspires only greed.
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Letter to my Country
Oh India,
I weep for you.
You, nurse
an abundance
of love and compassion
in your bosom.
Yet you frightfully
reincarnate the same
intensity of passion
to destruct
to destroy
the essence of all
purity
in human morality.
You advocate
the deadliest of all evils . . .
that daunting, damning
system
that distinguishes
the worth and value
of bronze and caramel
from dark chocolate toned skin.
For the love of God
they are simply
different colours on the spectrum
that creates variety
in our world . . .
You, India
an oasis of intelligence
should have been the
first to know
and yet you are indeed the last.
My tears have
flown for you
Precious land
because I know
that Evil
has scarred you for eternity.
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Nowhere by Curtis Diller
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Chimes
i cannot write another
another dead lullaby
that makes me feel
because i am so dry
i cannot call out
to empty yesterdays
when i cannot reach
beyond the slippery waves
i waited for her
as thoughts rolled by
i waited for her
as i plead to die
i cannot seek another
yet i find to break
to broken chilled nights
i wish now to forsake
i cannot feel to grip
past these dirty times
and i want to move on
beyond the window chimes
i cannot give life
to what is already dead
i wish for what is gone
and hope for nothing instead
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so cursed be 1
for never letting be
all i had in mind
are lost at sea
leaving with the thoughts
so stern in my feels
i cannot grip me
as my heart reels.

Upper Michigan by Karla Dallaire
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Running

Run, river, run
i will race you to the Sea
Blow, Wind, blow
i will chase you over the sand—
though the waves wash away my footprints
i will Run by the Sea-side,
dance with the waves and the Wind,
wet my feet in the endless Ocean
that reaches every Reality and Beyond
filled with infinite Lifetimes—
i will never see the last!
I touch the Wind that touches all who ever Lived
and carries echos of our voices
to the End of the World.
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Ashes

i covered the fire
fearing the flames
would consume me
in all of my pain
wisps of smoke
winding through
the cold cold night
filling the air
with fanciful shapes
elusive
and mysterious
i have become
a shape
in the smoke
turning
and twisting
trying to escape
this reality
is bent into images
written in the air
by the smoke
of this fire
is still burning
inside of me
disappearing into nothing
the air swallowed it
and gave nothing
in return
no peace comes
from this fire
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and no silence is found
in the bending
of the flame's ghost
is trying
to tell me something
1 lean closer
to hear
a soft whisper
and i fall
into the flames
and now i am become
an ember
glowing brightly
full of pain
i scream
and wish for rain
and then
i cry
and the fire
is put out
and again
stretching up
towards the sky
wisps of smoke
are curling upwards
and i am
another piece
of the flame's ghost.
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Dry-

Desert of skeleton emotions.
Parched feelings of yesterday melodically speak to my
ghosts of forever.
Love is a sheltered word that spoils an oasis with
confusion.
Cyclones of particles;
dust stinging my eyes.
Beads of turmoil;
perspiration rains down on me.
I only need one thing to survive. The one thing I need is
the one thing I don't have.
Dry river beds.
Dry streams tumble over stones.
I dig deeper to find my savior. I keep
falling into the pits and coming up empty handed.
I fall asleep to the droning of sand clinking on my brain.
I searched so hard to find, and still have not, the powers
to make the rains come.
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Windows

True romance has faltered here
among my fatalistic views.
I find no joy or sustenance
amidst the morning dews.
New days bring their sunshine
or fog and heart's desires,
and looking from my room
I think, life is chance outside.
My fears subside in gentle
Yet I remain inside
The irony: that I find joy
where other people hide.
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The Smile

The sun blazes indifferently on our ashen-faced procession.
Walking is difficult, each step send jolts through limbs,
catches burning breath in the throat.
The way blurs, clears with a blink, blurs again
until the pit gapes open and anger boils in the stomach.
The pastor's mouth moves but his words are smothered
by the shuffling of feet on dry grass.
A woman bites her lip to keep from sobbing.
A boy inhales the dirt smell and holds it in.
One man sways to some unknown music, his eyes close.
Tears follow the lines of his face and he smiles.
Smiles.
A memory crawled up through grief?
It grows, consumes, transforms this man.
The smile becomes infectious as the mourners all catch
a glimpse of the memory and awake to see
the sun's glory.
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Mirror, Mirror

The sun glared down on the little garage sale as if getting even for a
forgotten crime, daring anyone to glance up and be blinded by its unforgiving light.
Debbie Grey sifted through cardboard boxes full of old clothes and card tables
stacked high with outdated kitchen appliances, records, and Fisher Price toys. She
was always on the look-out for a bargain. Ten dollars for a towel set with "HIS"
embroidered on it, one dollar for a box of ball point pens, five dollars for a crate
of piano books and sheet music. Empty-handed, she began to wind her way out
when a flash of light caught her eye.
An old mirror, about the size of a small poster, poked out just enough to
catch the sun's light and throw it right back into Debbie's face. The frame's gold
plating had been chipped long ago, and the face was streaked and speckled; it
reminded her of the mirror that had been in her grandmother's house many years
ago.
"Excuse me," she approached the money box lady. "This doesn't have a
price tag."
The lady glanced at the mirror. "Take it. Go on, now. And don't be
bringing it back to us because it's yours now."
"Is something wrong?"
"Just want to clear everything out, that's all, and there haven't been too
many lookers at that. Just take it."
£*<

"What am I going to do with this, now?" Debbie scolded herself for
bringing one more useless thing home to add to her collection of so-called
bargains. "Oh, well," she sighed. "Single mothers can't be choosers." She propped
the mirror up against the wall in the front hallway for the time being.
"Mom!" A fifteen-year-old blur whizzed around the corner. "Look at my
hair! Just look at it! Logan stuck his gum in it while I was tryingto watch my T.V.
show!"
"Always watch your back when there's a six-year old boy in the house,
Sara."
"I can't watch my back when I'm watching T.V.!" Sara bent down to
squint at her reflection in the mirror. "Ugh! I wish I never had to mess with hair
in the first place!" With a vicious tug at the matted hair she spun around and
stormed off.
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A piercing cry shot through Debbie and tore her from her morning
bathroom routine. The cry soon became a wail and emanated from upstairs,
permeating the entire household. She took the steps two at a time, almost tripping
oh her bathrobe, and bounded into Sara's room. A gasp escaped her lips. Sara
was curled into a ball and rocking back and forth on her bed, clutching to her
chest limp, lifeless piles of what had once been her golden-copper hair.
She was completely bald.
2*.
Logan stared wide-eyed as his mom tossed a hat to his sister and escorted
his her to the jeep. "Where are you going?"
"We're all going to the hospital. Your sister is sick. Grab your shoes, now,
we don't have all day."
The three-some spent hours in the hospital, one as the subject of numerous
tests to determine the cause of such rapid hair loss, one as a worried parent, and
one as a restless little brother who had looked at all the Highlights, played with all
the games in the waiting rooms and was anxious to get home. It wasn't until after
lunch that they went wig-shopping for the traumatized teenager whose glory had
been so ruthlessly taken away from her by some unknown force.
"Can't we at least go to the toy store if we're going to be shopping anyway?
This is boring!" Logan whined.
"When you are old enough you'll have your own license and maybe your
own car and you can go wherever and whenever you want. But until that time,
you come with us. Do you understand me?"
When finally they arrived back home, Logan allowed himself the
satisfaction of muttering under his breath all the things he had been feeling but
was afraid to say around Debbie. Stomping through the hallway, he paused at the
curious looking mirror and pretended to drive his dream car— the Corvette. "Oh,
I wish I could drive! Then I wouldn't have to go to all those stupid places with
stupid Sara."
"Logan! I heard what you said! Do you want me to wash your mouth out
with soap?" The little boy scurried away into hiding, convinced there was no
justice in the world.
j*. **-

The boy who went to bed that night did not wake up the next morning.
A sixteen-year old young man had taken his place. Gone forever were the
opportunities for Little League and for playing in the ball pen at Chuck E.
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Cheese's. No lemonade stands or X-Men fights were on the agenda anymore. No
elementary band concerts or junior high talent shows. Ten years of his life were
skipped entirely in the course of one night. But Logan Grey could drive.

Debbie heaved the old mirror up from its resting place and took it to the
basement, in search of polish for its frame. Still processing the shock of Logan's
unprecedented "growth spurt", as she understood it, she stumbled over a brown
paper grocery bag full of clothes a woman from church had given her. Hesitating
at the sight of that navy wool sweater on top, she decided to try it on one more
time. It had been three sizes too big every other time she had tried it on, but she
always hoped she could make it work somehow. She slipped it on over her head
and checked it out in the mirror. Still too big.
"It's so rare that I find something I really like that is just handed to me like
this. I so wish it fit me!" Sighing, she returned the sweater to the bag and
continued downstairs with that old, chipped, streaked and speckled mirror.

The next morning Debbie wasn't quite so graceful as she hopped to the
floor getting out of bed. It takes a little practice to be graceful when you're
suddenly twenty-five pounds heavier.

The sun glared down on the little garage sale as if getting even for a
forgotten crime, daring anyone to glance up and be blinded by its unforgiving light.
Shannon Briggs sifted through cardboard boxes full of old clothes and card tables
stacked high with outdated kitchen appliances, records, and Fisher Price toys. She
was always on the look-out for a bargain. Ten dollars for a size eight straight
black skirt, two dollars for a ziplock bag of hair ties and barrettes, five dollars for
a shoe box full of matchbox cars. Empty-handed, she began to wind her way out
when a flash of light caught her eye.
An old mirror, about the size of a small poster, poked out just enough to
catch the sun's light and throw it right back into Shannon's face. The frame's gold
plating had been chipped long ago, and the face was streaked and speckled.
"Excuse me," she approached the somewhat overweight lady behind the
cash box.. "This doesn't have a price tag."
The lady glanced at the mirror. "Take it. Goon, now. And don't bring
it back to us because it's yours now."
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At All Costs

"Honey. I got them!" Steve Grayson walked into the kitchen, picked his
wife up, and swung her around.
"Got what?" Beth asked, smoothing down her disheveled clothes.
Steve pulled an envelope from the inside pocket of his suit coat. "These."
He handed them to Beth.
She hesitated a moment before taking it. Peeking into the envelope, a
smile crept upon her face. "Tickets for our vacation?"
Steve nodded. A huge grin spread across his face. He motioned for her
to take the tickets out.
"To the Bahamas?" Beth asked, as she pulled out the tickets.
"Better."
"Atlantic City?" Beth's smile disappeared. "But I thought . . ."
"It will be great, Beth. We'll send the kids to my folks for the week. Then
you and I will go out to dinner every night ... go dancing ..."
Beth's frown began to fade as Steve inched closer with each proposal he
made.
"And," he continued, as he held her in his arms, "We'll make tons of
money every night in the casinos."
Beth's body went limp. "Steve, we've saved for this vacation for years."
He had promised her a week of relaxing and just spending time alone together.
Atlantic City was not her idea of a good time. Steve seemed to notice the sudden
tension between them. He placed his hands on Beth's arms and looked deeply
into her eyes.
"What's wrong, honey? I thought you wanted a vacation?"
"Yeah, I do." Beth moved away from his grip and began opening and
shutting cupboards, searching for something to make for dinner.
Steve loosened his tie. "Beth, talk to me. I'm not a mind reader."
"Look, the bills barely get paid as it is. We have Tim's braces payment to
make this month and Kimberly is selling Girl Scout cookies in a couple of weeks.
We don't have the money to blow."
"You know what your problem is, Beth—you're too pessimistic. Think of
this as a way to increase our savings. I know my card games. I can't lose."
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fa fa

"Hit me," Steve told the dealer.
"Gladly," Beth muttered as she stood close behind her husband. Her arms
were crossed over her chest.
Steve had taken Beth out to dinner and dancing like he had promisedWell, at least the first night. They had dinner by candlelight across the street from
the casino. Then they danced for about twenty minutes before Steve whisked
Beth over to the slot machines. The amount lost that night—$357.25
The last two nights were even worse. Steve had taken Beth to
McDonald's and Taco Bell. She had spent all day today in the hotel room with
indigestion and a huge headache, while Steve lost more and more of their money.
When she had joined Steve twenty minutes ago he had assured her that Blackjack
was his game. Too bad the only one happy to see him play was the dealer.
The dealer was showing seven. Steve looked at his cards. The dealer had
just dealt him an ace. His cards now totaled 19. Beth cringed as he asked for
another hit. She turned and walked away, needing to find a bathroom. Tears
began to well up in her eyes as she thought about how they would have to sell
their house and their cars if Steve's luck didn't change soon.
"Wait!"
Steve was soon behind her. His hand grabbed her by the arm. "Beth, I
won!"
Beth slowly turned around. She didn't say anything.
"Did you hear me? I won! We are now two hundred dollars richer!"
"You really won?" Beth threw her arms around Steve's neck and kissed
him repeatedly on the cheek.
"I told you that I'm good. Let's go back to the table. I need my lucky
charm by my side."
Beth took Steve's hand and went back to the Black Jack table. Their
vacation was starting to look up.
fa fa fa

"This watch—it has to be worth something." Steve removed the gold
watch off his wrist and placed onto the table in front of the dealer.
Beth felt nauseous. Steve had won two games in a row and then lost
twelve straight and hundreds of dollars. Beth wiped the sweat from her brow. She
glanced around the room for a place to sit down.
"Don't worry honey, the next one is ours."Steve patted her on the hand.
The room started to spin as the words, "Dealer wins" repeated over and
over in her mind. Suddenly everything went black.
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"Wake up! Wake up, ma'am."
Beth slowly opened her eyes. Several people were hovered over her.
"What happened?"
"I think you fainted, ma'am," said a strange man, offering his hand.
"Where . . . where's my husband?" Beth asked, slowly trying to sit up.
"Hit me!"
Beth slowly turned her head to see Steve standing at the Blackjack table
in just his undershirt and boxers.
"But, I've got nothing left." Steve stood their trying to plead with the
dealer to let him play just ONE more game.
"Steve. Steve."
Steve looked over to where his wife was sitting on the casino floor.
"Honey, what are you doing down there?" Steve quickly helped his wife
up and gently place her against the table.
"Where are your clothes, Steve?"
"Ilost... I was hot and well, I just took them off. Don't worry about it."
"Worry? Why would I worry ? I always wondered what it would be like for
a family of four to live in a cardboard box."
"I just need to find something to put on the table. This time we're
guaranteed to hit the jackpot. I'm sure of it." Steve grabbed Beth's purse and
started going through it. The dealer shook his head, "no" as Steve held up a tube
of lipstick.
"Give me that!" Beth said, yanking the purse from her husband's hands.
"You have nothing else to bet, so let's go home."
Steve looked back at the dealer's table and then back to Beth. He had a
weird look in his eye that sent chills down her spine.
"Why are you looking at me that way, Steve?"
"Beth, I love you. You know that, don't you?"
Beth stood there paralyzed.
"Beth, it will be okay. Trust me." Beth shook her head. Steve moved
closer and took her by the hand. Beth wanted to fight, but she was too weak to
do anything.
"Dealer, I want to put my wife down on the table."
"Nooooooo!"
fa, fa, fa,
"I want to go home," Beth mumbled.
"Honey, wake up! Are you okay?" Steve asked as he gently shook his

wife.
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She slowly opened her eyes and scanned the room. Beth was no longer in
the casino, but was lying on the family room couch. She looked up and found
Steve standing above her.
"Get away from me!"
"What?"
Beth inched away from her husband. "I can't believe you'd bet your own
wife. What kind of man are you?"
"Beth, you're not making any sense." Steve moved toward her, but she
continued to back away. "Come over here. I've got a surprise for you."
Steve reached into his pocket and pulled out an envelope.
Beth shook her head. "No. This is a nightmare."
"I've got our vacation tickets. I picked them up on my lunch break."
"I don't want to go anywhere."
I think you 11 change your mind when you see where we're going." Steve
waved the tickets in front of her face. "Do you like cruises?"
"Give me those!" Beth grabbed the tickets and took a look at them.
"Bahamas. Bahamas!"
Yeah, what d you expect? Atlantic City? Vegas?" He chuckled. "You
know I have no luck when it comes to gambling."
"You've got that right, Steve. You've got that right."
Although, I did hear that this cruise ship has a casino on board. Maybe
we can make a little money for next year's vacation fund. What do you say? Uh,
honey, where are you going?"
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Prison, Sweet Prison

Crumbling stone halls
devoid of light, dark and drafty.
Decaying oak doors loose
on their frames, ready to fall—
My footsteps make lonely echoes
through this gray maze.
In the distance, I hear
the wailing of a forgotten prisoner
his bones long turned to dust,
his soul crying.
I rush through slate corridors,
smash against a charred wooden door
and pound with my fists.
The door weakens and then cracks,
blinding light assaults me.
blurring my vision,
I fall back and gray mist
covers me like a prison blanket.
I awake with a start
and sigh with relief;
The familiar sight of these four walls,
the cold feel of the chains
on my hands and feet,
the smell of decaying flesh,
There's no place like home.
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Simple Things

The shack cowers in the wind,
lonely in this barren place.
A dirty, wrinkled man
on a three legged stool,
leans down to slurp
ham and beans from a plastic spoon.
His red flannel shirt and frayed jeans
fight a losing battle against the cold.
I step inside the hovel,
chilled even with thick jacket.
The man's aged eyes turn to me,
showing a sparkle of kindness.
He replaces his spoon in the chipped bowl
and begins to tell of his life.
The cold flees as I sit
enthralled by his story;
a rise from poverty to greatness,
and then a fall to disgrace.
Now he sits, old and forgotten
huddled in this crude shelter,
eating ham and beans.
I thank him and get up to leave;
a picture of small boy catches my eye.
My inquiry is met with a smile,
"That's the child I support in Haiti.
He's almost fifteen now.
I've been sendin' him money
each month for ten years."
In spite of myself, my mouth hangs open.
Giving me a piercing gaze,
the old man speaks once more;
"For years I was so busy with wanting more,
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that I forgot about those who were needing."
As I leave, stunned, all I can do is mumble
"Thanks for the interview."
On my way to my three-bedroom home
I stop at a thrift store taking donations.
Now without my winter jacket,
I head to the grocery store,
to buy some ham and beans.

A Child's Eyes

I talked to Mr. Magoo today
and ran with Tonto to the cliff,
skipped to the ocean with Jill
and played checkers with Jamaal
Akira and me fished in the lake
then I played cars with Ivan.
Jose and I, we skipped rocks
and helped Mrs. Keller across the street.
I told my dad of my day
and all he said was this:
"I don't want you playing
with them; they aren't like us."
That made me sad,
so I turned and walked away.
My dad said not to play
with people who are different.
But Momma said everybody's
different, so who can I play with?
I guess just plain old me.
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Reality
It's two a.m. and I'm asleep
or its eight p.m. and I wish I was.
Reality is spinning off into space
and like Darth Vader
is bound to return
at just the right time
to ruin my day, disturb my slumber,
crash my party, sink my boat,
or stop my string of cliches.
Strange images run through my mind
and then back out again,
only to be replaced by another,
twisted fragment of my conscience,
an orphan of my soul, come back
to beg for money, attention,
forcing me to watch a bad movie
filled with cheap actors
and written by my wildest imagination.
The movie's over and a buzzer sounds,
it's time to exit the theater.
I stumble up the aisle through the double doors
and realize it's just my alarm.
I open my eyes and see reality
looming before me
like Dante's gates,
taunting me with its inscription.
I smile at its mockery,
knowing the next movie
starts again at midnight.
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SupraSala
Headlights ablazing at 9-8.
The pounding, muted by an unholy roar,
Ferocious power of silence
But for the imperious high-pitched whistle of the Creator,
Who always watches.
Witch hour, the two become one
and a frantic streak of insanity surfaces the cheeks.
In the hollow paleness
A ghost.
The machine shimmers a silvery glow
that flashes in a comet tail of brilliance.
And as it flies on ground along bends and curves,
You stammer a wish of a life-long preserve.
And as it guides itself effortlessly
Through and between the Passive Prostrate Wanderers
that Drag Wearily along your leeway to exultation,
While rounding the Bend of Insanity,
You futilely scream a word of calm
to your mind's deaf attentiveness
As the rushing streams of adrenaline
choke your bloated lifelines,
In a desperate call,
STOP!
With time,
it enDS.
You totter down
Jerking in shocks of memory defying
the body's mechanisms.
The iridescent dream tool eases aloof,
Its heartbeat,
rumbling lazily to rest.
For another time,
The streets shall have to wait,
Fearfully.
As do I.
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untitled

A Spring snow is falling tonight,
unexpected.
Probably the last, reminds me of the first.
The quiet magic that whitens the air
rings in my ears as I walk back alone.
Popcorn shadows hitting the sidewalk
like tiny frogs I'm trying not to step on.
I bet she's laughing at me again.
The shiny shadows of trees on streetlights,
A harsh outline,
A falling canopy
of light
Hits the edge of her cheek
then bends as she starts to smile.
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Face of a child

I bumped into the child
and saw everyone I know in her face.
I slipped into her eyes
and saw everyone I hope to meet.
I fell into the soul of a child
and saw everything I want to be.

Precious by Shelley Gault
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untitled
no image
no box
no past
no assumptions
no failure
no constraints
no boredom
no responsibilityno enemies
no identity
no role
no trust
no depth
no success
no confidence
no peace
no fulfillment
no friends
anonymous
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[death of a bad guy]

gasping
is hard enough
without your hands
and crying
and choking as if
you were me
pulling in your last
one
but you're oblivious trying
to push my hell-bent
manner straight
(quick)
if death dies life wins
but my death is living
only deaf to you
praying for
the salvation of my what?
soul
if so you better
squeeze harder so you'll
knock my Nothing
into Something
not so black
maybe towards that Light everyone
keeps talking about
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illegitimate

anderingpilferingpillaging ponch
arrenthoughbattered
;torrid
soul.
transgressedhaveyouseen ? her torn
mourning.
the death of her child
her very
in factself.

noosed
the grace
with which I trip
to kick
your fallen body
reminds me
of the thirty pieces
hurled
from the hanging
out-to-dry
soul
(he kissed you,
but I am the double-murderer)
for my silver slips
from swollen
lips speaking of suicide
and betraying your
love
that kills me,
whispering.
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Yerushalayim

the streets of a golden city
beckon my dreams . . .
inviting me to walk upon their
limestone paths.
the alleys dark and cool
are coves for fellowship.
and the walls, bare from afar,
spring forth life in the
branches that grow between
the stones,
walls, between the old and the new,
between the ways of
yesterday and today.
see, oh won't you see
the children holding hands
praying
to different gods,
see the flowers of youth
and freedom
that begin to wilt in
their infancy,
between the stones,
between their lives,
flowers bloom
and fall
as children grow older
and their hands let go . . .
as their different
gods
set them on different paths.
and yet their lives are
intertwined
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in the stones,
built together to boast
a city of gold
walls between them
walls around them .. .
life, flowers they are.
just as those that grow
in the cracks . . .
from afar, it is a barren wall,
close, blossoms hint
that life still grows,
the wind of the land may carry
their petals
to the ground . . .
but the ground,
is the foundation for the walls
and the walls
birth the branches,
life
begins and ends
between the cracks.
the golden city, ah
does it sparkle in the
moonlight,
in my memory,
so easily forgetting
all that has fallen
and faded.
when I think of you,
golden city . . .
may I remember the paths
that I walked upon . . .
the streets of my dreams,
may I also remember
that the walls,
seemingly bare,
hold life
between the cracks.
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Morning Calls

Momma's gone.
She died
Took a risk
Paid the price.
I want to scream
But I can't;
I am only a child.
I've so many dreams.
Will I ever reach them?
I begin to wonder,
When will I really live?
Or will I be
another
Momma
It's morning again,
Just like yesterday.
I remember my dreams.
I want to reach them
But I can't;
I am only a child
I'm awake once again
But I don't get up;
I'd rather close my eyes
And return to my dream.
This is where I live,
Now that Momma's gone.
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Blue Ontario

I.
I said,
Wading in the murky green, the chilly water,
Stepping on the embrace of weedy muck
In the cool shadows
Under the eaves of the maples—
I said,
Poets lie about children.
It is only now that I enjoy the Simple Things
Only now can I call a beautiful day beautiful because I know it's beautiful
Only now can I call a dreary day dreary because I know it's dreary
Only now can I know beauty and understand that I don't understand it
The hurdler of understanding.
And you said,
Maybe you don't remember.
But I remember being hurt by sunshine
And I remember how cheap a leaf seemed.
I remember choosing the right angles of building blocks to the
sleekness of the leopard.
I remember smoothness being alien.
And block by block I built my dreams.

II.
We sat on chairs in fairy-dust,
And the sunlight was diamond-hard,
Eroding every crevice of every grain of silent sand.
And you and I, in sallow skin, sat watching.
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We talked and thought
(For us the same)
Of how good it was to sit.
How lovely the blue marble sky
How lovely the woven blue water
How unassailable the mighty sun
How impregnable the smallest grain of sand.
We thought of the Simple Things
The white windsailor, seagull,
Wise enough to fly on a good day for flying.
The hunger for violence, the catching, the falling,
The hitting, the being hit, the orgasm of combat.
The pain of joy, the quiet purity
Of lonely longing for one's distant love.
The inexpressible, the onesoul
The self we call Us which is ours and ours only.
The grownups talked of grownup things.
I said,
Thank God I will be a minister.
Thank God I will be free from the embarrassment of being rich.
You paused. You said,
What about the embarrassment of being poor?
I said,
With that,
I may still sleep soundly.
III.
We raced back home over the water
(We were not talking now.)
I looked to starboard
And saw the leafy, temperate jungle,
A solid block of wild,
A challenge sent from the warm soil
To those who have overcome greater.
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I looked to port
And saw the cottages encircling the heaving blue
Huddling together
Unwelcome companions
Afraid of the sky and each other
Devouring that which they love.
And ringing the liquid slave called Lake
Lay the proud, white, fiberglass hulls
Tossing at their moorings
Lusty, covering their fears
Of that which they domesticated.
I looked to the bow
And saw the shaded glasses
The shiny nail paint
The nature filters.
I looked astern
And saw a pair of loud, spray-driven comets and their happy riders
Skimming the waves.
This arrested me, and I wondered why human joys are not good enough for
humans
Why bird joys and fish joys and wind joys must be ours as well
Why wind people
Why fish wind birds
Why people fish
Dance with each other amid the roar of their mutation.
What must they think
The bright-eyed gull
The wide-eyed bass
The deep-eyed sea
The clear-eyed wind?
Do they shake their heads at us?
They returned to their homes, they shrugged their shoulders,
They said,
These stiff, disfigured puppets.
These humans in their mechanized frolic.
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ELUSIVE ILLUSION

A shadow stretches ahead
of Us
as We
Leave the street light behind
and i
Feel, the light around,
but You
Think, the darkness beyond.
You and I, handinhand
Make a single shadow,
and i
Feel, the unity
Through the pressure of Your hand
Through the gait of Our feet
Through the silhouette on the concrete,
but You
Think, the reality
Look how the light plays such games.
Look how we seem tall.
Look how we appear one.
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Alone

Under the night in darkest light
I fled with burning tears
bitter wind who felt my shame uttered broken moans
then beneath a tree bowed and low
I fell and hugged my knees
and watered the roots of that dying tree
with the water from my soul
I cried out my blood to the distant moon
and groaned from the searing pain
my screams and the wind sang a gruesome duet
that raged to the yawning sky
and when my breath was gone
and soul was dry
and blood had splattered the moon
I left the tree my deepest friend
in the darkened wind alone
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Nazareth
F I R S T P L A C E P O E T R Y *•-

Nazareth
All around, a seedy, stubborn little town
Of Arab sidewalk vendors
Pushing oranges and generic gum
And shrink-wrapped plastic dolls
To barefoot children and brown-fisted women
Wanting something to come cheap
When nothing else has
Hidden between layers of history and mascara
Of traffic jams and breathless tour guides
Of rocks and M-16s
Of righteousness and rage
Endless
A people who walk just as quickly
Past reminders of the Man
Passed up 2000 years earlier
The stores' shelves are stocked with Gerber
The babies' mouths are full
Hungry, hungry
Water shoots from faucets and fire hydrants and super soake
Geraniums bloom from the balconies
Thirsty still
Children with sticks for guns run over broken sidewalks
Lame
Men and women with eyes wide open
Blind
Twelve dead in Hebron
Eight wounded in Tel Aviv
The death toll rising in Jerusalem
Can anything good come from Nazareth?
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This: I Can't Be Held Responsible
**- S E C O N D P L A C E F I C T I O N

Every man's death diminishes me, because I am involved in mankind. So never send to know for
whom the hell tolls. It tolls for thee.
—John Donne
How many times can a man turn his head and pretend that he just doesn't seel
—Bob Dylan
Late and soon, getting and spending we lay waste our powers/ Little we see in nature that is ours/
We have given our hearts away.
—William Wordsworth

1
I suck a popsicle at a rest stop in Oklahoma. A car door slams. Women
in plastic shoes call to children at the drinking fountain. The water is warm and
sluggish down a metal drain, asphalt hazy in the afternoon. It is hot. Hot like a
hand laid over a mouth, like walking to see the tomb of Juliet. The sound of
swings, chain against chain, echoes in the air. My fingers are sticky. My throat is
thick with sugar juice gone sour.
"Oh . . ." It is my voice.
I see it. In the tar at my feet I see a butterfly, a butterfly stuck in the tar,
red paper wings sealed wide and smiling in the tar.
2

I stand in line at a movie house down town. Girls and boys form circles
around Ms. Pac Man and other games, loud games that flash. The carpet is musty
red and settled, dulled by years of shoes and cigarettes. Behind the popcorn
machine there is a poster on the wall, steamed close and still from butter fumes
and dirty money and careless hands. The picture is obscured. A man, another
man, a woman in a dress (red), a gun; I'm not sure. But that is the movie I will
see.
The previews are dark and fast. We laugh on cue, jockeying for control of
the arm rests, shifting our weight in the creaky seats. I cross my legs, pants rubbing
like two spirits in the dark.
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3
I lay my head against the vibrating window pane of a subway car. I wish
it would never stop but keep going forever, winding and winding through the
Vienna underground. I start to recognize posters and graffiti on the walls outside.
We have been here before. I start to recognize people in the cars. They all seem
to clutch their bags and their umbrellas and their children the same way, with faces
telling nothing. My hands are cold. It is my stop but I do not get off. It is my 14th
circuit, and late. I will sleep here, under the lights of the subway car with the doors
opening and closing neatly for the people. They are the same doors for everyone.
4
I sit on a curb outside of a house. It isJuly fourth. It is afterwards, when
styrofoam plates litter the grass and children have fallen asleep on couches. Men
and women talk quietly in the kitchen. An occasional bottle rocket whistles over
the roofs of the houses, and under the flood lights outside, remains of fireworks
fall silent as ash to the street.
5
I window shop on Ben Yehuda Street in West Jerusalem. Light rain
peppers the sidewalk and my falafel sandwich is soggy in my hands, in the wax
paper. The streets are busy with shoppers. It is Friday, a holy day for theJews and
Muslims of the city, and buses fill with people trying to get home before Shabbat
at sundown. Then I hear it; everyone hears it. The blast is deafening. Several
streets away a bus erupts in flames and somewhere inside, a suicide bomber.
Hours later, amid sirens and cameras and confusion, Hasidic Jews quietly scrape
flesh from sidewalks and store front windows and upper level balconies, flesh that
flew like shrapnel in the blast. Days later, shops reopen and businessmen buy
newspapers and coffee and the olives are fresh again. Only blackened walls and
blackened ally ways remember.
6
I stare. Red paper wings jerk in the tar. The rest of my popsicle slips from
its stick and splatters on the ground. Juice drips from my hands, covers my hands,
stains my hands. I start for the car, quickly. I didn't invent death.
7
I do not understand the movie. The seats are cramped, the Exit light
flickers low at the opposite end of the theater, and people laugh at the wrong
times. We tire of horror and are glad to see the credits roll. In our furnished souls,
in our furnished haste, in our cars where the radio filters reality, we leave.
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8

I no longer see the walls or the faces or what they say, only my reflection
in the window pane. The subway car glides smooth and even over the tracks. It
is as if we are not moving at all.
9

I close the refrigerator. It isJuly fifth and morning brings a tangled memory
of the night before. Firework stands lie deserted along the road, colored cardboard
on the highway, and somewhere in an ER trauma unit, an EKG screen blinks
evenly—victim of the night.

10
I watch as a young girl slides a paper prayer between two stones in the
Western Wall. It is drizzling. She turns to go. Her prayer flutters to the ground. I
do not pick it up. It is not my prayer. The paper dissolves in a puddle at the base
of the wall. It was not my prayer.

Emily by Maria Hoskins
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The Lady Who Lives Underground

The lady who lives underground
presses her white fingertips onto the ceiling of her house
Elbows locked, wrists arched, knuckles straining to break
through
The womb of earth envelopes her—dark—swelled to capacity
Melted snow trickles down her long, thin arms
Mingling with the minerals, dripping from her toes
And with short, quick breathstendons quiver under clammy white skin)
Heaves up her chest to kiss the roof
Lips caked wet with peppermint dew
And with fingers digs, inhumed
compacting the black earth in the soft places
between her long, white fingers
That in one gasp pierce the darkness
to stand naked in morning's white glare
They shiver
Wrinkled fingertips pulsing green
They breathe
Feeding from the day
They stand erect and with mounting strength, quiver
New buds aglow
And somewhere between ignorance and wonder
a cord is severed
Fog dispelled, surrogacy cast off—
They form a silent alliance with a newborn world
The sun-bird offers a shriek of joy for
The lady who lives underground
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Words

Standing on the sidewalk
Shifting weight
Breathing
Listening to you
Listen to me
Holding myself in the cold
Holding
Holding
(You call me naive—
A kool-aid coloring book snoopy snow cone
maker naive
When I have known too much
You say I'm insensitive—
A bull dozer sledge hammer cold shower at a
truck stop insensitive
When I have felt too much
And oblivious—
A smiling-blind blonde hair flying oblivious
When I have seen too much
Far too much of you)
Sticks and stones may—
I touch my face
You pick your wallet off the ground
Slow
Everything slow
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Break my bones
But slow
What's friendship when all's done
but the giving and taking of wounds?
There are no more words
Keys grate together in your hand
You turn to go
I left my face in your glove compartment
My hands in your hair
I am so very tired
So very tired of holding
And holding
Holding and holding on
The engine rumbles
Sticks and—
Break my—
But words
Your words will never hurt me.
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Cafe Tectonics ... In A Warm Ice Age

Cafe blues floods through
With visions past and visions new
Desolate winds blow cold
Upon the hottest day of Hell
Silent companion
On this high-paced motionless run
Now, pain grows dim and bold
Weather succumbs; an ice-filled well
A stone that shatters
And liquid breaks with some matters
Continents collide, fold
A warm block of ice as a shell
Move worlds in dim light
In an empty room with no sight
A thousand thoughts rolled
Comfort—cafe blues within self
Singing sad all alone
A thousand voices rise and drone
Start and terminus—one soul
Sip coffee and memory quells
Lonely guitar plays
And vision forward, backward stays
Sparkling untouched gemstones dull
Once part, now warped, worn, moved—un-held
Cafe blues moves through
But lingers like a burning bruise
Slow sonics of soul seem null
Low-light passion and dreams now meld
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Elements . ..

Feel the silent chill slowly take control
There is nothing left out there
Save the haunting of a soul . . .
Wind, wind—Feel the empty still
Movement forever, but frozen
And none here have the will. . .
Now crawling up behind your back
Right there grasping, biting you
Leaving nothing—body slack
Feel the silent fire as it licks your neck
Sweat, sweat—running, pouring down
Controls and burns to vex
Ice and fire from without, within
Mixing, morphing—tearing all apart
And no help once again
Sear and freeze the skin
In a world of desolate destruction
Where clearly seen are sins . . .
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Burning Coals
Based on a true story.

Betty May was tired. These were the first few quiet moments since she got
up this morning. She watched a few drops of sweat roll down her leg. It wasn't
a hot day, but her's was the kind of heat that comes from hours of physical labor.
She sighed, then got up to put away the mop and finish washing the dishes. Only
a couple more hours until the weekend. She turned on the radio to break the
silence which had started to become dull to her. Some rock'n'roll band was
playing a dance tune. She was ready for a break, ready to go out and spend some
time with Thelma. Thelma was Betty May's heartbeat. The had grown up on the
same block and had been inseparable since childhood.
Betty May wondered if there would be freedom schools again this summer.
Thelma had told her about the schools last summer, how they invited kids, and
really all the people from her part of town to come and taught them the things they
had never heard in school; like where they came from, and that they needed to
read and write so they could vote. Betty May really wanted to go to freedom
school if they were happening again this summer. She was tired of the same old
routine, ready to break out. But she didn't know how. She needed the impulse,
someone to encourage her to go against the flow, to act. Thelma was good like
that—always daring, unafraid. Last month, when the two of them went to the
swimming pool, Thelma just sat on a piece of lawn reserved for white folk. "I'm
sorry Ma'am, but it seems to me like the grass over there is no different from this
here, and the same sun that's beatin' on me is tanning you. Plus, I paid my ten
cents, just like you. Law says that's all right!" The woman had given Thelma a
disdaining look. Now she had a twitch on her face, and turned around to whisper
to her friend. Thelma was right; the law said that it was all right now to go to the
same stores and drink from the same fountains. But there was a different law at
work in this town, and Betty May didn't feel strong enough to break it. Still, she
was tired. Tired of holding out, of taking the blows.
The radio DJ talked about a new band that was coming to town; they were
playing at the Old Theater downtown Saturday night. Perhaps Thelma would
want to go.
"Betty! Betty May!" Thelma was walking up the steps, books and writing
pads in her hand. "Hey girl; you almost done?"
"Yeah . . . got these dishes to finish, then I'll be done for the day.
Hey—did you hear about the group playing at the Theater tomorrow?"
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"Yeah, the Four Tops. I hear they are the baddest new thing around!
Four handsome guys, and they got some sweet harmonies!" Thelma was swinging
her hips, swaying from side to side. She grinned at Betty May, then let herself fall
into a chair. "I hear they are so hip, we should go get our tickets today; tomorrow
night, they might be sold out. Wanna go now?"
"Yeah, just let me finish up here."
"Alright, come pick me up at my house when you're ready," said Thelma
as she walked out the door.
"Be there in a few!"
JA-

The street was packed with onlookers. Betty May and Thelma had to
fight their way through the crowd just to get to the ticket office. Both sides of the
street were lined with people. On the side of the Theater stood mostly blacks,
some whites, just watching. Some were holding up picket-signs, others were
looking furiously at the whites that were lining the other side of the street. They,
in turn, were throwing hostile glances over to this side of the street, some shouting
offensive phrases, others waving the Confederate flag or picket signs with racist
slogans. In the street itself stood a couple of police cars and a few men in suits.
Betty May could see a group of robed and hooded men. Just a few moments ago,
they had marched through the crowd, right past the Theater. In front, the
leader—he was wearing a colorful, shiny robe. Behind him most of the men were
wearing white robes—the typical Klan outfit. Betty May shuddered at the sight.
Betty May and Thelma had given up fighting their way to the ticket box
and were just standing still where they were, observing the scene. As the
Klansmen passed, some onlookers from the other side shouted over: "Nigger! Go
back to Africa!" Betty May sensed an equal amount of agitation in both crowds.
People on this side of the street were talking among themselves, some whispering,
others in louder pitches, reacting to what they were seeing. But after a while, the
agitation subsided. Now, as the Klan had finished their procession, both crowds
slowly broke up, and people started walking on, to their cars or to shops along the
road. Some just formed little groups and continued commenting on what they saw,
mostly with indignation and anger. Thelma nudged her friend: "Look, Betty,
there's Mrs. Harding." Mrs. Harding, a dignified black lady, had been Thelma and
Betty May's English teacher in high school. She was standing by the coffee shop,
next to her husband. Her face showed an expression of sadness, mixed with
bitterness. But suddenly, Mrs. Harding's face showed surprise—she was fixed on
something on the other side of the street. Betty May followed her stare. At first,
she didn't see anything but the white faces on the other side. But as she looked
on farther to the right, her eyes caught the source of Mrs. Harder's surprise: there,
all by himself, sat Reverend Wilkins on a stool, with a big basket and a cooling box
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next to him. Reverend Wilkins was the minister in the Baptist church down the
road from Betty May's house. She could see sandwiches sticking out of his basket.
Next to the Reverend was a little table on which lay a few sandwiches and some
drinks.
Betty May nudged her friend: "Thelma, look! Reverend Wilkins over
there!" Thelma's face creased as she was trying to figure out what was going on.
As both girls were watching, they suddenly perceived a man in a grey suit emerging
from the white crowd. He paused and stood aloof for a few moments. Two other
men from the crowd went to him and talked to him, gesturing to the table. He
said something in return, pointing towards the coffee shop on Betty May's side of
the street. She followed his finger and saw that the coffee shop had been closed.
Now the suit slowly made his way to the Reverend. Some of the other Klan
members and people in the crowd glanced at the Reverend in disbelief; a critical
kind of confusion was written on their faces. The Reverend was obviously
offering lunch to these Klansmen.
Both girls held their breaths as the suited man approached the Reverend.
"He's going to get whipped! That guy's gonna beat the Reverend up!" Betty May
heard these words echo through the minds of both crowds. The suit stopped in
front of the table and just looked at the Reverend. Wilkins hesitated for a
moment. Then he took a sandwich and held it out for the man to take. He had
a smile on his face, but no one could overlook the trembling in his hand, his inner
tension. The suit looked back for moment, and then he reached out his arm and
took the sandwich. A murmur went through the crowd.
"Man—that's crazy! Why does he give that bigot food?" Thelma fumed.
Betty May's mouth was dry; she had no words for what she had just seen. She just
stood there, staring at the Reverend. The suit quickly ate his sandwich, threw the
wrapping on the table, took a bottle of soda and walked off, back to his crowd.
Betty May wasn't sure if she just imagined it, but it seemed like the head
of the man wasn't held quite as high as he walked back.
"Come on, Thelma; let's get our tickets!"
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short lines

short lines
make
a poem
cause if you had a real long line, like this, that went to the end and then
naturally wrapped over to the next line, it would appear like prose,
not like
a poem
(Not to mention the complete disregard of grammatical conventions, like
capitalization, as an artistic expression)
amazing,
what
short lines
can do

ONE DAY
One day
it was in the middle
of the day
I walked up a hill
I was sweating and panting
from the weight
but I didn't say a word
My feet were heavy
droplets of blood
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running down
the sides of my headyet, I didn't say a word
Around me
those that had done wrong
and harm to the Other
some were crying
others swearing
I didn't say a word
I heard
jeering and contempt
questions, laughter
the beat of the pulse
inside my head
never did I say a word
Then they stripped me
and tied me to the beam
I was sick
from the heat
bitter taste in my mouth
but I did not say a word
My arms were
wide open
and I didn't say a word
but
—five words—
and then
I became the Word
they shall taste
One day
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The Cripple

So much guilt instead of love
what would I do with love but
eat it like a blood orange, dripping
and breaking in my mouth
what would a giant do with love
but stomp Jack until the heavens quake
Love is a palsied thing
and this I knew and this I tried to teach you.
You loved me, this much was clear
with sweetness and light, sweet
like sugar. You were a baby
wrapped in your love, breathing
tomorrows through baby-white teeth
but baby you should have known
I couldn't love you because
you loved me
and you should have known
you must be hurt for loving me
You should have seen
the needles like frost on the ground
and known I would punish your
dusty glasses and eagerness
while the leaves torpedoed downward.
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Decay

I ate a green apple because I saw a gnat
singing around it and I had to have it
had to grab it from the gnat
and gut and pare it and eat it for my own
because it's all a race against decay and fruit grants
in this life and even while I ate one half
of that green apple, the other half turned brown and waited
patiently for me to sink my eye teeth into its bruised sides.

Naked by Maria Hoskins
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Morning Meditations

Welcome morning!
ride out through soiled
nights and soured oceans
paddle out
paws open
to silk-shorn beaches,
dawns, miracles
(the small white ones)
pour out
past seagulls and sea sadness
catch grace
in a tea cup
under water falls or thunder skies
under the ruck and tuck
of beaten earth
in a pea-green boat,
in a vegetable tree
in an eggful of graffiti
but before you
rise up in horizon
morning Sundance
remember this:
you must take with you
rubber slip-ons, bright orange poncho
or dance to keep warm
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Mercy Street Revisited
for Anne Sexton

You were my first
tucking me in nights
out with lights
up with thirst
and various others
You, my muse,
my highness, my heroine
my bay of hope
my bruised beacon
You an orphan and
my child, sister, mother
Where did you go?
I walked the streets
knowing just where to look
past street signs and strangers and notebooks
down horrible black beats
and just enough pills
to get there
I studied the silence, bones, corners
and other maps weeks before
I opened closet doors
taking out all the yellow dresses
forgetting the matches in the process,
I knew the way anyway
alone and stone and solid silver
these were my clues
what drew
me in the first place
to 45 Mercy Street
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In this way
I walked. I walked,
a long way
picking seed and speed along the way
I walked
past priests and poets
posted for direction and bits of advice
I walked
pulling shades and cares
down around my ankles
I tried the stairs, the beds,
high-backed and bending
Not there
Not there
Until I lost
my place in the dark
in a single swallow
swelling inside me like a baby god
I found my Mercy Street
not there
But where did you go?
I followed the signs
I swallowed the seeds
you left behind
I stood still and sullen
in neon
on and on—
at 45 Mercy Street!
I found your home
shut up
and vacant
and not there
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Anniversary Song

trumpet blast!
caught in the middle
of my mooningdays
swooning upright or down face
but mostly on an elbow
grown old and worn
from all the sighing and straining
from all the head-heavy leaning
all my words
all my thoughts
all a straining toward your forms
lying silent as water
lying dumb beside your body
an awful, holy sight
full of magic and meaning
making me feel loud as a child
we are rainmakers and eaglehunters
a tragic sort
we are dangerous alive
peeled trees, blown loose
lying naked
upon a bare earth
breathing thrilled
under rooftop nights
we are strangers
here
living feet and beat
beneath the spirit-face
cloud daze
we are left to tremble
out our days
veined in mysteries
like the underside of a leaf
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will you take me down
grace, promise, friend
will you walk
skip along my rumpled flanks,
skirting daylight as you go
all chancy, all jumbled
as lovers, as poets,
as book readers and smart talkers
will you speak away winter
with all your glad-chat
and sincerity worlds
will you overturn, overturn, overturn
the top of your tongue, mind, soul
you, my deepest, darkest, dirtiest
down secret
you, my wise angel human
love

untitled by Joseph Cebulski
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The Storyteller

i like it when he reads to me . . .
his voice makes the words come alive
and his soul gives them conscience . . .
he makes them
more than words . . .
he takes them for his own,
if only for the lusty moment
he can steal them . . .
because he knows
they can never belong to him . . .
always they must return to the page . . .
the page is the thing
that eludes him most . . .
it never lets him stay
though
it begs him to come,
shouting of its
silent promises
and he (never completely aware
of its surreality) answers with
famished eyes,
eager to
devour
whatever the page will give . . .
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someone might be dying
i'm sitting here in
warmth and bliss while
someone could be dying
someone is dying,
i'm sure of it . . .
thousands of souls
forever lost. . .
and what am i
doing for it
take it all for granted
ignore a small blessing
every gift
He gives . . .
i gripe about class
and now
someone's holding
a gun to a head . . .
not mine
so i guess
it doesn't matter . . .
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Gray

1. Tonight I look out the window, my face in my hand, my thoughts on your
face,
Unwillingly.
Daylight falls too hard to recover
Quickly replaced by a weaker sky
Spread unevenly dark
Too easily breakable
To have filled our need for something concrete
And maybe bright.
The subtle light of this narrowed moon
Too misgiving
To help us find our way through this.
2. Today I sort my mail and find a letter in a plain envelope that asks, "How
are you?"
But does not beg for an answer.
So we compact our silent pain into pages
And sort it out among small treasures
That have not been forgotten
And among token attempts
To temporarily forget
That things haven't quite turned out the way
We'd hoped they would.
3. Today I got around to moving the picture of us on the fallen log behind the
lamp on
The mantle.
We have tried to gather
The last of the broken, frail leaves beneath us
Still with the same colors they disclosed
When they'd fallen
But we are unable to keep them
From crumbling stiffly through our fingers.
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4. Tonight I turn my lamp off and pull too many covers over almost enough
sleep.
And it looks as though
A night, not far from here
Will emerge
My familiarity impaired
When my willing patience for the time
When I remember how it felt
To simply hear your name
Is broken.
When I remember that I still have stories to remind myself.
A night much the same as this
Mirthlessly painted sky, enveloped with our fragility
But with faded distant laughter, still surrounding.
5. When I see you on the street today, I drop my arm from where it touches my
hair. I look down and am suddenly conscious of my feet. I watch you maintain
an uneasy
Stride as you walk away. I hope that you didn't see.
6. This morning I will find the paper already at my door and the morning news,
Almost over.
And I hope
That you will go on
To find the sky
In the day
That you've waited so patiently for.
The sun finally shining
Unusually warm on your back
And cloudless.
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The Little Bird
I found him. Or maybe he found me.
Hidden among the branches as I climbed my favorite tree.
He cocked his head to one side, and I cocked mine the other.
And so we sat and stared, and neither moved a feather.
As I reached out my hand, he hopped away from me.
He was still a wild creature, wanting to stay free.
At last he ventured forward, as if to make amends.
I understood he liked me and wanted to be friends.
That day our friendship started, the little bird and I.
We were the strangest pair. He couldn't walk; I couldn't fly.
Our friendship kept on growing as days too quickly passed.
Each morning I awoke with joy, each night saddened it went so fast.
Until the day he disappeared, vanished without a trace.
It seemed as if he flew away to some unknown, secret place.
At last he did return, only to disappear again;
And so I learned that letting go would find him in the end.
On these days I longed to cage my wild thing,
But I knew ne'd beat the bars until he broke his wings.
You cannot cage a wild thing; they're born with freedom's breath.
For to take away their freedom means a suffocating death.
But finally after many months, there came a day he said,
"It's safe. I trust you." And he let me pet his head.
The thrill to touch a wild thing and feel I know his heart
Is like a treasured gift with which I'll never part.
And since that day he never fears to sit within my hand.
He knows it's safe to fly again; I'll be there when he lands.
We've become the best of friends, the little bird and I.
I may never teach him how to walk, but I hope he teaches me to fly.
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Edmund Rolloff by Tania Elsesser
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Prayerchapel

I have to wonder what I'm doing here tonight.
Amidst all of the spiritual gurus,
lovers of the Law.
I'm pretty tainted.
A beggar at your table
Whispering with parched lips
for just one drop of your water.
They speak in unknown tongues
so much holier than I.
I'm an angry child whose fingers
can't even reach for the Book.
Tragic how I long to be like you,
all the while muttering condemnations
under my breath.
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Hiding
^ HONORABLE MENTION FICTION^-

She was six the first time it happened. Oh—not the part where he came
stumbling around stained in slobber, raging and knocking into things with that
stink on his breath—it was not the first time for that to happen. But it was the
first time that she'd ever thought what to do.
She was in her room when she heard him—the big-bellied animal thumping
through the house in nothing but underwear and a sticky t-shirt with yellow circles
at the arms. An uncontrollable curiosity always drew her out. Always against her
will she would sneak to the corner to watch him. He was in the living room this
time, the bottle still clutched in his sausage fingers. He was like a big hog, she
thought to herself, and pictured in her head the animals they learned at school.
Big hog with white-black hair and big red nose. In her head she drew him like
that. Big hog in a t-shirt with yellow circles at the arms.
She looked too long. He spotted her, his blurring eyes trying to focus.
"You—girl!" he slurred, and she was so startled that she couldn't think to duck
away. He stared at her a minute, trying to remember her name or face, or why he
knew her. He couldn't. His tiny black eyes got darker and his face turned into a
black scowl. "Git over here!" he screamed, and his thick arms went flying wildly.
"Don't you hide from me, girl!" His arms flew and thick gold sloshed from the
bottle and onto the sofa, the carpet, the wall.
He was so surprised that he froze, and began to moan, "Lookit what I
done—all over the place, ain't it?" With a grunt, he wobbled down onto one knee
and started rubbing the stains, pressing them into the carpet. "Everywhere, ain't
it?" he marveled aloud, and began laughing hysterically at himself and at the liquor
squishing at his knees.
Don't hide, girl.
Hide.
She hadn't thought of that before.
And so a tiny girl folded herself up under the bed, pushing aside the shoe
boxes under there. She pressed her face to the carpet, felt the dust in her nose and
lungs. She breathed quietly, quietly, until she could barely hear herself. And she
stayed until she could her him bumbling out the back door. She was forgotten and
he was heading for the shed, and she knew that when momma got home, they
would have to figure out a way to drag his passed-out hog body out from the shed.
It was not the first time for that to happen.
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And so she learned to hide when ever he was angry. Sometimes she would
only hide for a few minutes, until she decided that maybe her momma needed her
around. He wasn't quite as bad to momma whenever the girl was around. The
longest she ever hid under the bed was the time he mistook the kitchen for the
bathroom, and left puddles of himself all over the floor and the fridge and the
dishwasher. When he'd stumbled out to the shed, she had quickly tried to clean
up before momma got home from work. It was so hard on momma to come home
to find the old hog's messes. And so with a whole roll of paper towels she had
mopped and wiped, but she couldn't get the stickiness off the floor.
She still jumps across that spot in the floor whenever she is in that kitchen.
Third blue tile from the left, directly in front of the dishwasher.
That night she hid under her bed, trembling and smelling like his mess and
the bottle he'd spilt along with it. Jack Daniels. His second favorite. She hid
until her momma came home and with frightened tiptoes, searched the house,
whispering out the girl's name. The girl knew her momma would be scared for
her, and so she rolled out from under her bed. She had put those stinking paper
towels under the lowest bag of trash in the can outside, but her momma still knew
about it. Momma told the girl that it was not the first time for that to
happen.
And that is why, when her own babies are safe in bed (she is not a girl
anymore) and her good husband is breathing quiet sleep in the bed beside her, she
will slip from his side and get on her knees. She folds her body, too long now to
fit so carefully, and presses herself under the bed until the terror passes and she
breathes quietly, quietly until she can no longer hear a stumbling, raging hog
thumping in her brain.
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Office Temp

Slump against chair,
trying to stretch that
part of my low-back
that aches
(lumbar region?)
Sigh and let
my fingers resume
clickity-clack keystrokes,
wrist dangling
against sharp formica edges,
and I think of words like
"ergonomics"
I straighten my back,
feign total consumption
by data entry
as she walks in,
slipping a stack into my
"in"-tray
"Run ten copies of this?"
she says.
I find myself unusually eager
for the print room
(smells of hot ink,
sharp, fresh paper)
Sigh as I lean
against a wall
while a rhythmic beat
pounds out the duplex copies
as they
carefully collate
without my help.
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"Yes"
Golden trinket
slipped around my fourth finger
in a flood of emotion,
heavy and hard
with its diamond glare
that burdens my heart
and chains me to you,
to your worthless charm
and lying lips,
this burning circle
a foolish promise
that stains my hand
and traps in your
forever ring.

You
I'm hiding here,
behind these pretending eyes
that seem so careless,
shifting away
I shadow myself in darkness,
I retreat there, watching
behind the drawn shades
that I pull
regretting every moment,
burying myself under this
pseudo-smile
as if nothing matters much,
all the while wishing
Someone
would pull up the shades,
doing what I cannot yet do,
to show myself
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and all these hidden emotions
(the desire and hope, fear and love)
that I clutch in my hands,
tightly, so no one will know
the secrets
that, deep down, I want to shout,
but I can't—
I can't
and so I sweep myself under this rug,
these shaded,
pretending eyes
that long to stare.

Factory Style
Keep my eyes forward
Pretend to be oblivious
To: watery eyes
(held captive behind safety glasses);
To: leering
As the older one tugs
the bill of his cap
And elbows the younger
in his ribs
And two tobacco stained smirks
curl on leathery faces
as though they've never seen
a ;irl my age
(though I'm no "looker").
They stop their work,
hands on hips
and mentally compare me
to Donna in fabrication
(she's the youngest of the women
and pushing thirty-eight now).
And with a gross approval
watery eyes watch me
hurry around the corner.
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To Be Complete
The sound of different voices floods my ears.
A rushing of childhood memories,
One after another until
I am listening to the wind
I go to the tree making the wind.
Which is more important—
The wind of your voice, or the memories
That I can always return to, analyze?
Some say it's in the searching, but if that's true,
When do I know when the puzzle
Has come together? How many times have I
Stopped just short
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Birth

I want (more like fear) those "forswear it sights"
The piano playing in the background bemoans
the Christmas lightsHeralds of joy
I remember that story
When the owl pleaded with the moon
Not to follow him home
I am definitely not an owl
I hide my turgid soul beneath this cowl
of human justice—or perhaps pride?
Because I would like to have the moon
Over for coffee, or oatmeal
Or pea soup and toast
But now the strings are soaring to drown the ringing telephone
Not that I want to, but some silly life preserver
Floats me to answer
Suddenly I am wading in the mud of mortality
Dragged ashore
My lungs fill with humanity and bleed
into these revived veins
An aorta of envy turned green
pumps essence into my limbs
Akimbo as they are
My muscles flex again in the dawn
of my creation
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The Fatman of Cafe 37

I wonder if you cry,
sitting alone
there in the dark.
Perhaps you wring your flesh,
gnash your teeth,
silently curse
your last meal.
Hopelessness
set in years ago.
When women would turn their heads,
children would giggle.
I'm sure you cry
when you stare out at the stars.
Do you still swallow your heart
When you pass a mirror?
The silence has to eat at your ears;
the laughter must nibble on your nerves.
Do you pray for an end?
Do you plead for a miracle?
Or has God left you
to sit in the dark?
Swallowing your tears,
swallowing your food—
swallowed up in despair.
Free to be solitary,
sitting alone.
Silently cursing, wringing, squeezing.
When did the dark become your companion
When did silence become your friend?
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Mr. Diversion

I say to her,
"You know, Big Bird is a stupid name for a Muppet.
What was Jim Henson thinking?
'Here's this big bird; what am I gonna call it?'
It ranks right up there with Spiderman,
Bunny Rabbit from Captain Kangaroo,
And the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles."
She says to me,
"Do I know you?"

Mr. Enthusiastic by Sarah E. Nactigal
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"Seventeen"

You paste your golden waxy words
on thin pages bordered scarlet and violet.
It is the calculated thief of will.
The ones of now,
the young of these raging, sheepish days
esteem your sign as God's own good,
as life itself,
as meaning and truth and all the blind things they say
about words that give off your radiant guilt,
your shriveled logic,
as you attempt to grasp the last dribbling edges of your innocence.
"Be Yourself"
That's what you say
Be Yourself—
your practiced words
mounted next to the long-legged beauty queen
with the slutty/slobbish look
will leave no room
for moral people
as they are.
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Skin Deep

I never had the impression
That you were not really real.
Deceived by your confession
And the way you made me feel,
Inspecting your electric eyes
Energized with ambition.
Unbeknownst those orbs held lies
Eluding all suspicion.
You were kind and smiled a deal,
Saying much more without talk.
Believing that we could be real,
We decided to take a walk.
And love was good even though
It was but a shallow creek.
No raging river overflow
Dared disrupt its placid peak.
Hoping to believe in more,
Tossing you questions of time,
Probing your eyes, I came up poor,
Displeased with less than the sublime.
Here you were, just but a shell
Like an apple with just a peel.
Although I thought I knew you well,
I discovered you were not real.
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Eve's Dilemma

From that Tree you shall not eat.
Do not even touch its fruit.
I stand here
Fruit in my hand
Its slimy, fuzzy skin leaks
Poison through my palms
I toy with the fruit
Contemplating
Should I take a bite?
Absolutely not!
But why do I still hold the ball of pulp?
And why is it so hard to put it down?
Then I understand what she went through
Before she took the bite
Eve wanted to taste knowledge
But not everything
Is meant to be known
When her teeth pierced the taut skin
Did they feel the sting of spiked sap?
As the juice dribbled down her chin
And plummeted to the dusty earth
Did the drop make a crater?
Rather, I'm sure the moment seemed insignificant
A thousand apples before, a thousand pears
This one seemed the same
So normal. It must be good for Adam too
He could have stopped her
Slapped the fraudulent fruit from her hand
But was it that his hand was holding
The other half of the core?
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Construction
We
limp
through
sallow
faces
absent
of
color
and
spit
upon
the
solidity
of
support
and
grin
in
our
rebellion.
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free

I speak with regularity—
the world is a very good
place to be.
where else can you
spin & thrash & melt,
face to grass
(and, still spinning)
hold & imagine & feel,
clutching the belly
of the earth
like the last hope
of futures a thousand years ago.
And it all depends on me.
But I still spin
through careless rhythm
& frenzied thought,
like an affectionate flame
in intrusive wonder.
I will be the last to die.
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Cold Toes

She stretched herself
in fields bigger than green,
rocking to the rhythm of birds:
their incessant flapping.
She wanted a tree
of her very own
(not one that had been
struck by fire
or one that seemed to
belong to someone else).
She stretched
& longed to spread the morning like toast.
Everyone wants that,
even the trees, she said.
But in that field
she strained to catch
everything that floated
in front of her
that she couldn't
quite
catch.
But she watched,
(the uncatchable dripped
like sunsets
over the rocks,
under her feet)
& decided she liked
cold, free toes.
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Honest Before God

She streaked past
Brazenly naked
And I, though
Wanting to ignore her,
Threw my blanket
About her shoulders
Not in compassion
But to hide her futilely
From my great God
Knowing she thrives
On being dismissed
And that my reason
Would lessen her power:
Her name is Doubt.
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Braveheart: a Highland Sonnet

It swirled round the fog-clad peaks,
Curling gently in rooks and crags,
And drifting down less quiet and weak
It caressed the dells and ferns and fells.
Then gliding on through valley and glen
Past peat-pits, heather, and thistled fields
It surged into the women and men.
Yet, resting not, it roiled on
And boiled and churned with growing speed,
Until all Scotland heard its peal
Pouring forth on the battlefield
In the flash of tartan, in the clash of steel:
Bravely, wildly freedom cried
And, echoing still, has never died.
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And My War Wages On
^ HONORABLE MENTION NON-FICTION

The view is changing. I see something different. Distortion seems so real.
Curves out of control, not achieving approval before my eyes of judgment. Voices
screaming, "Too fat! Much too fat!" ring loudly in my ears. Layers of shame and
guilt. It is so ugly. I am ugly. Thoughts of where to turn, what to do, rush
through my head as I beat the flesh, praying it will disappear. As I stare down at
my red, blotched stomach that seems to protrude even worse than before, I feel
so out of control. The menu of the day .. . what would I permit myself to eat
. . . the ways to avoid eating . . . dodging questions from friends . . . These
thoughts and more haunt my mind and confuse me even more.
Though I cannot see it now, this is one of my first steps on the rocky road
of an eating disorder. I struggle with dissatisfaction in what I see even as the
weight rapidly drops off. My mind constantly spins with thoughts of food.
Secrecy becomes the main ingredient of my daily meals. Vital functions of my
body starve away and shut down. I rarely use the bathroom. My brushes collect
large clumps of hair. The loss of my monthly period strikes a harsh blow to my
womanhood. These little signs create a big picture of what my anorexia involves.
Evening. A time to put my thoughts to rest. With my eyes shut to the
daily window of distortion, I sprawl in bed, bundled in layers of clothes to keep my
cold body warm. As I lay in bed, I investigate my body, feeling several angular
protrusions, hollow crevices and deeply sunken in areas. Success. I have
everything under control. A perfect ending to a day of battle.
The battle I fight everyday is more against control than against food. I am
determined to maintain control in order to avoid experiencing the pain, the fear,
the anger, and the grief of someone else being in charge and denying me of my
needs and desires. I attempt to maintain control of situations, particularly in
relation to food. The whole idea of losing control is a scary and unbearable
thought. Without control, there is an overwhelming feeling of emptiness, a
threatening, cold, and lifeless void. I hoard food in order to feel I have some
semblance of control over it. Even a small thing like controlling the location of
the food on my plate gives me a satisfying feeling that I, not food nor anything
else, am in charge of my life. The feelings of hunger and the process of starving
are a sign that I have everything under control. The fear of beginning to eat and
never being able to stop rushes through my emaciated body. If I take even one
extra bit, I will be fat.
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Daybreak. Waking up to the familiar beep of my alarm clock alerts me to
the start of a new day. My thoughts begin to race as I sort through the menu for
the day ahead. My first obstacle: breakfast. I creep downstairs to creatively
deceive my way through the first meal of the day. I remove the cover from the
toaster and press the lever down to heat it up. I dip a knife in the strawberry jam
to make it look used. To satisfy my mom, I pour a glass of orange juice and
cleverly empty it into the sink, leaving behind a drop in the glass to prove I have
drunk some. I start the day successfully, full of satisfaction with everything under
control.
Noon. I have drawn up my plan, no detours allowed. I approach the
refrigerator stuffed with food. I reach in and pull out baked fish smothered in red
tomato sauce. Anxiety swallows me as I spoon the fish onto my plate. I feel fat,
bloated. Self-destructive thoughts multiply within me as I begin to think of a way
to escape this shadow that never leaves me. I sit down at the table and watch my
fork lightly dance across my food. I push and mash it on the plate. I hear the door
slam upstairs. Someone is coming. I jump to my feet, run toward the garbage, lift
some of the rubbish, and quickly scrape the fish in. I cover it up and toss the
empty plate on top. Filled with satisfaction, I say hello to my mother.
Dusk. Reality bursts upon me like a torrential flood. I feel like I am
drowning. There is no way out. At dinner, the family meal, I am surrounded,
trapped and faced with eating as my family's eyes devour me. I feel like a
defendant in a courtroom anxiously waiting to be sentenced according to what I
eat. We begin our routine chattering about the day's happenings. I carefully tuck
away my food in a napkin held firmly between my legs. Thoughts of what I will
do with it after the meal run through my head. I cannot put it in the trash— my
mother might see it. I cannot flush it down the toilet—it might not all go down.
Instead, I sneak outside and throw all of the evidence over the fence. Finally I am
done with my meals for the day. I have successfully won all three battles of the
day. Another perfect ending.
Days like this continue. Each day, the fear grows more intense and real.
Hunger overwhelms me as I deliberately starve myself. I hunger for comfort, for
accomplishment, for love, for adventure. Hunger reflects and expresses my needs.
Food becomes much more than a means for survival or a way to maintain control
of my life, it becomes a symbol for love. It becomes something I can hold onto
and feel secure with, like a blanket or stuffed animal to a small child.
One day after a typical afternoon of daily activity, I wander into my
bedroom. As I pull my shirt rapidly over my head, my mother stands at my
bedroom door, observing my fragile frame. The next thing I know, I am
face-to-face with the sound of my mother's cry of despair. She looks at my body
as though it were a photograph of an Auschwitz survivor. I grab my shirt and hide
behind it in shame as I hear the words, "I can see your ribs, you are too thin. Are
you sick? Let's go to the doctor."
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A voice inside argues, "It's my body! I know how I feel, and I'm not sick.
I'm not hurting anyone by being thin, so why should it bother you? I will let you
know if I get sick and need a doctor. I am perfectly fine." But I still suspect they
will make me go to the doctor, and I fear she will reaffirm their thoughts by
making me gain weight. I ponder in my head the denial of all that has just been
thrown in my face. The anorexic inside me determines that no matter what the
doctor says, it will not give up; it will win this battle. I arm my thoughts, clench
my teeth, and travel to the doctor's office prepared for war. As I sit in the office,
the silence is deadly. Finally, the door opens and I enter the battlefield. My heart
pounds. I feel like there is a conspiracy against me.
Ninety-eight pounds. The doctor expresses her concern and begins to
spool through a list of medical facts about my condition. I feel like my life has
been sucked away. The cessation of my monthly period is a core proof of my
anorexia. Children. Dreams of having a little girl to nurture and love smashed.
I look through my watery blue eyes to the doctor's concerned expression;
everything fades from consciousness as I envision all of my efforts, tears, dieting,
and hard work destroying my dreams.
I picture the formerly flabby, unhappy, 152-pound girl I have grown to
detest. The mere thought of her fills me with terror. She haunts me daily, always
fighting to overcome my thoughts and forever sharing the mirror with me as I view
my reflection. No matter how hard I strive to escape, she is omnipresent,
threatening to take control. Now, as the thought of not being able to bear a child
becomes reality, I feel forced into unconditional surrender.
Depression sets in as my emotions direct the compass, pulling the arrow
from compliance to defiance, from acceptance to resistance, from flexibility to
rigidity, from peace to fear, from openness to outrage. There is no simple
answer. Yet I am told professional treatment seems to be the only road left
untraveled.
Therapy. This word strikes me like bullets from a firing squad. I realize
this is the beginning of stepping out of my comfort zone. I am unshielded and
afraid. Drugs. I think to myself that they are not a cure-all. A pill cannot make
me happy and free. In my case, like most where drugs are prescribed, their use is
confined to the primary, acute stages of treatment during which the purpose is to
lessen depression and restore eating behaviors in severely undernourished patients.
The doctors decide that to give me Prozac, an antidepressant, will be the quickest
solution to treat both my anorexia and depression.
I do not want to feel pain. I do not want to be angry. I am afraid to
experience joy for fear it will evaporate and leave me empty. Growing up, life ran
smoother when I was okay; now, even when I am not okay, I pretend I am. As I
face the idea of therapy, the thought of running away and hiding within the safe
walls of anorexia encompasses me. I do not know what is beyond those walls. All
I know is that there is a raging war out there, and I am not sure if I have the
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strength to fight.
My emotions overflow with ambivalence as I make the transition from
home to college. I reach the point in my life where I feel the anxiety of leaving my
parents and the apprehension of becoming an adult. Love, security, and familiarity
have been left behind. I feel empty. Who will love me and why? My only friend
is my eating disorder. I hide behind the anorexic as she feeds off the love,
concern, ana attention from those around her. This attention fills the emptiness
that overwhelms me.
I look around my college campus at all the wounded soldiers and a desire
sets in to win the anorexic battle that deceptively gives me strength. I want all the
attention. I conclude, "If thin gets me attention, I will be thin. If thinner gets me
more attention, I will be thinner. If thinnest gets me the most attention, I will be
thinnest." The battle goes on.
I grow thinner and thinner as each day I encounter new battles. I no longer
live with just my family, but with a roommate. Attending class all day, doing
hours of homework, crying continuously, being independent, and taking care of
myself transforms school into a battle zone, sending me to hide behind rocks for
shelter and to dodge bullets from the enemies who want to take control away from
me. The fight becomes exhausting as the number of people in opposition multiply.
My family, my roommate, my counselor, the doctor: all fight against tired little
me. My ammunition runs out. My only choice is destruction or surrender.
The option of going into a treatment center draws a sign of hope for those
surrounding me. An inner force finally realizes and accepts the need for healing.
So many sides encourage me to go, yet the battle between the anorexic and me
nearly drown out all the other voices. All I hear is, "You can fight this on your
own . . . you do not need any help . . . we are winning now."
All I want is to be understood, to be normal. Here is where I take the
unfamiliar road of inpatient treatment where I discover that I am not alone. I find
comfort in seeing that others share the same pain, agony, and sense of
hopelessness. We are all fighting together, all in the same war. I grow to realize
that in order for healing to take place, I must allow myself to feel the pain from the
bullet. I must come out of my hiding place and honestly face the enemy.
As I continue to fight this battle and deal with this fearless disorder, it
sometimes seems endless. Anorexia is like a huge army tank barreling toward me,
its enemy. When orders are given to make a 180 degree turn away from
destruction, the steering wheel seems locked. It is God, family, friends, and
therapy that give me the direction and help me set myself on the path that leads
to life instead of death. The scars of past battles and the wounds of present
struggles continually remind me of areas conquered. I now realize that the speed,
momentum, and size of the tanker require time to make it turn. The turning will
be a slow process; it is hard to say where I am at in that turning process. I cannot
see the end so I do not know how close I am to it.
I still fall. I still cry. I still struggle. Yet when I fall, I get back up. When
I cry, I rejoice that I can feel. When I struggle, I do not lose hope. My struggles
with anorexia today are making me stronger for other battles I will face tomorrow.
And my war wages on . . .
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The True Story of a Hypothetical Hypocrite
**- THIRD PLACE POETRY >*>

The poor will eat
grease tonight
moongrease and headlights and
they will call this a day
twenty-four hours that forgot
to feed them any meat
that forgot to forgive their debts
but let them live
anyway

I
drive an economy car
I wheel past in 12,000 dollars of steel
there is a steady hum of the engine that
lets me ignore them as best I can
only crashes force me to listen
I will only pay attention
if I am broken
letthemeatcakeletthemeatcake
I hear the stereo
I watch the tail lights in front of me
I can only see two inches of my mind
the ones not yet crowded out by my
otherwise life
The politicians
wear camouflage around these parts
but their hearts slither out black
from beneath their briefcases
they sell us all sometimes
to buy the good(s)
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I can't help blaming them for
these littered streets
as I flick my cigarette
out the window
The poor will not be called the poor
tonight as I watch the news
I will check for new euphemisms and
add them to my list
At the dinner table
World Peace
gets tossed around
afterwards we argue about
who will clean up the dishes
there is too much
left on my plate
I slip it to the dog.

Girl,

on the other side of eleven
lipstick loses its flavor
and you are not old enough to do
and you are too young to understand
so you sit and wait
until the years have their way with you
until time begins to well up in your bones
so that when you are old enough
you do
though you do not always understand
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July 4

The sun had set nearly two hours ago, but the city pulsed with light. I
reached for her hand as I made my way to the cab that had slowed and was now
stopped three or four feet ahead of us. We pushed through the casual pedestrians
lining the streets.
With the sound of the city held outside by a thin layer of glass, we whizzed
past tourists and drunks. Past children holding sparklers and men wearing shortsleeved shirts with brown ties. The pulsing had died now. All that remained was
an occasional thud or crackle, and the cab roared on.
"This is good." I spoke to the driver and handed him two dollars. He
thanked me.
The cab sped off and left the two of us silent on the crumbling sidewalk.
In the distance I heard a phonograph start up. It was Charlie Parker, and although
the record was spinning at least two blocks away, it filled me and I looked at her.
She stood plainly and held her hands together, eyes facing the street.
I hesitated for only a second, but then quickly reached for her trembling
hand. The empty street widened and we spun to sounds of the Birdman.
As the music stopped, we slowed to a momentary embrace. My eyes
covered her face: the gold that she called hair, and the pearls that she called skin.
She returned my gaze, and we paused for a moment. The crackling record had
stopped. The pulsing light in the city now clung to the edges of the buildings on
the street. The thuds and booms soon reached our ears. The fireworks had begun
again.
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drive

the
lone road
cools
while Night drives
alone
his hair blows smooth
and carelessly
over billboards and
road signs
humming tires
roll
past cactus
and
turning tumbleweed
lightning chrome
flashes
sandwich shops
break the
landscape into
measurable
ieces
olding the broken
rocky edges
high
Day
chases night
to them
hot red paint
turns
service
station neon cold
bringing drivers
and
the
long road
burns
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Creation Myth
* * A L U M N I H O N O R A B L E M E N T I O N **-

In the beginning was
the Word
and the Word
did not speak
but listened
and when it heard
it created
and from the Word
sprang life
in its own image
and the life was sound
and sound took many forms
and many instruments
and they were good
then the wind and the waves
and the growing things
and the beasts and the earth
sang
and it was very good
and God saw all that He had made
and said
this is music
then God spoke
and the Word listened
and brought forth man
and set him in the midst of the music
and man listened
and man loved the music
and God gave man dominion over music
and it was very good
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day by day man conducted
the symphony that God made
and the Word was glorified
and man exulted
but one day
a murmur reached the man
why do you not sing the symphony
inside you? you can he
like God. . .
the man did not know
there was a symphony
inside him
but he listened very closely
and he heard it
and conductor-man
became composer
and all creation followed
but man did not know
the power of music
and soon his symphony
swelled beyond his grasp
crescendoing out of harmony
higher, darker, louder
until the frenzy of noise
broke—
and creation tumbled down
in tiny shards of silence
and then a still small voice
whispered in the void
and the whisper was the Word
and the whisper was music
and it lifted the man
from silent death
and it carried him up
to the fullness of sound
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and the Word repaired God's orchestra
and set man in the midst of it
and silence passed away
before the music of the new song
God called it laughter
and it was very good.

Upward Yearning
It lifts the soaring bird
in her wheeling ecstasy of praise
It pushes roots deep
into the warm testimony of earth
and draws the whispering secrets of leaves
like promises into the air.
It springs from dark-washed caves
and swims upward on fins and tentacles
racing on moon-tipped waves
and throwing its thunder laughing to the shore.
It rises dewy and musty with the dawn
and saturates the air with the glory of morning
It evaporates into blue and white
and remains to salute the stars.
It dwells on quiet mountaintops
and flows down with rocky green life
spreading silver threads around the earth
to hold the world together.
But mostly

that yearns upward to the source of all

J°y-
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My Love and I

My love and I we love to dance
And in the moonlight prance,
As two Okapi or graceful Gazelle,
As two who know each other well.
Horns a-rubbing, eyes a-fawning,
In dry elephant grass a-whispering.
Or as the mango tree of branches high,
Playing in a fitful breeze with the sky.
And river mist each morning early,
Gingerly caressing all the valley.
Or as the thin vine bridge connecting
Two worlds the rushing river's a-parting.
Or as the Inzia River into the Kwilu River runWhere has the Inzia gone and Kwilu begun?
For they both gain inspiration sublime
From the mighty Congo River divine.
Or as the jungled banks enticed by a sandbar
And the sandbar still laughing from afar.
Or as Moanda coast—Tondy beach perhaps—
Where against the cliffs the Atlantic laps.
Where waves longingly reach for the shore,
Eroding away the same cliffs they adore.
Yes, this is my love—and I the Baoabob tree
On the cliff edge with names carved a-plenty.
My love and I we love to dance
And among the sunbeams take our chance.
She bids me come—her foreign son—
And through her bosom of green savannah run.
I stand our white, a contrast stark,
Against my love, continent dark.
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Beggar

Her hand reached out
past my little
safety net
and into my life
Just a beggar girl
some would say
a street rat
a gypsy
Yet her grimy fingers
caught me
Ashamed
that in this world
where so many like her
reach out
they can only become tangled
in the nets we have
around us
We're all so busy
wanting
we forget about those
needing
the children who are
kneeling
asking begging longing
seeking
Someone
to let down their nets
to let their lives
be touched
to realize
that we
are the
beggar
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On the Way by Karen Boltz
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Old Painter from Arizona
91 years I have had slap against my body.
The desert has been my home for 47.
I paint.
My walls are covered with paintings of her eyes.
They are an endless well.
Endless.
With no end.
My wrinkled bald head,
dark and spotted by time,
I hold between my worn hands,
this is the position of my angst.
For 72 years I have tried to find the bottom of those eyes,
but there is no bottom.
Her depth goes on forever.
I have tried painting it.
My life's work is realized
by my wrinkled head
between my hands,
and by the paintings on my wallsall failed.

The small quiet girl who wears all quiet grays,
but who also carries a neon green purse.
apartment 446 blasts
Nina Simone
only at eleven
when she's there
it pulls me to
my alley street window
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when she walks by
she never says anything
but seems to always whisper
let's turn it all downside up
and see what's on the bottom
let's see what you've been hiding
let's discover what we've known all along

Road trip to Iowa

I. funny farm
I think farmers
don't make money
because all they plant is
corn
and
beans
and
stuff
they should plant
Fritos and salsa
because that's what sells
II. stuck in traffic
big semi truck
little foreign car
who would have thought
you would end up together
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III. a rest area pamphlet suggests: "Discover Yourself"
if I had a private eye
I'd send him looking
to find secrets
about myself
that I don't know
IV. McNuisance
it's not that you're
all the McProblem
it seems you're just a McGrowth
of us all
of us McPeople
we're Mc'ed in places we don't even know
we laugh at our McShame
our billboarded McUnderstanding
and our belief that we've McArrived
V. merging lane
if I speed
and she speeds
and he speeds
and that guy there doesn't speed
and that guy pulls in front of me
then
I'm ticked
but
I'm speeding
VI. road construction
gray blocks
lined up
left
tight lines
to steer between
the reflectors flick and fly
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the orange signs squeeze
and the second I'm out of it all
I realize I didn't mind the tightness
VII. the motel with free HBO
eat
mate
hate
fate
VIII. pest control
I pass the pest control truck
and I smile to think
that I could do it again
in a dream
IX. Mack Truck Hierarchy
it comes fast behind me
I see it in my rear view
I see it barreling
and shining
and smoking
I see it
butt up
against me
in the passing lane
so impatient
so much larger than myself
I must succumb to its will
X. big country
corn
corn
and more corn
I travel through
the harvest land
the bread basket
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the stomach of America
the excess storage we all need to survive
and I can't tell if it's all beautiful or ghastly
XI. as I drive things strike me like flies to my shield
wouldn't it be appropriate
and fitting
for those egos and heads large
to don a draping
reading
OVERSIZED LOAD
XII. I am
I am long like the horizon
seen from a car
on a road
in a field
XIII. paint
with each field of dancing gold
with each white, square, farm house
and each red, rectangle barn .
and with each silver, pointing silo
that I pass
I seem to go
back in time
until I see
the yellow green
combine
being chased by a dog
XIV. the narrow path
am I going anywhere
if I see
a sign that says
"this exit
farm city"?
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XV. the plains
there's so much golden brown that the green
almost seems a waste
XVI. perspective
the plains make me seem
to want a little less plenty
and a little more want
XVII. easy
I betcha roads here aren't hard to make
I betcha bread here isn't hard to make
I betcha people here aren't hard to make
XVIII. beef
cows
on a sloping hill
with sloping rays
of yellow sun
splashing them
and their mud patch
that's black as their own
spots
XIX. suppression
these cows
in groups of
threes and twos
behind the wire fence
don't see anything
more than I'm seeing now
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XX. music after nine hours, three stops, and a 32 oz. coffee
sap
sticky finger click
finger sticky click
bap
XXL heaven is not on earth
cars
like the earth
weren't made
to carry people
forever

American Idyll by Kaitlin Allen
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Journal Entry No. 8

so tired. I'm running again
from the only one whose love remains constant.
I climb. I fall.
I run. I crawl.
When will I learn?
I'm wounded. I'm bruised.
I'm lonely. I'm confused.
Why can't I do what I want to do?
so much energy wasted running from you.
I live moment-by-moment
changing my mind, never sure
of the decisions I make.
How did life get this complicated?
Holiness is your desire.
I fear the fire but crave the result.
Oh the mystery of the arms of grace.
When I trip, let me fall into your arms.
When I may it lead to where you are.
When my vision becomes blurry,
help me see you more clearly.
Wondrous, unfathomable arms
of grace.
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A Simple Romance

Life would be so easy if love
was just between me and I.
I'd never have to wonder
what was on my mind
or hope that I'd find
the right thing to tell me.
I would sit in class, at dinner,
at the movies and hold hands,
or smile at me, or just be together.
No waiting by the phone.
No faked chance meetings in the hall.
Every thoughtful card I sent would be
just what I needed myself to hear.
Life would really be so easy if love
was just between me and I.
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On Burial

What should be done with the dead goldfish?
Dispose is a word no one would wish
to use, but something must be done.
Shall I play taps and top the coffin with one
white rose, under the maple tree out back?
Or should I flush it down the toilet to prove my lack
of emotion: Prove it to the aquarium I always cleaned?
To the flaky meals I prayed over as I leaned
above the water to watch fins and tail sway
with liquid life, now dried and crisp as a fall day?
I guess, even at the pet shop, I feared this would happen one
morning, when dawn would break this dreamer's back with sunSome day, today, when something must be done.

Losing Neutral
Somehow it's 1:30 a.m. on the freeway in the dark.
Another hour, another night of cruising past the parked
Cars, all broken down—or waiting cops looking out
For blips of radar, laser sound. But I doubt
They look too often at my beaten little Dodge
Coupe de Something in the night: my old codger.
We are quiet company for the little yellow stripes
That pass pass pass, endless as my gripes
And petty worries, only little when the semis
Cruise by, immense and gross, planning my demise
In quick swerves and slow turns. Got to stick
To my white line, praying that tonight the clicks
From my odometer will go a little faster.
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forget-me-not

moonlight on your
face
so familiar the
moonlight
so familiar your
face
i try to capture
things
in your eyes
in our embrace
in the sweet comfort
together
and i try to move
forward too
so I'm stuck in your
eyelashes
knowing that this
now
is us
forever
if i move
forward
and not to move forward
would be to
stop
the world
i guess
I'm stuck on your
eyelashes
and like a
crystal tear
someday
i will
fall away
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Jewel
FIRST PLACE FICTION

Two new faces were present this year at the annual Christmas party. John
Russell, the newest member of the firm, was there, of course, and he had brought
his fiancee, who was doing her best to observe all the nuances of social etiquette.
Beside his smart tux she made a striking picture in her floor-length black formal,
but she was meticulously polite to everyone she met.
"She's nervous," said Mrs. Minnert over her champagne to Mrs. Colfax.
"She doesn't want to reflect poorly on him."
"How's she doing?" asked Mrs. Colfax, eager for Mrs. Minnert's opinion.
"She' s managing," Mrs. Minnert replied coolly.
John Russell was guarding her jealously, keeping close to her side when the
younger partners came to make conversation, and his fingers were often observed
twining themselves around hers or, in lower light, creeping around her slender
waist.
"She seems friendly enough," Mrs. Colfax suggested to Mrs. Sendam.
"She's trying too hard," Mrs. Minnert asserted. She took another sip of
champagne and watched her diamond ring sparkle in the soft light. "She's too
friendly."
"Well," Mrs. Sendam ventured, "there's nothing wrong with being
friendly."
"Yes," returned Mrs. Minnert, "but she's much too giddy. Look at her,
laughing at Mr. Harlem's joke. Mr. Harlem hasn't told an original joke in twelve
years."
Maybe she hasn't heard this one before, thought Mrs. Colfax, but she said
nothing.
Mrs. Minnert had married late and well. Her husband was now vicepresident of the firm, and not a few thought it to be mostly due to the ambitious
machinations and prompting of his wife. Mrs. Minnert was now almost fifty, but
careful maintenance (and, some said, perhaps a secret surgery on one of her
lengthy vacations) kept her looking only a few years older than when Mr. Minnert
had first introduced her to the firm, fifteen years ago.
As the newest couple moved about the dance floor they blended almost
perfectly with the other well-dressed guests, but for their whispering to each other
while the others danced silently. "Isn't that sweet?" Mrs. Colfax said without
thinking. "He's probably reassuring her, knowing that she's nervous on his
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account."
Mrs. Minnert snorted. "He's probably helping her count."
When the dance ended and the musicians left for a few moments, the
guests wandered to the hors d'oeuvres and sipped glasses of sparkling champagne.
John Russell's date drank very little, and Mrs. Colfax thought she overheard her
ask the waiter quietly for some ginger ale.
"Oh, what a lovely ring!" Mrs. Hampton exclaimed when the girl turned
around again, holding her crystal glass. "Let me see it. What a beautiful emerald!"
"Thank you," the girl said politely. "Emerald is my birthstone."
"Oh, is it?" asked Mrs. Hampton. "Let's see, that would make you—a
Taurus?"
"Yes, I suppose so," said the girl. "Would you like to hear the story of the
stone?"
"Oh, I'd love to," replied Mrs. Hampton. "Is it interesting?"
"I like to think so," replied the girl. "This stone was originally found in
Columbia, where a native boy found a rough gem while looking for a lost sheep.
His family mined the area and sold a number of fine gems until an earthquake
closed their mine. They needed the money from the sales to pay for the repairs,
but the agent who was their liaison with the merchants stole all the receipts and
fled. He was never found. The family determined to reopen the mine themselves,
and all of them—even the old grandmother—worked hard to remove the rocks
and debris that had blocked the shaft. Finally they reopened the mine, and they
rebuilt their business and once again dealt in fine stones."
"Oh, what a wonderful tale!" gushed Mrs. Hampton. "Where did you learn
the stone's history?"
The girl smiled secretively. "The emerald told me."
Mrs. Hampton stared a moment, and then she burst into laughter. "Oh,
how droll!"
"But," said the girl, her face solemn, "of course it spoke in Spanish."
There was a moment of quiet as those who had been listening tried to
decide if she were serious or jesting. John Russell just smiled, obviously
accustomed to her quirks.
Mrs. Hampton was one of the more gullible guests, and she asked first.
"You mean, you can understand the stones?"
She nodded. "Sometimes. At times it's hard, but usually lean learn the
stories."
Mrs. Hampton held out a gem-encrusted hand, smiling uncertainly. "I've
always wondered about this ruby . . . "
The girl gave Mrs. Hampton a slightly dubious look, as if trying to
determine her lucidity, and then peered at the indicated finger. "This was once
lost in a shipwreck," she said, "and then discovered by a lucky diver."
"Oh!" cried Mrs. Hampton, before she could continue. "George! George,
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did you hear that? She said it was taken from a shipwreck! Isn't that just what
they told us, when we were in Mexico last year? It's amazing!" She leaned toward
the girl and confided, "Last summer, George bought for me this ring while we were
vacationing in Mexico. The jeweler told us it had been taken from a wreck
offshore." She raised her voice again in delight. "Oh, it's incredible!"
Those guests who had not been near before had been drawn by Mrs.
Hampton's bursts of acclaim, and now there was a large group gathered curiously.
The girl smiled and glanced down, somewhat embarrassed. Mrs. Carlton, seated
across from Mrs. Hampton, slipped off a ring and held it out tentatively, from
sympathy or from curiosity. "Could you perhaps tell me about this
sapphire?"
The girl smiled uncertainly and took the ring from Mrs. Carlton.
"This—this is a beautiful stone, which once belonged to a maharajah's daughter.
It was set in a necklace of gold and accompanied by rubies. The piece was lost
when they fled their palace as it fell to enemy warriors, and the loose stone passed
from hand to hand until about seventy-five years ago, when a clever jeweler reset
it as the ring you are now wearing."
She handed the ring back to Mrs. Carlton, who looked carefully at the
piece a moment before slipping it back on her finger. Finally she looked back at
the girl and said quietly, "My uncle brought this back from India for me when I
was a little girl."
There was a moment of quiet, and then Mrs. Minnert sighed heavily. "A
parlor trick," she whispered loudly to Mrs. Colfax, who looked unhappy to be
included in this unpleasant maneuver. "There's no one here who can contradict
her, so she's free to make anything up that she likes."
"You believe that, don't you, Mrs. Minnert?"
All eyes were suddenly focused on the girl as she rose from her seat. Some
of those men who were seated forgot to stand, so surprised were they that she was
challenging the undisputed matriarch, and John Russell looked distinctly
uncomfortable. The girl didn't seem to notice, though, as she walked slowly to
stand before Mrs. Minnert's chair.
Mrs. Minnert looked faintly startled herself; no one had defied her in years.
She recovered nicely and said evenly, "Yes, I do. It's a cheap trick, and you really
haven't any ability to do anything but make up flamboyant stories to amuse the
gullible. You don't worry that you'll be caught, because no one can prove you
wrong."
"But certainly I can be proven wrong," said the girl, clasping her hands
together mildly and walking a few steps away. "All that must happen is for me to
make up some dramatic story about a piece's history, and then have the owner
inform us all that it is really a family heirloom whose history is completely known.
For example, if Mrs. Carlton's sapphire had belonged to her great-grandmother
more than seventy-five years ago, she could have declaimed me just now. But, of
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course, it did not."
The girl paused and turned slowly to face Mrs. Minnert. "I'm sure that
you're wearing an heirloom of some sort," she said. "Why don t you let mesee it,
and I'll tell you its history? Your diamond ring, perhaps?"
Mrs. Minnert managed to combine a patronizing smile with a scowl. "I
don't think so," she said.
"Oh, please, allow me, Mrs. Minnert. It may just be the stone's reputation,
but I always think that diamonds have the most interesting tales to tell." She
smiled a dangerous glance of her own and their contrasting gazes could have cast
sparks.
Mrs. Minnert might have sat stonily for hours, glaring at the upstart, if the
giddy Mrs. Hampton had not urged her, "Oh, do let her, Mrs. Minnert. It will be
fascinating!" A few others echoed her, and Mrs. Minnert removed the ring without
a word and dropped it into the girl's outstretched palm.
"Oh, it's lovely," breathed the girl as she examined the ring. "Such a
beautiful design! But there's an inscription inside the band. Is there a member of
your family with the initials JML?"
"No, no!" laughed Mrs. Hampton. "No fair asking questions!"
"Oh, this won't affect the story of the stone," the girl assured her quietly.
"I'm just curious. If Mrs. Minnert doubts me, she may have me guess the full
name. Mrs. Minnert?"
There was a long pause, and then Mrs. Minnert answered, "No, there is no
one in my family by that name. I have always assumed it was the jeweler's mark."
"Oh, of course," said the girl. "It's such a uniquely crafted design, I'm sure
the jeweler would want to mark it as his own work."
"So, what's the story?" asked Mr. Holliday.
"This story is different from the others," the girl began slowly, pacing.
"This stone was stolen, and it has never returned to the original family."
"Stolen?" someone gasped. "How dare you insinuate— "
"I did not say who had stolen it," the girl interrupted, "only that it had
been stolen. Please let me continue. Once, there was a young couple, very much
in love. They pledged their troth to one another, not formally, but in their hearts.
Then one day his business called him away from that place, and neither of them
could bear the thought of a separation. So they quickly married and began their
new life together.
"Time passed, and they celebrated their first Christmas together. And on
that day, he presented her with her first diamond, a freshly-mined stone, as a token
of their great love for one another."
A man leaned close to John Russell and commented, "She certainly tells
a good tale." John Russell nodded and smiled tightly.
"And then what happened?" asked Mrs. Colfax, curious despite Mrs.
Minnert's disapproving gaze.
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"Time passed, the couple grew older, and their love grew as well. By this
time, they had children. One day, the wife received a visit from a childhood
friend. This friend was calling on behalf of her husband's sister, who was
determined to better herself through hard work. The wife thought this was a fine
ambition, and so she hired the woman as a maid.
"After several weeks, the wife entered her room one day to find the prized
diamond ring missing. She was troubled, since the diamond was worth much more
to her than its monetary value would suggest. But she said nothing to the maid
at first, wanting to give her the benefit of the doubt instead of immediately ruining
her plan to better herself. Instead, she and her husband searched the rooms, and
he even secretly took apart their plumbing to see if it had been accidentally
dropped down a drain while the maid was cleaning. But the ring was never found.
The wife knew the ring had been stolen, and she decided to ask the maid about
it."
Mr. Hampton happened to glance from the girl to Mrs. Minnert and saw
that her stony expression had changed. There was now a look of wariness in her
eyes. Mr. Hampton nudged Mr. Colfax with his elbow and indicated the changed
attitude of the fearsome woman. Mr. Colfax puzzled for a moment, and then
nudged Mr. Holliday.
The girl turned the ring in her hand and continued. "The maid, however,
was gone the next day, never to return. She had betrayed their trust and stolen
their most valuable possession. Though she did eventually better herself."
The other guests followed her gaze to Mrs. Minnert. The matriarch was
sitting stiffly in her chair, her fingers wrapped tightly around her glass. She almost
whispered. "How— how do you know that?"
The girl looked carefully at the ring, ignoring Mrs. Minnert, and said, "The
initials inside were the wife's, of course. The maid had the ring resized to fit her
fingers; it was too small. My fingers are only a little smaller than yours, though,
Mrs. Minnert, so it will do for a time." She slipped the ring onto her own hand.
"There. Now the stone has returned to the original family."
"What do you mean?" Mrs. Minnert asked with an effort.
She looked up and gazed steadily at Mrs. Minnert, her eyes icy. "Mrs.
Minnert, this was my mother's ring."
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The Private Lament of Mr. Clark Kent
**- S E C O N D PLACE POETRY *»-

I am Superman
but no one knows.
I move through the crowds, the nameless multitudes,
and I know I am less than nothing to them,
just one of the many denied entities.
And I want to rip off these glasses and shout
"I'M SUPERMAN! I'M SPECIAL! NOTICE ME!"
But I don't, because I want to fit in, to know them,
to live the life of one of them
(as my Father did, through His Son, so long ago).
And I know why so many want to be rescued:
If you are rescued, it means someone cares about you
and if someone cares, it means someone noticed.
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Washing
Click. Set the knob at warm. I lift the lid and stare into the foam blanket
of Surf detergent bubbling up between the socks and towels.
Strange as it sounds, I like to do my laundry. My children shake their
heads and my grandbabies giggle when I tell them I actually enjoy doing the
washing.
"Mom, why don't you have someone help you with that now?" they say.
"You've done enough loads of laundry in your time. You deserve a break!"
But I just smile and nod... sometimes I must humor these dear children
of mine. I suppose they're right, after all. I don't really have anyone to do the
laundry for except myself. The kids are all out of the house, and my beloved John
passed away six years ago. So it's just me and Stripe the cat now.
Stripe knows the routine: every Tuesday is laundry day. We collect the
washing for the week and then step down the stairs, both a little more slowly than
we once did, I'm afraid. As I sort clothes, Stripe hunts. Not for mice, as she did
in her kittenhood, but for the fluffiest pile of clothes she can find for her afternoon
nap.
Darks here, lights there. I marvel at how I can do the washing without
even thinking about it now. But it didn't always used to be that way . . .
**- j*.
In the cellar of our old farmhouse. A washing bucket full of warm water
and soap. And a pile of the boys' dirty socks, Dad's best black trousers, and four
white button-down shirts. Sunday's best.
Momma . . . Momma . . . How could this have happened?
I had kept everything inside of me, behind a bolted door, for two days. I
was sure my eyes and my head and my heart were going to explode. I hadn't let
anyone see the waterfall behind my eyes, but now I was alone.
And the tears came . . . and came . . . and came. I was glad for the
washtub— this way my tears could mix with the water and no one would have to
see them.
I finally picked up a sock and dipped it mechanically into the bubbles.
What am I doing? I can't do this by myself! I curled forward, letting my head rest
on my knees, and rocked back and forth on the cement floor.
Momma, if only you were here... I never thought this would happen—I
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never was prepared. There s so much I want to tellyou about, so many things I
want to ask you. Like how did you make those special cinnamon rolls? And how
did your roses always bloom so beautifully along the walkway? How could you
always know what was wrong, even before I said anything? How were you such
a gentle but strong woman of God?
And Momma, how did you do the washing?
The next day we would go to church. Only this time Momma wouldn t be
sitting with us. In all my growing up years, she had always been there. Without
fail.
But now she was gone.
I couldn't bear to accept that dreaded tomorrow, when our stained clothes
would be a constant reminder of that reality. I could imagine it well enough—
everyone in black, murmuring that they understood. And the plump church ladies
clucking their tongues and shaking their heads at the boys' dirty trousers and my
wrinkled dress. Tsk, such a shame, they'd say. That Ruth was such a tidy person
.. . always had her family so well-dressed. What a pity.
And I could picture the cold obituary: "Mrs. Ruth Olson, beloved wife
and mother of four, passed away in childbirth and went to be with her Lord on the
fifteenth of September, nineteen hundred and thirty-two."
Dear Lord, give me strength. My dad and my little brothers need me now.
I remembered sitting on the stool beside the washing bucket. I had
watched Momma do the washing so many times as a little girl. It was different
now, though, doing it all on my own. But I knew Momma would want me to be
brave for Daddy and the boys. I could hear her strong voice echoing in my mind,
replacing the thoughts of turmoil spinning in my head. "No matter how tough it
gets, Honey, your God is tougher. Don't you forget it!"
With a big breath, I picked up another sock and dunked it into the water
of the old wash tub.

The spinning of my new-fangled washing machine brings me back to
my laundry. I peek under the lid at the blend of socks and Surf bubbles, and
smile.
Thanks, Mom.
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Sho'ah Again
School. The clamor of young voices speaking sophomorically wise about
sex, parents, tomorrow, why. Lockers swing open and slam shut, punctuating
conversation. Scattered, crumpled papers litter the stark hall. Warning bells
sound sharply, interrupting the droning chatter and self-conscious laughter amidst
the pushing, hurrying crowd. Not so different from any other day.
School.
The teacher watches from his corner classroom, leaning against the
chipped, brown doorjamb. He turns from the rushing mob as it moves like a single
body past the door, down the stairs and through the halls, to survey the room's
antiseptic brightness. Today is the day, he thinks. The familiar isolation slips over
him, gliding like a cape to encircle him with coldness. Why this lesson? Why again?
He tugs fretfully at the old, grey cardigan that is his uniform. Couldn't his honors
students learnabout something else, likethe American war efforts, orall the victorygardens
or even the advances made by brave troops from so many places?, he asks the thick
text lying on the lectern.
It is the eyes that remind him. At the back of the room on the bulletin
board, newly assembled that morning, at the center of the collage, they seem
haunting. They reach out to him and pull him to themselves with a dark, arresting
power. Too large for their pinched faces, too deep for understanding, too empty
for children's innocence. Yet they are children's eyes.
The teacher slowly scans the board. Black and white images flash raised
guns, barbed wire fences, smoking chimneys. Beside a photograph of countless
orphan shoes hang many yellow stars. Some are tired and faded, others still bright
and angry after fifty years. Faces, strained and desperate in death, reflect in the
lenses of the teacher's thick glasses. His own face mirrors their sorrow, their
agony.
Eyes, hundreds of pairs of eyes, all watch the teacher, begging to tell of
pain and hate in ways that he knows only by study. They speak from behind the
fences, from open graves, from cramped ghettos and gas chambers. They speak
so loudly he can hear nothing but their voices and the hot blood pounding in his
ears.
He cannot refuse them, he cannot walk away or speak the petty lies of
history, full of equivocation and euphemisms. All these eyes, staring, are his
conscience.
But to tell the stories again, to tell yet another generation of students all
the horrors of human nature, the hate that can fester in the heart of man—that
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thought left him weak and nauseous.
He thought of that morning, hanging to pictures, arranging the captions
and articles. Marian had come in quietly before her freshman English class.
"Today's the day, isn't it?" she had asked, watching him from the door.
She looked at his face, normally reddened by wind and weather from many walks
with his dog, now touched with pallor and rigidity.
"You're starting it today, aren't you?" she had persisted. She moved to
stand beside the teacher as he nodded. They confronted the half-finished collage,
not speaking.
"Perhaps they'll understand this time," Marian had offered, to break the
silence. "Perhaps there will be no trouble, no parents will call."
"There will always be those who refuse to understand," he'd answered
with a gallantry he did not feel. A textbook answer at best. He felt a certain
responsibility, being older and supposedly wiser, toward making the job of
teaching appear more romantic and heroic to the younger, more idealistic teachers.
Besides, parents have always called and always would call. He hurried Marian out
of the room, wanting to be alone with the faces.
And now he is alone, standing like a gunman in a shoot-out, before the
eyes of his conscience. It is the aloneness he remembers of that landmark morning
getting off the train in Munich at Dachau. That morning had left him quiet and
empty, had ended his pretended innocence, even as he would end the ignorance
of his students today.
He crosses to the window overlooking the small, grassy courtyard. He
thinks of his students and what he will do when they arrive. He wishes they
would not each have to feel as alone as he had that morning, but he knows one
cannot face the Hangman with friends. Do they need to know?, he silently asks the
trees outside.
The only answer is from his mind, in the memory of clanging gates, barking
dogs, screaming children, and roaring fires.
Behind the haunting noises come the sounds of school. The loud
multiplicity of sounds begins to move closer to his hallway, his own doorway
again. The teacher carefully finishes arranging his notes on the gray metal lectern.
He checks his heavy watch that tells the time of five nations of the world. The
clocks are always wrong in the classroom.
Sipping sweet, lukewarm tea from an old Army thermos, the teacher
watches his students begin to trickle in. First the boy who insists on making puns
of everyone and friends with no one. The teacher thinks he is funny. Then the
two girls who never speak in class, never answer questions, but write beautiful
essays the teacher wants to weep over. Next the boy who will be valedictorian
and the girl who the teacher thought should be. The young Jewish girl whose
orthodox parents have strong reservations about their only daughter attending
public school and who the teacher tries to like despite her liberal distaste for his
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politics. The athlete and the clown who slouch in the back row, leaning their
heads against the wall, snickering sometimes, sleeping often. The girl who wants
to argue everything, fervent and hopeful, to the chagrin of her classmates. The
teacher calls her the only intellectual at the school.
And all the rest. The teacher paces the front of the classroom slowly,
running a light, slender hand along the edge of the blackboard, chalk dust coloring
his small fingers even whiter. He watches the twenty new pairs of eyes watch him.
Some are leery, a few interested, and others glazed with boredom. Most are just
politely attentive.
They wait. The teacher thinks, What else is there? He looks and sees the
deep, cavernous eyes of the children on the bulletin board. They prod him to do
what he must. They comfort him. Innocence lost is not onlyfor the betrayed and
forgotten, he thinks. The privileged and pampered, too, must know. The teacher begins.

PROCRAS

Later by Jamie Fritz
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What If?

What if I had never met tragedy, late last year?
What if anguish had not ripped at my soul,
And tears had not seared my eyes?
Who would I be?
What if the I who is met the me who never knew pain?
What if we had a chance to talk, what would we say?
What if she could glimpse into my soul, and I into hers?
Would we have anything in common, could we be friends?
I think I know what would happen ...
I would look into her, and see her shallowness, selfishness, and immaturity.
She would look into me and see my darkness, my bitterness,
and my worldly knowledge.
I would be glad I was not her, and she glad she was not me.
In truth, we would despise each other for who we are.
We would be total strangers to each other.
And that which we could not understand, we would hate.
I'm not sure I could say that I am glad I met tragedy late last year,
Perhaps I will never be glad of that.
But I am content with who I am and what I know.
I am content with the darkness, the bitterness, and the worldly knowledge.
Because within the darkness lies true depth of character,
And within the bitterness, lies strength.
And within the worldly knowledge lies wisdom.
I am content to be unhappy, because only the truly unhappy ever know joy.
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Images

Images . . .
broken shards of twisted metal
pierce my soul.
They flood my consciousness with emotions
that I thought I had destroyed.
Images of a past long forgotten
haunt my dreams each night.
Bittersweet memories of loved ones lost,
and hopes forever dashed . . .
are rekindled at bedtime,
only to die again each morning
with the buzzing of the alarm clock.

Me by Andy Jacques
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i LOVE the midwest
Strolling along the ocean floor
I met a lone seahorse who resided there.
He spoke of the tides and of seahorse lore;
Of fabled moonbeams and mermaids fair.
Of frightful chimeras that dwell in dark caves,
And shipwrecks and cities known only in tales;
Of thunderstorms, lightning, and tsunami waves,
And schools of fish flashing and the singing of whales.
"That's all very nice," I said with a yawn.
"A nice place within which you can ride round and roam.
But I'd rather have grass, and trees and a lawn."
So I left him still blabbing and headed back home.
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100% Pure (American Smog)

Those big political tanks
Shook up our faith
And sliced through our fate
100% Pure (American Smog)
This bathtub warm with metaphors
Scrubbed our bodies clean
Like the Lord
Breathing down
(from heaven)
Men wink at us through telescopes
Sipping tea on Capitol Hill
While this jaded life dies gently,
Quivering in the palm of my right hand.
Subscribe now!
Feminist, Businessman, Hipster, Republican
Still, this ancient spirit floats silent
Crawls inside some of the black, white, and grey
While computer equations tell the rest where to succumb
Where to lay their pillows and blankets down each twilight.
Breathe in lemon-scented air in a bottle.
Breathe out 100% pure (American Smog)
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Words Whisper Low Tonight

Words,
my words
drip down my chin like a candle bleeds out wax
yet harden faster
stumble into the flame of
this dim glow room
feels scary in my
throat
the poetry burns my fingers
when I dip into this hunger
trace a word onto my forearm
b-e-l-i-e-v-e
Words
my Words
louder than the air coming down from the vent
so much colder than that flame
my flame
burns low and deep
tonight
pale and
thin
words
whisper
low
tonight
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Quest

i looked under a rock
to find you
and all 1 found
were some creepy bugs
and a few slimy worms.
i climbed a tree
to find you
and all 1 saw
was robin flitting about
and some scratchy bark.
i walked through a field
to find you
and all 1 touched
were clumpy clods of dirt
and a few bedraggled weeds.
i journeyed over a mountain
to find you
and all 1 encountered
were fallen trees
and empty creek beds.
i asked my friend
if she had found you
and all she did
was shrug her shoulders
and scurry off to church.
i asked another friend
if he had found you
and all he did
was laugh
and strut into a bar.
and so i wandered
in desperate search of you,
so busy with the task of looking for you
that i somehow missed you
amidst it all.
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for there you were,
crawling low with the bugs,
flitting nigh near the robin,
growing tall among the weeds,
resting quiet beneath fallen trees,
hiding subtly in the churches and the bars.
you are not nearly so elusive
as i thought,
merely quite different
than i expected.

Innocence by Sarah E. Nactigal
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1997was anexcitingyearforC. S. Lewis fans at Taylor. Taylor University received
the Edwin W. Brown collection and held the Frances White Ewbank Colloquium on the
Upland campus.
TheCS. Lewis and Friends Colloquium was an enormous success. Speakers from
schools such as Fresno Pacific University,Cornerstone College, Huntington College, andAshury
College presented papers, not to mention sixpaperspresented by members ofour own Taylor
community. In addition, David Payne delivered a very stirringportrayal of Lewis in his
production o/Through the Shadowlands. Over twenty-five speakers from over fifteen
different colleges discussed the works and life of C. S. Lewis.
Thefollowing are two ofthe six papers presented by Taylor faculty and students.
Mark Bane is a junior here at Taylor University and has been published many times in
Parnassus over his career here. Dr. Daryl Charles is new to the Taylorfamily thisyearandhas
made quite a good impression.

MYTH MADE TRUTH:
THE ORIGINS OF THE CHRONICLES OF NARNIA

by Mark Bane
In the process of writing the Chronicles of Narnia, C. S. Lewis gradually
expanded the breadth and scope of his literary ambitions. What was foreseen from
the outset as a collection of stories for children developed into a complex
depiction of an entire moral universe. As the seven books progress, Lewis unfolds
the whole Divine plan for this universe from its creation to its apocalypse.
However, the uniqueness of Lewis' literary achievement stems from the fact that
Lewis manages to do two things at once. That is, he remains faithful to his
original intention to write stories for children while adding in subtle moral and
spiritual complexities. These complexities do not seem like authorial intrusions
or editorializing. They are instead woven into the very fabric of Lewis' creative
universe. Thus, the Chronicles of Narnia are a series of books that can delight the
senses as they challenge and stir the soul.
To understand the above statement, it is necessary to examine the
circumstances under which these books were written. During theSecond World
War, Lewis took in a number of children who had been evacuated from their
homes due to the Nazi air raids on London. Having no children of his own, he
decided that the best way that he could entertain his young guests would be to tell
them stories. A very short fragment of one such story survives. In it, four
children, two girls and two boys, are evacuated from their home, separated from
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their parents, and sent to live with a strange old professor. Not only is this
fragment nearly identical to the opening passages of The Lion,the Witch, and the
Wardrobe, but also it is a predicament very similar to the one Lewis' own real-life
house guests faced. After all, Lewis himself was (by the children's standards) a
"very old professor," and no doubt, a bit intimidating to his young lodgers. Given
that the author sought to make art imitate real life in this fashion, it is highly
possible that Lewis' original intention in writing the Chronicles was to entertain
these young evacuees with a fantasized version of their own stories.
For whatever the reason, C. S. Lewis chose to begin his tale in rural
England, at the house of the aforementioned old professor. But what was to
happen next? This was to be a children's story, so Lewis drew on the sort of
things that delighted him as a child. He had an enduring love of "fairy stories,"
so that particular genre immediately. Also, it was a perfect format for a children's
book—it requires no romance, nor does it need much authorial intrusion.
Thus, it was decided that his book would be a tale of magic and fantastic
adventure. But what sort of magical adventures could be had in the musty old
house of an equally old and musty professor? Not many—which is why Lewis
found it necessary to expand his setting. From his earliest childhood days, he had
been occupied with the creation of his own imaginary country—Animal-land,
which was later assumed into the larger state of Boxen. Lewis' young imagination
was meticulously detailed—he even plotted out his nation's steamship routes and
railway timetables. Though no steamships or railways exist in Narnia, that country
beyond the wardrobe reflects the same great imaginative detail present in the
author's earlier creations. Soon Lewis' fairyland developed its own history,
geography, myths, legends, and prophecies. The loving care he addressed to the
minutiae of Narnian life reveals that Lewis was not just intending to write a
children's story anymore; he was also participating in that powerful magic that
Professor Tolkien calls "sub-creation."
One of the most distinctive details of the young Lewis' world of Boxen
was its inhabitants. Many of the most illustrious Boxonians were in fact, walking,
talking "dressed animals." Such anthropomorphized beasts quickly found their
way into Narnia in the form of such memorable characters as the sword-wielding
mouse-at-arms Reepicheep, the skeptical horse Bree, and of course, the great Lion,
Asian. However, the use of animals as main characters was not just a
continuation of Lewis' boyhood fantasies. It was a deliberate, calculated decision
on the author's part. By using animals, Lewis could communicate very subtle
shades of human personality without taxing his young audience's level of
comprehension or interest. What better way to show royal majesty and glory than
by making Asian "the King of the Beasts"?
It was always Lewis' intention to write the sort of books that he himself
would want to read. In fact, he wrote his celebrated space trilogy because there
were not enough science fiction stories of the kind he wanted to read being
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written. Therefore, Narnia became a place where Lewis could showcase some of
his own literary interests. He had always enjoyed ancient mythology, so he added
to his kingdom of talking animals many characters from the classical tradition,
including fauns, satyrs, centaurs, dryads, naiads, and many other mythical
creatures. Even Bacchus, the Roman god of wine, made a special appearance.
From the Norse mythologies, Lewis incorporated giants and dwarves and the
World Ash Tree.
Next to classical mythology, the medieval tradition of chivalry and knights
in armor was dearest to Lewis' heart. Narnia developed into a realm where courtly
ideals flourished under its stately kings and queens. There was knighthood to be
won on the field of battle, and a strict code of honor one breached at his own
peril. Lewis even added a form of "Saracens" for his Narnian knights to contend
with—the Persian-like Calormenes under their vulture-god Tash. Also, Lewis
borrowed the medieval ideas of the belle dame sans merci and the Arthurian Morgan
Le Fay in creating his own villainesses: the White Witch Jadis, and the Lady of
the Green Kirtle.
C. S. Lewis borrowed these elements because they were things he enjoyed
and identified with himself. He sought to communicate his love for the heroic
tales of antiquity, and perhaps to cultivate that same love in a new generation of
readers.
Against this backdrop, in this newly-imagined world of Narnia, Lewis
would write the stories themselves. He did this in a unique way, relying on
pictures that he would see in his mind. Certain pictures, he said, would organize
themselves together as a story. It was then the author's job to "fill in the gaps,"
so to speak. One picture, a faun with an umbrella, resolved itself into Mr.
Tumnus. A snow queen on a sledge became the White Witch. Lewis formed
these pictures into stories as a way of "exorcizing" them from his mind. The
picture of the faun had resided in his head ever since his teenage years. Before he
wrote Asian into the story, Lewis was visited for a number of nights with dreams
of lions. These haunting pictures came to him from an unknown source, but many
of them all but demanded to be voiced in his stories. An interesting parallel to this
phenomenon occurs in the third book, The Voyage of the Dawn Treader. Here, a
picture of a ship at sea grows and expands until it actually becomes a ship at sea,
and a doorway into Narnia. It is a fine illustration of Lewis' own intention to
make his inner pictures come alive and act as windows opening in on his created
world of imagination.
Up to this point, little has been said about the spiritual, the religious, well
why not say it—the Christian element of the Narnia books. This is because that
element was not present at the birth of the narrative. Lewis has emphatically
denied that he sat down to write a series of stories that were encoded depictions
of Christian truth, or moral lessons sugarcoated to appeal to children.
Nevertheless, the Christian element of the Narnian mythos is unmistakable. So
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how did this element find its way into the stories?
Well, in a sub-creative fashion, Lewis saw his handiwork—the Lion
Asian—and he saw that it was good. Immediately the author recognized the
potential of his character. A lion had come "bounding" into the story, and He was
obviously one of great importance. Lewis quickly noted the numinous awe in
which the other characters held him. Also, it was not lost on him that the lion was
a recurrent Biblical symbol for the Christ. Here the author asked, "what if the Son
of God entered into a world of talking animals in the form of a lion?" If Lewis
could present a Narnian version of the Incarnation, he would have a forum to
articulate some of his most precious feelings about his God. And he could do so
without the Law, without religious duty and hypocrisy entering into the equation.
It had been Lewis' personal experience that what made it hard to feel the way one
ought to feel about one's God was the sheer fact that there were feelings one
ought to have. With Asian, Lewis had a tabula rasa. He could enjoin the reader
to feel love and devotion without that suffocating sense of duty. He could convey
his own great gratitude and love for his God without sermonizing. He could, as
he once put it, "steal past those watchful dragons."
In the first two books, Asian is a clear-cut figure. He inspires fear in his
enemies and love and devotion in his friends. He makes the four children from
our world high kings and queens, and banishes all traces of evil from his kingdom.
Here Lewis is speaking of the first glorious days of one's spiritual experience.
However, with the advent of the third book, TheVoyage ofthe Dawn Treader,
Lewis takes the reader into deeper theological waters. Here Asian seems more
distant; he appears in other forms, such as a lamb and an albatross. Lewis deepens
the spiritual experience of his characters by making Asian harder to find. Faith
now enters into the equation—belief without seeing. This is best embodied by the
mouse Reepicheep, who is determined to find Asian's Country, even if he has to
swim to the end of the world to do so. Also in The Voyage of the Dawn Treader,
Lewis introduces the idea of the skeptic, the non-believer, in the form of Eustace
Clarence Scrubb. Eustace is turned into a dragon through his own greed and
ignorance. However, Asian peels away the layers of dragon skin until the real boy
underneath is revealed. By this, the reader comes to understand the process of
conversion and sanctification.
The next two books, The Silver Chair and The Horse and his Boy, reveal some
of Asian's "wilder" aspects. He is after all, "not a tame lion." In The Silver Chair,
when Jill and Eustace first get into Asian's country, Jill pushes her companion off
a cliff. For this piece of grave mischief, Asian comes between her and a stream.
He warns Jill that he has eaten small girls before, "and boys, women and men,
kings and emperors, cities and realms." However, even in this fearful aspect,
Asian wants the girl to come and drink. The fear of the Lord should not prevent
us from coming to Him. Later, Asian gives Jill a number of signs to follow, which
she promptly forgets. When she despairs about this in a dream, the Lion exhorts
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her to take courage. "I will not always be scolding, Asian says. Lewis is
illustrating the fact that God's correction is from love, not austerity. But God is
a just God, as shown in The Horse and his Boy. Asian scratches the Calormene
princess Aravis, so that she will remember how it feels. Also, Lewis portrays
Asian as a Divine hunter, a hound of heaven, in this novel. The Lion pursues
Shasta throughout his quest, driving him on to his destination and his
destiny.
Having revealed God's divine nature in the previous books, Lewis uses the
last two Chronicles to address eschatological points—namely, the beginning and
end of Narnia. The Magician's Nephew gives us Narnia's Genesis account. Here
Asian is established as the Creator—he sings Narnia into existence, and gives the
animals the gift of speech. Evil enters the young world through a fallen
creature—Jadis, queen of the dead world Charn. Like the story of Eden, Lewis
incorporates a garden with very peculiar and powerful fruit. He even depicts
man's role in the creation by establishing Narnia with a human king and queen.
The Last Battle shows the end of Narnia. First we see its descent into wickedness,
and its rejection of Asian's authority. Next, the last few faithful Narnians are
persecuted. Just when things look darkest, Asian returns to save the day, but he
does so by making it the Last Day. All worlds have their ends, according to Lewis,
except Asian's own country. All of the faithful friends of Narnia enter into Asian's
country, where they are reunited with old friends. But this is not the end. Asian's
guests are invited to go "further up and further in" to glorious adventures too
beautiful to describe. Lewis ends his last Narnia story by giving the readers an
imaginative foretaste of what heaven is like.
In the final analysis, it is difficult to seize upon any one thing as Lewis'
sole intention in writing the Chronicles. His purposes were built on top of one
another. He proceeded up from children's fairy tales and took them into the
realms of intense theology. However, neither side enjoys success at the expense
of the other. It is the fact that the Chronicles are fairy stories that makes their
spiritual richness shine out, and it is that richness that makes them the sort of fairy
stories to be enjoyed by everyone—both children and adults.
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WORDSM ITHS AS WARRIORS:
THE INTELLECTUAL HONESTY OF
G. K. CHESTERTON AND C. S . LEWIS

by J. Daryl Charles, Ph.D.
"Bigotry may be roughly defined as the anger of men who have no opinions."
—G. K. Chesterton
"Courage is not simply one of the virtues hut the form of every virtue at the testing point"
—C. S. Lewis

I. Introduction
While this colloquium focuses on C. S. Lewis and several "friends" who
have passed on into literary legend, another name—though a generation
removed—arguably deserves inclusion in this select group, given the influence of
his writings on Lewis' life. Certainly Lewis himself would count among his
'friends" the one whose writings—The Everlasting Man,x in particular—were
instrumental in bringing him to the place of vital faith. Lewis' first encounter with
G. K. Chesterton was in 1918, while recovering in a military hospital from a bout
of trench fever. In Surprised byJoy, Lewis reflects on this initial encounter, unable
to comprehend fully why Chesterton, unknown to him at the time, had made such
"an immediate conquest" of him.2
In retrospect, however, it is not at all difficult to understand what drew
Lewis to Chesterton. In addition to a sharp wit, keen sense of humor and
extraordinarily fertile literary imagination, each possessed a fierce intellect and
passion for truth that, when combined, inevitably wove its way through
controversy and debate. On display in the writings of both men is that uncanny
ability to cut to the heart of a matter, recognize faulty assumptions that drive
culture, and then expose those assumptions with considerable literary flare. It is
this delicious mix of writ and wit that has inspired succeeding generations of

Everlasting Man is devoted to two principal ends—highlighting the contours
of human history and examining the effects of Christ's visitation upon history. Given this
agenda, in the book's introduction Chesterton chides the critics of Christianity— evolutionists
and professors of comparative religion in particular—for their "stark hypocrisy" in pretending
to be "impartial."
2

C. S. Lewis, Surprised by foy (London: Geoffrey Bles, 1955), p. 180.
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Christians—and this among Roman Catholics, Protestants and Orthodox
alike.
To be sure, the styles of Chesterton and Lewis differ drastically. The
former, using pun and pen, fearlessly stormed ramparts and attempted to establish
beachheads; the latter operated quietly behind enemy lines in the respectable
groves of the academy. Y et both men engaged the world with a view of changing
it. Both men, though not o/the world, were very much in it. And both expended
their all, in order that the Christian cause might be furthered.
In reading both Chesterton and Lewis, one not infrequently senses
something of a kinship. Fueling and sustaining this kinship is the strong
impression that one has discovered—or rediscovered—a wise, old friend, a friend
who has already been where we are treading. Frequently, North Americans will
be heard to say of Lewis, for example, that he taught them both to think as well as
to think Christianly. Whatever the reasons for this, something about the character
of twentieth-century religious thought has resulted in the immense appeal of
Chesterton and Lewis—an appeal, admittedly, that can take on proportions larger
than life. At the close of our century, both Lewis and Chesterton still possess a
power strangely unaccounted for by the average reader—a power that allows each
to "walk into the heart without knocking."3
Although a generation separates these two apologists of the faith, Christian
warriors each, they stand as it were shoulder to shoulder—each willing to engage
friend or foe and each passionately committed volunteers in the service of the
Lord of Hosts.
II. Wordsmiths and Warriors: Emerging Profiles
Men of letters, both Chesterton and Lewis were prodigious and prolific
contributors to diverse literary genres, both in prose and in verse—the one a
journalist, the other a connoisseur of medieval and Renaissance literature. Both
wrote with unbounded literary imagination—what Chesterton would frequently
refer to as "romance." This imagination, coupled with a knack for getting to the
heart of a matter, has endeared both Chesterton and Lewis to succeeding
generations. Upon engaging both, the reader senses what Aidan Mackay describes
as the "inevitable feeling of rightness" about so many of their

3Thus

Maisie Ward, Return to Chesterton (London: Sheed & Ward, 1952), p.
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utterances.4
As their popularity particularly among Protestants and Catholics alike
attests, both men made their mark not only as writers but also as thinkers during
their day. The life of the mind was utterly important to each. Equipped with a
robust intellect that found creative and forceful literary expression, both "earnestly
contended for the faith," borne by a conviction of a philosophia perennis that
transcended—and penetrated—culture, and inevitably, compelled each toward a
critical appraisal of modernity. A salient feature of modernity (with its offspring,
postmodernity) is a tendency to worship the present and disavow the past. The
wisdom of the past, which in contemporary culture receives short shrift, for
Chesterton and Lewis was, by contrast, ever relevant. In this way the two men
continuously challenged the intellectual snobbery of their day.
To suggest strong affinities between Chesterton and Lewis, however, is not
to deny conspicuous differences, most notably in their work habits. An
acquaintance of both men summarized the contrast this way: "Lewis wrote
meticulously, cherishing time like a jewel: Chesterton wrote chaotically, making
time into a disheveled mess and somehow getting away with it."5 While the one
was known for being supremely disciplined with the mind and the pen, the other
was not.
One of the glaring contrasts between the two men is the public persona
that attended each—i.e., how each engaged the world. Because of his appearances
on radio, in public meetings and running debates with "friendly foes" such as
Bernard Shaw, Chesterton came to be viewed as something of a "political animal."
Swashbuckling was his style, charging into the battle with both guns blazing was
his modus operandi. John David Burton, in a most insightful essay, captures the
Chestertonian swagger most appropriately:
If a man be known by his enemies as well as by his friends, Chesterton needs no
introduction. He goes forth, "fighting for the Christian civilization," throwing
down the gauntlet to whatever, whomever is there in public view. The Fabian
Society, Calvinism (at least Chesterton's slight grasp on theGospel via Geneva), the
landed aristocracy, industrial capitalism..., you nameit and Chesterton tackles it.
He lives the Roman proverb, "I am a man and nothing human is foreign to me."
His eccentric life-style and what seems at times to be a "hit and run"literary style
may tempt some tosee him as ashambling crusaderseeking to slay a dragon a day
to earn a knight's pay. To read Chesterton again and again, particularly the
nonfiction prose, is to see that heintends to take seriously and to betaken seriously

4Aidan Mackay, "The Christian Influence of G. K. Chesterton on C. S. Lewis,"
in Andrew Walker and James Patrick, eds., A Christian for All Seasons: Essays in Honor of C. S.
Lewis (Washington, D. C.: Regnery Gateway, 1992), p. 82.
5Christopher Derrick, "Some Personal Angles on Chesterton and Lewis," in
Michael H. MacDonald and Andrew A. Tadie, eds., The Riddle ofJoy: G. K. Chesterton and
C. S. Lewis (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1989), p. 11.
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on the public issues of his day, some of which are still with us.

Lewis, by contrast, wishes most of the time neither to be political nor to
be very public. This, of course, may well be due to the habitat of each man, as
Burton suggests.7 A more plausible explanation, however, is that Lewis was much
more the private individual. Consider, by way of example, the travel habits of
both men. Chesterton enjoyed very much visiting the States, notwithstanding his
little sympathy for the Prohibition. Lewis, on the other hand, was often invited
to this country but never came. To a former pupil, Lewis confided that he looked
upon every invitation to visit the U.S. with horror.8 It is then strangely ironic that
for a brief and very tender moment in Lewis' life, love and grief are intricately
bound up in the object of an American woman.
By most accounts, Chesterton and Lewis are viewed as polar opposites
with respect to their education. Lewis, having spent thirty years at Oxford and
then another ten at Cambridge before his death in 1963, was plainly a scholar of
stupendous erudition; Chesterton, in stark contrast, is typically deemed "halfeducated,"9 illustrated by the comment of Evelyn Waugh: "What wonderful things
Chesterton would have to say if only he had been an educated man!"10
While the difference in education between Chesterton and Lewis is
considerable, one dare not make too much of it.11 The fact of Chesterton's

6John

David Burton, "G. K. Chesterton and C. S. Lewis: The Men and Their
Times," in Michael H. MacDonald and Andrew A. Tadie, eds. The Riddle of Joy: G. K.
Chesterton and C. S. Lewis (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1989), pp. 161-62.
7Ibid.,

p. 166.

Derrick, "Personal Angles," pp. 10-11.
9Ibid,

p. 11.

10Cited in Christopher Hollis, The Mind of Chesterton (London: Hollis &
Carter, 1970), p. 191.

'' Thus, for example, Christopher Derrick, who writes that Chesterton "could
only have profited . . . from a slightly more disciplined approach to the use of the mind and of
the pen .. . Chesterton wrote far too much, far too quickly, far too carelessly, and often ... in
very considerable ignorance. He used to charge into battle more unthinkingly than was really
prudent: he would bring the whole heavy barrage of his merriment to bear upon 'the
moderns,' as he called them too sweepingly—even upon 'the scientists'—without first taking
the trouble to find out what they were really trying to say, or how far it really needed
denunciation in causa Christ" ("Personal Angles," pp. 11-12). Derrick may be a bit too severe
in his criticisms of Chesterton. How do we know that Chesterton wrote "far too much, far
too quickly, far too carelessly"? By what standard? And whose measurements? Certainly not
by Lewis's. And did Chesterton in fact write"in very considerable ignorance"? This charge,
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education—or lack thereof—as he stands next to Lewis in the end is less of a
factor than some would have it. Chesterton himself grew up in a home where
education was valued—and its importance taken for granted.
The general background of all my boyhood was agnostic. My own parents were
rather exceptional, among people so intelligent
Agnosticism was an established
thing. We might almost say that agnosticism was an established church. There was
a uniformity of unbelief among educated people . . .

Thus, it seems exaggerated to maintain—or insinuate—that Chesterton's
writing and thinking lack responsibility (with whom shall he be compared?). If
indeed they mirror a lack, it is precisely this quality that seems to have attracted
Lewis, who as a Second Lieutenant in the Light Infantry was recuperating from
sickness near the end of World War I when infected by another "virus" of
sorts:
It was here that I first read a volume of Chesterton's essays. I had never heard of
him and had no idea of what he stood for; nor can I quite understand why he
made such an immediate conquest of me. . . . Liking an author may be as
involuntary and improbable as falling in love. I was by now a sufficiently
experienced reader to distinguish liking from agreement. I did not need to accept
what Chesterton said in order to enjoy it. His humor was of the kind which I like
best—not "jokes" imbedded in the page like currants in a cake, still less ... a
general tone of flippancy and jocularity, but the humour which is not in any way
separable from the argument but is rather... the "bloom" on dialectic itself...
In reading Chesterton, as in reading MacDonald, I did not know what I was letting
myself in for. A young man who wishes to remain asound Atheist cannot be too
careful of his reading.12

In the end, it is the combination of style and thought in Chesterton that
Lewis finds most appealing. Chesterton thinks philosophically, he thinks
Christianly, he thinks in terms of the past when examining the present; ultimately,
for Lewis he makes sense. Significantly, it is EverlastingMan, a work which—if it
does anything—engages and critiques reigning philosophical assumptions, that is
the catalyst for drawing Lewis to a place of intellectual, if not spiritual,

however benign in its intention, falls prey to the very criticism Derrick raises of
Chesterton—viz., it is too sweeping—but it also finds little confirmation among
contemporaries of Chesterton with whom he had regular occasion to spar—namely,
the H. G. Wellses, the Max Beerbohms, he George Bernard Shaws, and other leading
thinkers of his day. It was no less than Bernard Shaw, the noted journalist, art and
theater critic, playwright and essayist, who considered Chesterton to be a "colossal genius."
12Lewis,

Surprised, pp. 180-81.
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conversion.13 Both Chesterton and Lewis were respected by their peers—the
former by leading thinkers and propagandists of the day; the latter as a result of
thirty years as an Oxford don and ten years at Cambridge, where even atheists
were forced to concede begrudging admiration.

III. Wordsmiths as Warriors: The Pen and the Sword
It is not without consequence for their later work that both Chesterton and
Lewis endured a dark period of scepticism and despair before converting to vital
faith. For both, this experience was to sharpen them—as thinkers and writers.
Once through the tunnel, they could critique with clarity and cogency the state of
moral and philosophical scepticism. There is an authority that lends itself to their
writings because of their intimate acquaintance with both sides—faith and
unbelief.
For Chesterton the dark side manifest itself at theSlade School of Art in
the early 1890s. In his Autobiography Chesterton reminisces about the severity of
scepticism that confronted him during his days at the art school:
There was a time when I had reached that condition of moral anarchy within, in
which a man says, in the words of Wilde, that "Atys with the blood-stained knife
were better than the thing I am". . . I could at this time imagine the worst and
wildest proportions and distortions of more normal passion... overpowered and
oppressed with a sort of congestion of imagination ... I had never heard of
Confession ...; but that is what is really needed in such cases
Anyhow the
point is here that I dug quite low enough to discover the devil.. .. When I had
been for some time in these, the darkest depthsof the contemporary pessimism,
I had a strong inward impulse to revolt; to dislodge this incubus or throw off this
nightmare .. ,14

In his autobiographical work of 1908 titled (somewhat dauntingly)
Orthodoxy, Chesterton devotes the first two chapters—"The Maniac" and "The
Suicide of Thought"—to this journey of despair. The contours of this journey are

13On

occasion Chesterton would be invited to deliver university lectures, such
as the esteemed University of London centenary lecture of 1927 titled "Culture and the
Common Peril."
I4Chesterton,

Autobiography, pp. 92-94.
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described vividly, as only one who has been there could describe them.15 The
somewhat autobiographical phantasy, The Man Who Was Thursday, written the
same year, also mirrors the earlier breakdown and recovery.
For Lewis, it was from a religious nihilism of a strongly "gnostic" character
that personal deliverance was to come. Significantly, reading Chesterton
contributed foremost to this emergence into the light. By Lewis' own testimony,
the awareness of the occult and supernatural evil was with him during his boyhood
and would remain. Primary influences on the young Lewis during this darker
period are acknowledged to be two-fold: (1) a matron at the school in Malvern,
described by Lewis as "floundering in the mazes of Theosophy, Rosicrucianism,
Spiritualism; the whole Anglo-American occultist tradition,"16 and (2) reading
people like William Butler Yeats,17 whose life-view was steeped in spiritualism,
theosophy and pantheism. Had the right opportunity presented itself, "I might
now be a Satanist or a maniac," Lewis later reflects.18 It is about this time—ca.
1931—that Lewis simultaneously embraces Christ's lordship19 and experiences a
shift away from preoccupation with the inner realm of the occult and toward an
affirmation of the rational self—a quality that is integral to many of his writings.
This however should not be misconstrued as a denial of the supernatural world of
evil for Lewis. Though a world to be avoided, it was also for Lewis a world to be

15Aidan

Mackay contends that reading George MacDonald as a child laid a
foundation in Chesterton's worldview that in time would preserve him from probable
insanity and possible suicide during his dark and tormented adolescence ("Christian Influence,"
p. 72).
16Lewis,

Surprised, p. 62.

17William

Butler Yeats had been living in Oxford and conducting meetings in
his apartment. One rather traumatic experience that left a strong impression on Lewis was
watching a friend who had attended Yeats' meetings go insane. In Surprised by Joy, Lewis
recounts how he held his friend while the friend "kicked and wallowed on the floor,
screaming out that devils were tearing him and that he was that moment falling down to
Hell" (p. 192). As far as we know, "the squalid nightmare of [occult] magic" was not to have
affected him any longer from that point forward.
1 8 *
Lewis, Surprised, pp. 165-66.
l9In

the Preface to Pilgrim's Regress, Lewis sums up his intellectual journey:
"On the intellectual side my own progress had been from 'popular realism' to Philosophical
Idealism; from Idealism to Pantheism; from Pantheism to Theism; and from Theism to
Christianity" {Pilgrim's Regress [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1943], p. 5).
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taken into account.20
It is significant that both Chesterton and Lewis claimed to be profoundly
affected by the writings of George MacDonald, whose own theological and
philosophical assumptions imbue his poetry, novels, children's fantasies and
literary criticism. Already as a child Chesterton had read MacDonald, and in later
years he reflected on how powerfully the fantasy The Princess and the Goblin had
influenced him. Of peculiar interest is the appearance in Chesterton of a white
horse (for example, Ballad of the White Horse), which was a recurring image in
MacDonald's novels (for example, in The Princess and the Goblin and The Back ofthe
North Wind). Years later Chesterton would confess: "To this day I can never see
a big white horse in the street without a sudden sense of indescribable things."21
Somewhat thesame could be said for MacDonald's influence on Lewis as
well. Profound as this influence was, it came about almost by accident:
It must be more than thirty years ago that I bought—almost unwillingly, for I had
looked at that volume on that bookstall and rejected it on a dozen previous
occasions—the Everyman edition of Phantastes. A few hours later I knew that I
had crossed a great frontier. I had already been waist-deep in Romanticism; and
likely enough, at any moment, to flounder into its darker and more evil forms,
slithering down the steep descent that leads from the love of strangeness to that
of eccentricity and thence to that of perversion. Now Phantastes was romantic
enough...; but there was a difference. Nothing was at that time further from my
thoughts than Christianity and I thereforehad no notion what this difference really
was. . . . What it actually did to me was to convert, even to baptise . . . my

" See Evan K. Gibson, "The Centrality of Perelandra to Lewis's Theology," in
Michael H. MacDonald and Andrew A. Tadie, eds., The Riddle ofJoy: G. K. Chesterton and C. S.
Lewis (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1989), p. 125-138. In The Problem of Pain, Lewis acknowledges
so much: "that some older and mightier being long since became apostate and is now the
emperor of darkness and (significantly) the Lord of this world ... I myself believe." That
Lewis took the realm of evil very seriously can be seen in numerous of his writings—for
example, in The Great Divorce, Perelandra, The Problem of Pain, and cleverly, in The Screwtape
Letters. Lewis leaves no doubt as to his convictions; they square with the New Testament:
"For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities,
against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly
realms" (Eph. 6:12).
2' G.

K. Chesterton, in the "Introduction" to Greville MacDonald, George
MacDonald and His Wife (London: Allen & Unwin, 1924).
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imagination.22

The effects of MacDonald's writings can be measured quite
straightforwardly by Lewis' own words of tribute:
I have never concealed the fact thatI regarded him as my master; indeed I fancy that
I have never written a book in which I did not quote from him. But it has not
seemed to me that those who have received my books kindly take even now
sufficient notice of the affiliation. Honesty drives me to emphasize it.23

In the end, MacDonald helps shape a worldview that will be indispensable
to two of this century's most effective apologists.
Although Chesterton, unlike Lewis, was unschooled in logic and dialectic,
both men were controversialists, engaging scepticism and irreligion in their
respective eras. What Chesterton lacked in scholarly erudition he made up for
with a passionately combative mind. Chesterton's was the age of Charles Darwin,
Herbert Spencer, Thomas Huxley, and Sigmund Freud; of Bertrand Russell, G. E.
Moore, Ludwig Wittgenstein and H.G. Wells. Christian faith was very much under
siege. In the year 1891, when Chesterton was seventeen, Friedrich Engels was
publishing his completion of Marx's DasKapital. Openly materialistic atheism,
socialism and social Darwinism were vying for restless hearts and minds.
Chesterton engaged "friendly enemies" such as Bernard Shaw and Wells in public
debates, on BBC radio talks broadcast regularly during the 1930's, as well as
through his journalism and books. The "heretics" with whom he debated were
men "whose philosophy was quite solid, quite coherent, and quite wrong."24
Though Chesterton and Wells were contemporary, Lewis' life overlaps that
of Wells, whose works such as The Time Machine (1895), The War of the Worlds
(1898), The First Men in the Moon (1901) are considered pioneering masterpieces
of science fiction, and whose The Outline of History (1920) sets forth a

22

From the "Preface" of C. S. Lewis, ed., George MacDonald: An Anthology
(London: Geofrey Bles, 1946).
23Ibid.
24G.

K. Chesterton, Heretics (New York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1923), pp. 11-12.
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progressive view of time and cosmogony predicated on Darwinian evolutionary
theory.25 It is during Lewis' lifetime that Jules Verne's popularity was peaking,
corresponding to a self-confessed "ravenous" interest in science fiction on the part
of Lewis himself.26 When people think of Lewis the apologist, they normally tend
to think of works other than Perelandra. It may well be, however, that in this
fantasy Lewis the apologist shines brightest, given the vivid representations of the
demonic realm, the nature of sin, the nature of grace and the nature of the
universe that are on display. Lewis, too, with an extraordinarily fecund
imagination, is a man of his time.
IV. Conclusion
Both Chesterton and Lewis are indeed men of their times, creatively
seeking to carve out an apologetic for Christian truth-claims in the context of the
prevailing intellectual climate.27 Both men engage the world not because they
despise it but because God loves it. Both are fighters for the cause of Christ;28
both are artists, applying the rich brush-strokes of literary imagination. Of the
many individual qualities that these two have in common, one of the more striking
is their ability to cut to the very heart of an issue in such a way that their
arguments come to us, at the threshold of the Third Millennium, with remarkable
clarity, freshness and relevance. The spirit of their bold and artistic witness still
beckons us.

25TO

26In

which Chesterton's Everlasting Man is intended to be a response.

the "Foreward" to Out of the Silent Planet, Lewis expresses his debt to Wells.

~7The influence of his pen fully aside, Lewis in 1941 founded the Socratic Club at
Oxford, remaining as its president until he left for Cambridge in 1954. The purpose of the
club was to foster open and honest debates between Christians and sceptics, thereby
demonstrating the intellectual viability of the Christian faith.
28Thus

Chesterton, in "A Hymn" penned in 1915:
From all that terror teaches,
From lies of tongue and pen,
From all the easy speeches
That comfort cruel men,
From sale and profanation
Of honour and the sword,
From sleep and from damnation,
Deliver us, good Lord!
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for a master's degree in art. She is inspired by memories of coming home
for dinner during her childhood and by God's majesty that is so big.
Jennifer Anne Stark ('99) is majoring in Bible and minoring in music. Her poem
was originally written as a journal entry expressing her frustrating inability
to accept the grace of God.
Nathan Swartzendruber ('98) is a English writing major with a philosophy
minor. He writes because he honestly thinks he has something to say, and
he hopes you will listen.
Devon Marie Trevarrow ('01), alias diam tea, is an English literature major and
loves her roommate Annie. She writes because she cries softly, loves
passionately, and wants to thank God for a small, undeserved gift.
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Laura VanArendonk ('99) will graduate with degrees in mass communications
and Spanish. Her works have won several fiction awards and explore
issues such as friendship and betrayal from a Christian perspective.
Stephanie M. Voiland ('99) is an English secondary education major. Her story
is written for her Mom, who, among other things, taught her to do her
laundry.
Ciara Wade ('99) is a public relations and English major who writes to keep
herself alive. She wrote her story for a tragic hero who taught her that
history has to mean something.
Jennifer Walters ('01) is from Copley, Ohio. She is currently majoring in English
with a writing concentration, with the hope of someday becoming a
novelist.
Zachary Ward ('98) is a biology major. Because he is from Tucson, Arizona and
has lived near oceans for much of his life. His poem sarcastically portrays
his adjustment to the Midwest weather.
Sara Jo Weinraub ('00) is a writing major. Her favorite food is pasta and color
is grey. She digs cardigan sweaters, hairpins, and British bands from the
80s. She writes to reveal the "shadow of herself".
J. Louise Wiley ('98) is a Spanish education major who wrote her poem as a
result of frustration with the seeming elusiveness, yet astounding clarity
of God in her life.
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From Dr. Al Harrison:
"God. is our refuge and strength, an ever-present help in trouble."
Psalm 46:1

From Dr. Rick Hill:
"The purpose of an open mind is to shut it on something solid, eventually."
G. K. Chesterton

From Dr. Barbara C. Dickey:
"Ars longa; vita brevis." /"Art endures but life is fleeting."

From Dr. Jim Spiegel:
. .death is the destiny of every man; the living should take this to heart."
Ecclesiastes 7:2b

From Jeremie and Sally Solak:
"Trust in the Lord and do good; dwell in the land and enjoy safe pasture."
Psalm 37:3

Trying to decide on • nurjflrt'Desperately ••ekmgje job?

writing got you down?
Loofcifig to plan your future?

Taylor University's Calmer Development Center can helpl
resume pubffstvnp • internship ptaewTrMt information * 12 counselors
job opportunity tstings • rnktistr/appfxtunmes
• simulated Interviews
caret* resource library •£atf6r seminars and workshops

Monday - Thureday^Nkm - Spm & 7pm - 9pm
Friday Sam-5pm
Saturday 10am-12pm
Located In the lower level off Re4g#f£hapel/A
Re<SgerChapal/AucStor1um or caH 998-5384
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CREATIVE DINING SERVICES
Serving Taylor University Students
and the Upland Community

S. R. 22 & I - 69
We Support Taylor University!
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SXXl^ES •SVU'DXES

UPLAND, INDIANA

GENERAL HARDWARE

Jhml/a£u&.

Help Is Just Around The Corner. ft.

UPLAND TRUE VALUE HARDWARE, INC.
P.O. BOX 276
800 East -500 South
UPLAND, INDIANA 46989
FAX 317-998-6192
BUS. 317-998-2421

Wi

'hoever drinks ofthe water that I shall give him
shall never thirst; but thewater that I shall give him
shall become in him a well of water spring up to
eternal life.
—John 4:14

Let us drink Him in deeply
through our words.

is not a mind vacuum. It is rather the gift of an hour
that knows the plentitude of the soul.
—Gaston Bachelard (1884-1962)
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